Report to Congress
Patent eligible subject matter:
Public views on the current
jurisprudence in the United States
June 2022

United States Patent and Trademark Office

June 24, 2022

The Honorable Thom Tillis
Ranking Member Subcommittee on Intellectual Property
United States Senate
113 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510
The Honorable Chris Coons
United States Senate
218 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510
The Honorable Mazie Hirono
United States Senate
109 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510
The Honorable Tom Cotton
United States Senate
326 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Senators Tillis, Coons, Hirono, and Cotton:

Thank you for your March 5, 2021, letter expressing concern that, “[s]ince the Supreme Court’s landmark
decisions in Alice Corp. v. CLS Bank International and Mayo Collaborative Services Inc. v. Prometheus
Laboratories Inc., there has been a lack of consistency and clarity in our nation’s patent eligibility laws.”
As you point out, current eligibility jurisprudence has a direct impact on investment, research, and
innovation. Getting back to first principles, we need clear intellectual property laws that incentivize
innovation, especially in key and emerging technology areas and from small to medium-sized enterprises,
protect that innovation, and bring that innovation to impact including by incentivizing and protecting
investment. This is critical for job creation, opportunity, economic prosperity and U.S. competitiveness. It
is also necessary to incentivize our brightest minds and greatest companies to solve world problems.
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In response to your request, the USPTO conducted a study on the current state of patent eligibility
jurisprudence in the United States. The USPTO solicited public comments through a Federal Register
Notice published on July 9, 2021, and a subsequent September 3, 2021, Notice extending the deadline for
submissions to October 15, 2021. The Federal Register Notices invited interested parties to submit written
comments on several questions under two broad sections: (1) observations and experiences and (2) the
impact of current subject matter eligibility on the general marketplace. The USPTO received 141 different
comments (available at www.regulations.gov/docket/PTO-P-2021-0032/comments) from a variety of
stakeholders, including legal associations, industry organizations, advocacy groups, nonprofit entities,
businesses, law firms, practitioners, academics, and inventors.
On behalf of the USPTO, I am pleased to deliver this report titled “Patent eligible subject matter: Public
views on the current jurisprudence in the United States.” At a high level, the report found that:
• Across the spectrum, stakeholders generally agreed that the law on patent eligibility needs to be clear,
predictable, and consistently applied.
• Those in support of the current state of the law on eligibility tended to be companies faced with
abusive and costly litigation involving “overbroad,” mostly software, patents. Those companies
noted that the current law allows them to avoid or more efficiently resolve abusive, costly litigation.
Certain life sciences and patient advocacy organizations also favored the current law, noting its role in
enhancing access to medical technologies.
• Those critical of the current state of the law included many patent practitioners and innovative
companies, especially companies involved in life sciences. Those stakeholders noted that making
patents less available and rights less predictable, inhibits investment in new technologies and
companies. Several startups and small and medium-sized enterprises also noted that the current law
undermines innovation by decreasing the availability of private risk capital and works to concentrate
markets in the hands of a few large, well-resourced incumbents.
• Though these results were not surprising, the USPTO will continue to solicit feedback from
stakeholders, including through listening sessions. The USPTO has also reached out to a broader array
of stakeholders, including industry groups in critical and emerging technologies, those who fund
startups and small and medium-sized enterprises, and organizations focused on economic growth. In
addition, the USPTO is providing all stakeholders the opportunity to submit additional feedback and
suggestions to 101@uspto.gov.
We look forward to continuing our discussions on this critically important topic and finding a path
forward that will optimize our intellectual property laws for the benefit of all by finding ways to better
incentivize innovation and investment while curbing abuses and supporting access to technology.
Please do not hesitate to let me know how we can be of any further assistance.

Respectfully,
Katherine K. Vidal
Under Secretary of Commerce for Intellectual Property and
Director of the United States Patent and Trademark Office
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I.

Introduction

Subject matter eligibility has long been considered
a threshold requirement for patentability
that is separate from the other patentability
requirements, such as utility, novelty, nonobviousness, written description, and enablement.
Although the statutory limits on patent subject
matter eligibility have largely remained unaltered,
the judiciary has wrestled with defining the
boundaries.
Between 2010 and 2014, the Supreme Court issued
four decisions that have significantly impacted
patent eligibility law. Since then, as the courts
have struggled to apply these precedents, the
jurisprudence has continued to evolve.
A number of stakeholders have raised concerns
that there is now a heightened bar for patent
subject matter eligibility that is undermining
the ability of innovators to secure rights for
and investments in their innovations. These
stakeholders contend that the Supreme
Court decisions have created inconsistencies,
uncertainty, and unpredictability in the issuance
and enforcement of patent rights. At the same
time, other stakeholders view the current
jurisprudence as a useful tool for addressing broad
patents and improving access to technologies
beneficial to the public.
In a letter to the United States Patent and
Trademark Office (USPTO) dated March 5, 2021,
Senators Thom Tillis, Christopher Coons, Mazie
Hirono, and Tom Cotton expressed concern about
the “lack of consistency and clarity” in patent

1
2
3
4
5
6

subject matter eligibility jurisprudence in the
United States and the effect of that uncertainty
on American leadership in innovation.1 Believing
that legislative action was required to address
the situation, the Senators asked the USPTO
to “publish a request for information on the
current state of patent eligibility jurisprudence
in the United States, evaluate the responses, and
provide [them] with a detailed summary of [its]
findings” in order to assist them in that endeavor.2
The Senators expressed a particular interest in
learning how current eligibility jurisprudence
“has adversely impacted investment and
innovation” in several key technologies, including
quantum computing, artificial intelligence,
precision medicine, and diagnostic methods and
pharmaceutical treatments.3
In response, the USPTO published a Federal
Register Notice on July 9, 2021, soliciting the
requested information and setting an initial
deadline for responses of September 7, 2021.4 In a
subsequent Notice, published September 3, 2021,
the USPTO extended the deadline for responses
to October 15, 2021.5 The two Federal Register
Notices are collectively referred to herein as the
“Notices.”
The Notices invited members of the public to
submit written comments on questions directed to
two broad topics: (1) observations and experiences
and (2) impact of subject matter eligibility on
the general marketplace.6 Many of the questions
in section I of the Notices focused on how the

Letter from Tom Tillis, Christopher A. Coons, Mazie K. Hirono, & Tom Cotton, Sens., U.S. Senate, to Drew Hirshfeld, Comm’r for Pats., U.S. Pat. &
Trademark Of. 1 (Mar. 5, 2021), www.tillis.senate.gov/services/fles/04D9DCF2-B699-41AC-BE62-9DCA9460EDDA; see appendix A.
Id. at 1–2.
Id. at 2.
Patent Eligibility Jurisprudence Study, 86 Fed. Reg. 36,257 (July 9, 2021), www.federalregister.gov/documents/2021/07/09/2021-14628/patent-eligibility-jurisprudence-study; see appendix B.
Patent Eligibility Jurisprudence Study, 86 Fed. Reg. 49,521 (Sept. 3, 2021), www.federalregister.gov/documents/2021/09/03/2021-19112/patent-eligibility-jurisprudence-study; see appendix B.
Patent Eligibility Jurisprudence Study, supra note 4.
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conduct of business is affected by the current state
of patent eligibility jurisprudence in the United
States.7 Questions in section II focused on how the
global strength of U.S. intellectual property and
the U.S. economy are impacted by the current state
of patent eligibility jurisprudence in the United
States.8
In response to the Notices, 141 different
comments were submitted to the USPTO from
a wide range of stakeholders including: legal
associations, industry organizations, advocacy
groups, nonprofit entities, businesses, law firms,
practitioners, academics, and inventors.9
This report is intended to provide a
comprehensive review of the public views on the
impacts of the current jurisprudence on subject
matter eligibility. Starting with an overview
of patent eligibility law in the United States,
section II summarizes relevant Supreme Court
jurisprudence and the interpretation by the U.S.

II.

Legal background

The statutory basis for patent eligible subject
matter in the United States is set forth in 35 U.S.C.
section 101:
Whoever invents or discovers any new and
useful process, machine, manufacture, or
composition of matter, or any new and
useful improvement thereof, may obtain a
patent therefor, subject to the conditions and
requirements of this title.10

7
8
9
10
11

Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit of that
precedent. Section III provides an overview of
USPTO efforts over the past decade, beginning
with a summary of guidance for patent subject
matter eligibility for USPTO personnel, then a
description of various stakeholder engagements,
and finally a discussion of reports assessing trends
in key sectors affected by subject matter eligibility
developments. Based on the the comments,
section IV summarizes public views on the
impacts of the current jurisprudence. This section
documents views critical of and favorable to the
current common law and includes a description
of the impacts of the current law on innovation
and investment, as well as the effects of the law on
most-affected technologies, i.e., life sciences and
computer-related technologies. Section V provides
a brief summary of the views expressed by the
public.

This language has remained substantially
unchanged for more than 200 years.11
Though section 101 defines patent eligible
subject matter in terms of broad categories of
innovation (processes, machines, manufactures,
and compositions of matter), the Supreme Court
has long recognized certain implicit limits on
eligibility in view of the history and context of
the statutory text. Specifically, the Court has
held that abstract ideas, natural laws, and natural

Id. at 36,259.
Id. at 36,259–60.
Public comments are available at www.regulations.gov/docket/PTO-P-2021-0032/comments; see appendix C for a list of parties that submitted written
comments.
In addition to being patent eligible, an invention must also satisfy the other statutory requirements for patentability to qualify for patent protection: 35
U.S.C. § 102 (novelty), § 103 (non-obviousness), § 112 (written description, enablement, defniteness). Furthermore, a separate requirement for utility is
grounded in the term “useful” in 35 U.S.C. § 101.
See Patent Act of 1790, ch. 7, 1 Stat. 109 (1790); Patent Act of 1793, ch. 11, § 1, 1 Stat. 318 (1793); and 66 Stat. 797, ch. 10, § 101 (1952).
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phenomena are not patent eligible.12 These
judicially created exceptions to patent eligibility
have long been applied and interpreted by the
lower courts. But in recent years, the Supreme
Court issued a series of decisions—Bilski,13 Mayo,14
Myriad,15 and Alice16—that have affected the reach
and breadth of these judicially created exceptions.
In Mayo and Alice, the Court enunciated a twostep framework for distinguishing subject matter
falling within one of the exceptions from patent
eligible subject matter, which has significantly
altered patent eligibility law and generated
considerable public debate.17
Bilski, decided in 2010, involved a patent on a
business method for hedging risk.18 The Supreme
Court held that the claims at issue were invalid
because they were directed to an unpatentable
abstract idea—hedging risk—and added only
token post-solution activity, namely, the use
of well-known random analysis techniques
to establish inputs.19 The Court observed that
risk hedging is a long prevalent, fundamental
economic practice and that allowing the patent
claims “would pre-empt use of [risk hedging] in
all fields” and “effectively grant a monopoly over
an abstract idea.”20 In rejecting the view of the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit that the
“machine or transformation test” is the exclusive
test for assessing patent eligibility of a process,
the Court explained that the test “is a useful and

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

important clue,” but it is “not the sole test for
deciding whether an invention is a patent-eligible
‘process.’”21 The Court, however, left open the
possibility that some business methods remain
patent eligible.22
Following Bilski, the Supreme Court in Mayo
addressed a method for optimizing drug dosages
for treatment of autoimmune diseases in humans.23
The inventors obtained a patent claiming a
method of determining whether a given dosage
level is too low or too high, depending on the
concentration level of a metabolite in the blood.24
The Court held the claims to be patent ineligible.25
In analyzing the claims in Mayo, the Supreme
Court introduced a two-step framework for
distinguishing patent ineligible concepts
from patent eligible applications of those
concepts.26 The first step, according to the
Court, is to consider whether the claims are
“directed to” a judicially recognized exception
to patentability (abstract ideas, laws of nature,
or natural phenomena).27 If so, then the second
step is to determine “whether the claims do
significantly more than simply describe these
natural relations,” that is, whether the additional
claim elements considered separately or as an
ordered combination “transform the nature of
the claim” into “a patent-eligible application”
of the judicial exception.28 Applying the first
step of this framework to the claims at issue,

See e.g., Diamond v. Diehr, 450 U.S. 175 (1981); Parker v. Flook, 437 U.S. 584, 598 (1978) (Stewart, J., dissenting); Gottschalk v. Benson, 409 U.S. 63, 67
(1972); Funk Bros. Seed Co. v. Kalo Inoculant Co., 333 U.S. 127, 130 (1948); Le Roy v. Tatham, 55 U.S. (14 How.) 156, 175, 14 L. Ed. 367 (1852).
Bilski v. Kappos, 561 U.S. 593 (2010).
Mayo Collaborative Servs. v. Prometheus Labs., Inc., 566 U.S. 66 (2012).
Ass’n for Molecular Pathology v. Myriad Genetics, Inc., 569 U.S. 576 (2013).
Alice Corp. Pty. Ltd. v. CLS Bank Int’l, 573 U.S. 208 (2014).
Mayo, 566 U.S. at 77–79; Alice, 573 U.S. at 217–18.
Bilski, 561 U.S. at 599.
Id. at 612.
Id. at 611–12.
Id. at 604.
Id. at 606–07.
Mayo Collaborative Servs. v. Prometheus Labs., Inc., 566 U.S. 66, 73–74 (2012).
Id.
Id. at 91–92.
Id. at 77–79; see also Alice Corp. Pty. Ltd. v. CLS Bank Int’l, 573 U.S. 208, 217–18 (2014) (summarizing two-part test in Mayo).
Mayo, 566 U.S. at 77–79, 70; see also Alice, 573 U.S. at 217.
Mayo, 566 U.S. at 77–79; see also Alice, 573 U.S. at 217–18.
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the Court found that the claims were directed
to laws of nature: the relationships between the
concentration of a particular metabolite in the
blood and the likelihood that a dosage of a drug
will be ineffective or harmful.29 Assessing the
second step, the Court determined that the claims
did not do “significantly more” than describe
these natural relationships, that is, the additional
elements considered separately and as an ordered
combination did not “transform the nature of the
claim” into “a patent-eligible application” of the
judicial exceptions.30
At issue in Myriad was the patent eligibility
of claims to isolated DNA molecules (genes)
associated with an increased risk of breast cancer
and to synthetic DNA molecules created from
RNA known as complementary DNA (cDNA).31
The Supreme Court held that the isolated genes
“fell squarely within the law of nature exception.”32
The Court explained that discovering the location
of the genes does not render the genes patent
eligible, nor does the act of separating them
from their surrounding genetic material.33 While
acknowledging that claims to a product “with
markedly different characteristics from any found
in nature” may be patent eligible,34 the Court
explained that Myriad’s claims to isolated genes
lacked such characteristics because they do not
rely on any chemical changes resulting from
isolation and are not even expressed in terms of
chemical composition.35 The Court did, however,
rule that the claimed cDNA molecules were patent
eligible because they differed from naturally

29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

occurring DNA by the absence of intron regions
(i.e., non-coding nucleotide sequences).36
Finally, in Alice, the Supreme Court reaffirmed
the Mayo two-step framework and applied it to
claims reciting a computer-implemented process,
computer system, and computer readable medium
for mitigating settlement risk.37 Under step one
of the framework, the Court concluded that
the claims were directed to the abstract idea of
intermediated settlement.38 In applying step two,
the Court considered whether the claim elements,
individually or as an ordered combination,
“‘transform the nature of the claim’ into a patenteligible application.”39 The Court referred to step
two as “a search for an inventive concept—i.e.,
an element or combination of elements that is
sufficient to ensure that the patent in practice
amounts to significantly more than a patent upon
the ineligible concept itself.”40 Analyzing the claims
at issue, the Court concluded that mere generic
computer implementation does not transform
the abstract idea into a patent eligible invention.41
Thus, the Court held the process claims, as well as
the claims to the computer system and computerreadable medium, to be patent ineligible.42
Since the Supreme Court’s decisions in Bilski,
Mayo, Myriad, and Alice, the Federal Circuit has
issued over 200 decisions applying the Supreme
Court’s two-step framework in a variety of
technological contexts, and many petitions for writ
of certiorari have been filed. Specific cases that are

Mayo, 566 U.S. at 75–77.
Id. at 77–78.
Ass’n for Molecular Pathology v. Myriad Genetics, Inc., 569 U.S. 576, 583–84 (2013).
Id. at 591.
Id. at 591–92.
Id. at 590–91 (quoting Diamond v. Chakrabarty, 447 U.S. 303, 310 (1980)).
Myriad, 569 U.S. at 593.
Id. at 594–95.
Alice Corp. Pty. Ltd. v. CLS Bank Int’l, 573 U.S. at 217–18, 212–13 (2014).
Id. at 218–20.
Id. at 217–18 (quoting Mayo Collaborative Servs. v. Prometheus Labs., Inc., 566 U.S. 66, 72 (2012)).
Alice, 573 U.S. at 217–18 (internal quotation marks omitted).
Id. at 221–27.
Id. at 225–27.
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discussed in the public comments are summarized
below.
In Ariosa Diagnostics, Inc. v. Sequenom, Inc.,
the Federal Circuit applied the Alice and Mayo
two-step framework and determined that claims
to a prenatal diagnostic method that include
step one of amplifying the cell-free fetal DNA
(cffDNA) contained in a sample of a plasma or
serum from a pregnant female and step two of
detecting the paternally inherited cffDNA were
patent ineligible.43 The Court based its decision
on its finding that the claims begin and end with
cffDNA, which is a natural phenomenon, and that
the steps of amplifying and detecting were well
understood, routine, and conventional.44
Similarly, in Athena Diagnostics, Inc. v. Mayo
Collaborative Services, LLC, the Federal Circuit
concluded that claims to a method for diagnosing
neurological disorders by detecting antibodies to
a certain protein, muscle-specific tyrosine kinase
(MuSK), were patent ineligible because they
were directed to a natural law—the correlation
between the presence of naturally occurring
MuSK autoantibodies in bodily fluid and MuSKrelated neurological diseases such as myasthenia
gravis—and the remaining limitations constituted
conventional immunological assay techniques.45
The court denied rehearing en banc in a sharply
fractured decision that included eight separate
opinions.46
In contrast, in Vanda Pharmaceuticals, Inc. v. WestWard Pharmaceuticals International Ltd., claims
to a method of treating schizophrenia patients

43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52

with the compound iloperidone with dosage
ranges based on the patient’s genotype were
found to be patent eligible.47 The Federal Circuit
determined that the claims were patent eligible
because the claims were not directed to the
relationships between iloperidone and certain
medical phenomena (i.e., CYP2D6 metabolism
and QTc prolongation), but to an application of
those relationships to treat “specific patients using
a specific compound at specific doses to achieve a
specific outcome.”48
Meanwhile, several decisions issued in the
electronic arts. First, in ChargePoint, Inc. v.
SemaConnect, Inc., the Federal Circuit held that
claims to an apparatus, method, and system for
charging electric vehicles over a network were
directed to the abstract idea of communicating
over a network for device interaction.49 Under
step two, the court determined that the only
possible inventive concept was in the abstract
idea itself, which could not supply the inventive
concept.50 Then, in Chamberlain Group, Inc. v.
Techtronic Industries Co., the Federal Circuit held
that claims to a garage door opener that wirelessly
communicates status information was directed
to the abstract idea of wirelessly communicating
status information about a system.51 The
remaining limitations in the claims were
determined to be well-understood, conventional
components recited in a generic way, which did
not transform the abstract idea into a patenteligible application.52 Finally, in Yu v. Apple, Inc.,
the Federal Circuit held that claims to a digital
camera were patent ineligible because they were

Ariosa Diagnostics, Inc. v. Sequenom, Inc., 788 F.3d 1371, 1378 (Fed. Cir. 2015).
Id.
Athena Diagnostics, Inc. v. Mayo Collaborative Servs., LLC, 915 F.3d 743, 750 (Fed. Cir. 2019), reh’g denied, 927 F.3d 1333 (Fed. Cir. 2019), cert.
denied, 140 S. Ct. 855 (2020).
Athena Diagnostics, Inc. v. Mayo Collaborative Servs., LLC, 927 F.3d 1333 (Fed. Cir. 2019).
Vanda Pharms. Inc. v. West-Ward Pharms. Int’l Ltd., 887 F.3d 1117 (Fed. Cir. 2018).
Id. at 1135–36.
ChargePoint, Inc. v. SemaConnect, Inc., 920 F.3d 759, 765–773 (Fed. Cir. 2019).
Id. at 773–775.
Chamberlain Grp., Inc. v. Techtronic Indus. Co., 935 F.3d 1341, 1346–1348 (Fed. Cir. 2019).
Id. at 1348–1349.
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directed to an abstract idea, that is, taking two
pictures, which may be at different exposures,
and using one picture to enhance the other. 53 The
remaining limitations—image sensors, lenses,
analog-to-digital converting circuitry, image
memory, and digital image processor—were
considered well-known and conventional camera
components.54
In 2019, the Supreme Court issued a call for
the views of the Solicitor General (CVSG)
in two cases: HP, Inc. v. Berkheimer and
Hikma Pharmaceuticals USA Inc. v. Vanda
Pharmaceuticals Inc.55 In both cases, the
government argued that the Court’s recent
decisions had strayed from earlier precedent
and fostered uncertainty regarding the patent
eligibility standards.56 While the government
contended that neither of the cases was an optimal
vehicle to consider those standards, it urged
the Court to grant certiorari in an appropriate
case.57 In particular, the government highlighted
the then-pending certiorari petition in Athena
Diagnostics, Inc. v. Mayo Collaborative Services,
LLC, a case involving medical diagnostic methods
in which the Federal Circuit, in denying rehearing
en banc, issued multiple separate opinions asking
the Supreme Court for further guidance in the
area.58 Ultimately, the Supreme Court denied writ
of certiorari in all three cases.59

53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66

In 2020, in American Axle & Manufacturing, Inc.
v. Neapco Holdings LLC, after a split panel decision
concluding that a method for manufacturing
vehicle drive shafts was patent ineligible, the
Federal Circuit again issued a decision denying
rehearing en banc that included multiple separate
opinions with differing views on the scope of
patent eligible subject matter.60 Like the dissenting
judge on the panel, several of the opinions denying
rehearing en banc faulted the panel majority for
establishing a new “nothing more” framework—a
claim is ineligible if it “clearly invokes a natural
law, and nothing more, to accomplish a desired
result.”61 American Axle petitioned for writ of
certiorari on December 28, 2020.62 The questions
presented in the petition are (1) What is the
appropriate standard for determining whether a
claim is “directed to” a patent ineligible concept
under step one of the Alice two-step framework?,
and (2) Is patent eligibility a question of law for
the court or a question of fact for the jury?63 In
response to the Supreme Court’s CVSG,64 the
government submitted an amicus brief on May
24 recommending that the Supreme Court grant
the petition.65 The government contended that
industrial techniques, like the claimed method
of manufacturing driveshafts, have long been
viewed as “processes” that are patent eligible, and
the Federal Circuit erred in holding otherwise.66
Noting the substantial uncertainty about the
proper application of section 101, the government

Yu v. Apple Inc., 1 F.4th 1040, 1043 (Fed. Cir. 2021).
Id.
HP Inc. v. Berkheimer, No. 18–415, 139 S. Ct. 860 (Jan. 7, 2019); Hikma Pharms. USA Inc. v. Vanda Pharms. Inc., No. 18–817, 139 S. Ct. 1368 (Mar. 18,
2019).
Brief for United States, HP Inc. v. Berkheimer, No. 18–415, 2019 WL 6715368, at *10–13 (Dec. 6, 2019) [hereinafer Berkheimer CVSG Brief]; Brief
for United States, Hikma Pharms. USA Inc. v. Vanda Pharms. Inc., No. 18–817, 2019 WL 6699397, at *13–21 (Dec. 6, 2019) [hereinafer Vanda CVSG
Brief].
Berkheimer CVSG Brief at *10, *14, *19; Vanda CVSG Brief at *8, *22–23.
Berkheimer CVSG Brief at *13, *19; Vanda CVSG Brief at *22–23.
HP Inc. v. Berkheimer, No. 18–415, 140 S. Ct. 911 (Jan. 13, 2020); Hikma Pharms. USA Inc. v. Vanda Pharms. Inc., No. 18–817, 140 S. Ct. 911 (Jan. 13,
2020); Athena Diagnostics, Inc. v. Mayo Collaborative Servs., LLC, No. 19–430, 140 S. Ct. 855 (Jan. 13, 2020).
Am. Axle & Mfg., Inc. v. Neapco Holdings LLC, 966 F.3d 1347 (Fed. Cir. 2020).
Id. at 1366 (O’Malley J., dissenting); id. at 1361 (Stoll J., dissenting); id. at 1359 (Newman J., dissenting).
Am. Axle & Mfg., Inc. v. Neapco Holdings LLC, No. 20–891, 2019 WL 11611081 (Dec. 28, 2020).
Id. at *i.
Am. Axle & Mfg., Inc. v. Neapco Holdings LLC, No. 20–891, 141 S. Ct. 2594 (May 3, 2021).
Brief for United States, Am. Axle & Mfg., Inc. v. Neapco Holdings LLC, No. 20–891, 2022 WL 1670811 (May 2022).
Id. at *8–9.
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urged the Court to provide clarity on how both
step one and step two of the framework operate in
resolving the ultimate question of patent eligibility.67

At the time of this writing, the Supreme Court
has not has not yet decided whether to grant the
petition.

III. USPTO response to judicial developments
The USPTO has been monitoring patent eligibility
developments in the courts, soliciting input from
stakeholders, and assessing examination trends.
This section provides an overview of recent
USPTO efforts, starting with the USPTO guidance
to patent examiners and personnel. Next, this
section discusses efforts to engage the public by
convening roundtables and soliciting written
comments. Finally, this section describes reports
issued by the USPTO pertaining to the impact and
scope of patent subject matter eligibility, including
data and statistics on the effects of patent
eligibility jurisprudence.
A. USPTO guidance
The USPTO issued preliminary guidance to the
patent examining corps shortly after each of the
Supreme Court’s decisions in Bilski, Mayo, Myriad,
and Alice and after passage of the Leahy-Smith
America Invents Act in 2011.68 Historically, the
guidance differed depending on the statutory
category and subject matter of the claim. For
instance, before the Myriad decision in 2013, the
USPTO had separate guidance for product claims
(machines, manufactures, and compositions of
matter), process claims involving abstract ideas,

67
68

69
70
71
72

and process claims involving laws of nature or
natural phenomena. However, after the Supreme
Court clarified in the Alice case that the same
eligibility analysis (the two-step framework)
applies to all categories of claims (processes,
machines, manufactures, and compositions of
matter) and for all types of judicial exceptions
(abstract ideas, laws of nature, and natural
phenomena), the USPTO developed unified
guidance.
This unified guidance was issued in December
2014 as the Interim Guidance on Patent Subject
Matter Eligibility (IEG).69 The IEG offered a
comprehensive view of subject matter eligibility
in line with Bilski, Mayo, Myriad, and Alice
and the related body of case law. The unified
guidance combines the criteria for eligibility into
a single analysis that applies to all categories of
claims and all types of judicial exceptions.70 Step
1 of the analysis addresses whether the claimed
invention falls into one of the four categories
recited in 35 U.S.C. 101.71 Step 2 applies the
Supreme Court’s two-step framework as steps
2A and 2B.72 Examiners use step 2A to evaluate
whether a claim is directed to a judicial exception,

Id. at *9.
USPTO Memorandum of June 25, 2014, “Preliminary Examination Instructions in view of the Supreme Court Decision in Alice Corporation Pty. Ltd.
v. CLS Bank International, et al.”; USPTO Memorandum of June 13, 2013, “Supreme Court Decision in Association for Molecular Pathology v. Myriad
Genetics, Inc.”; USPTO Memorandum of March 21, 2012, “Supreme Court Decision in Mayo Collaborative Services v. Prometheus Laboratories, Inc.”;
USPTO Memorandum of June 28, 2010, “Supreme Court Decision in Bilski v. Kappos”; USPTO Memorandum of September 20, 2011, “Claims Directed
to or Encompassing a Human Organism” (discussing Section 33(a) of the Leahy-Smith America Invents Act and how it codifed existing USPTO policy
that human organisms are not eligible subject matter). Tese memoranda are available at www.uspto.gov/patents/laws/examination-policy/memoranda-examining-corps.
2014 Interim Guidance on Patent Subject Matter Eligibility, 79 Fed. Reg. 74,618 (Dec. 16, 2014), www.uspto.gov/patents/laws/examination-policy/subject-matter-eligibility-examination-guidance-date.
See Manual of Patent Examining Procedure (MPEP) § 2106(III); see appendix D for a more detailed explanation of the USPTO’s unifed patent subject
eligibility guidance.
MPEP § 2106.03.
Id. §§ 2106.04, 2106.05.
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and if so, proceed to step 2B to evaluate whether
the additional elements of the claim amount to
significantly more than the judicial exception (also
known as providing an inventive concept).73
Over the next five years, the IEG was revised
and supplemented several times, for example by
memoranda addressing key decisions of the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit impacting
patent examination practice on eligibility and
by supplemental guidance updates clarifying
issues raised through public feedback.74 These
memoranda included guidance on (1) a decision
finding method of treatment claims to be eligible;
(2) several decisions applying the Supreme Court’s
“improvements to the functioning of a computer
or to any other technology or technical field”
consideration to various patent claims; and (3)
a decision stating that whether a claim element
or combination of elements is well understood,
routine, and conventional to a skilled artisan in
the relevant field is a factual determination.75
In 2019, the USPTO published two eligibility
guidance documents—the 2019 Revised Patent
Subject Matter Eligibility Guidance (2019 PEG)76
and the October 2019 Patent Eligibility Guidance
Update (October 2019 Update).77 The 2019 PEG

73
74
75

76
77
78
79
80

and the October 2019 Update revised USPTO
procedures for identifying abstract ideas and for
determining whether a patent claim or patent
application claim is directed to a judicial exception
(laws of nature, natural phenomena, and abstract
ideas) under step 2A of the USPTO’s current
subject matter eligibility guidance.78
The USPTO’s guidance development process
culminated in June 2020 with the incorporation of
the 2019 PEG and the October 2019 Update into
chapter 2100 of the MPEP.79
B. USPTO roundtables and requests for
comments
As Federal Circuit jurisprudence on subject matter
eligibility continued to evolve, members of the
intellectual property (IP) community expressed
concerns over the confusing state of the law, even
urging Congress to clarify the law. In fall 2016,
the USPTO convened two roundtables and issued
a request for public comments on the evolving
landscape of subject matter eligibility in the
United States.80
The first roundtable, “USPTO Subject Matter
Eligibility Guidelines,” was held November 14,
2016, at USPTO headquarters in Alexandria,

Id.
Te IEG and subsequent guidance documents issued through November 2019 are archived on the USPTO website at www.uspto.gov/patents/laws/examination-policy/subject-matter-eligibility-examination-guidance-date. Pre-IEG guidance is archived on the USPTO website at www.uspto.gov/patents/
laws/examination-policy/memoranda-examining-corps.
USPTO Memorandum of June 7, 2018, “Recent Subject Matter Eligibility Decision: Vanda Pharmaceuticals Inc. v. West-Ward Pharmaceuticals”
(discussing a judicial decision holding method of treatment claims eligible); USPTO Memorandum of May 19, 2016, “Recent Subject Matter Eligibility
Decisions (Enfsh, LLC v. Microsof Corp. and TLI Communications LLC v. A.V. Automotive, LLC)”; USPTO Memorandum of November 2, 2016, “Recent
Subject Matter Eligibility Decisions” (both discussing judicial decisions applying the Supreme Court’s “improvements to the functioning of a computer
or to any other technology or technical feld” consideration to sofware claims); USPTO Memorandum of April 19, 2018, “Changes in Examination
Procedure Pertaining to Subject Matter Eligibility, Recent Subject Matter Eligibility Decision (Berkheimer v. HP, Inc.)” (discussing the Federal Circuit’s decision in Berkheimer, and requiring examiners to support a fnding that claim elements or combination of claim elements are well understood,
routine, and conventional with a factual determination). Tese memoranda are available at www.uspto.gov/patents/laws/examination-policy/memoranda-examining-corps.
2019 Revised Patent Subject Matter Eligibility Guidance, 84 Fed. Reg. 50 (Jan. 7, 2019), www.federalregister.gov/documents/2019/01/07/201828282/2019-revised-patent-subject-matter-eligibility-guidance.
October 2019 Patent Eligibility Guidance Update, 84 Fed. Reg. 55,942 (Oct. 11, 2019), www.federalregister.gov/documents/2019/10/18/2019-22782/october-2019-patent-eligibility-guidance-update.
Id.
Te USPTO’s eligibility guidance is set forth in sections 2103–06 (MPEP, 9th Ed., Rev. 10.2019, June 2020). Te current and prior versions of the MPEP
are available at www.uspto.gov/MPEP. Additional information and supplementary materials are available at www.uspto.gov/PatentEligibility.
Notice of Roundtables and Request for Comments Related to Patent Subject Matter Eligibility, 81 Fed. Reg. 71,485 (Oct. 17, 2016), www.federalregister.
gov/documents/2016/10/17/2016-24888/notice-of-roundtables-and-request-for-comments-related-to-patent-subject-matter-eligibility.
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Virginia.81 It focused on the training and guidance
provided by the USPTO to patent examiners on
how to faithfully apply the statute and case law.
The second roundtable, “Exploring the Legal
Contours of Patent Eligible Subject Matter,” was
held December 5, 2016, in Stanford, California.82
It focused on stakeholder feedback on larger
questions concerning the appropriate scope of
patent eligible subject matter. This roundtable
consisted of seven interactive panels and was
attended by more than 250 participants from
across the country, representing a broad crosssection of stakeholder views, including industry,
private practice, academia, associations, inventors,
and small businesses.
In July 2017, the USPTO issued a report titled
“Patent Eligible Subject Matter: Report on Views
and Recommendations from the Public.”83 The
report synthesized stakeholder input from the
second roundtable and put it into context in
terms of relevant developments in U.S. law and
comparative practices in other jurisdictions
around the world.84
The discussions at the roundtables, together
with the written submissions, highlighted the
complexities of determining the appropriate
boundaries of patent eligible subject matter. The
comments confirmed that the recent Supreme
Court cases have significantly changed the
standards for determining patent eligibility.85

81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91

As noted in the report, stakeholders were divided
as to the state of the law on eligibility.86 Many
commenters disagreed with the Court’s decisions,
arguing that the decisions were legally flawed and
that the judicially created exceptions to eligibility
had become too broad.87 These commenters also
asserted that the Court’s two-step framework was
difficult to apply, led to inconsistent decisions
and unpredictability, and conflated section 101
eligibility with other patentability requirements.88
Finally, these critics argued that the Court’s
jurisprudence stifles innovation, hurts businesses,
and undermines American competitiveness to the
extent that the patent systems of other countries
allow for a broader scope of patent protection.89
Other commenters supported the Court’s
decisions and subsequent lower court case law
developments, viewing them as simply the
common law process at work. These commenters
asserted that the two-step framework provided a
beneficial way to challenge overly broad patents
and helped by requiring that claims be directed to
a specific implementation of an inventive solution
instead of a vaguely claimed functional result.90
These supporters also argued that the two-step
framework provides a useful tool to defend against
abusive lawsuits by patent assertion entities.
The report also looked at the public comments
through the lens of various technology sectors
and found that the impacts of the jurisprudence
were felt differently across sectors, such as life
sciences versus computer-related technologies.91
Representatives from the life sciences industry

Te webcast of the frst roundtable is available at www.uspto.gov/patents/patent-subject-matter-eligibility-roundtable-1.
Te transcript of the second roundtable is available at www.uspto.gov/sites/default/fles/documents/RT2%20Transcript%20FINAL.pdf.
USPTO, Patent Eligible Subject Matter: Report on Views and Recommendations from the Public, 1 (2017),
www.uspto.gov/sites/default/fles/documents/101-Report_FINAL.pdf.
Id.
Id. at 23–38.
Id.
Id. at 27–29.
Id. at 29–32.
Id. at 32–34.
Id.
Id. at 34–38.
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almost uniformly disagreed with the Court’s
recent decisions.92 They asserted that the Court
had effectively rendered many life sciences
inventions ineligible, being derived from natural
products or processes.93
Representatives of computer-related industries,
especially the software sector, had divided views.94
Some argued that the two-step framework
addressed the problem of abusive patent litigation
and had little impact on deterring software
innovation.95 This group cautioned against
legislative redress and instead recommended that
the common law should be allowed to evolve
further, before legislative reform is considered.96
Others in the computer industries asserted that
patents are important to foster investment and
that the framework devalued patent portfolios and
injected uncertainty into their business practices,
hurting innovation.97
A majority of commenters, including
representatives from academia, industry groups,
life sciences companies, law firms, and legal
associations, recommended legislative changes
aimed at reversing the recent trend in the law
and restoring, in their view, a more appropriate
dividing line between eligible and ineligible
subject matter.98 A call for a legislative fix was
particularly strong from commenters from the life
sciences industry, but many supporters also came
from computer-related industries.99

92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103

Other commenters recommended administrative
actions to address the impact of the Court’s
decisions.100 For example, some suggested that
the USPTO take steps to increase consistency
among examiners in the application of the twostep framework and ensure clarity of section 101
rejections in office actions.101 Others urged the
USPTO to provide better guidance, with more
examples and thorough analyses.102 Following
the publication of the 2017 report, the USPTO
developed the guidelines described in the previous
part; which in turn were commented on as part of
the current report.
C. USPTO studies on patent eligibility
examination trends
In addition to continued dialogues with
stakeholders on the changing landscape of patent
eligible subject matter, the USPTO has undertaken
several studies to analyze the impacts of these
changes through multiple lenses. These studies
illustrate the effectiveness of USPTO practices
and aid in informing policy decisions regarding
patentable subject matter.
1. Examination outcomes in Alice-afected
technologies103
One area of concern to the USPTO is the impact
of the eligibility guidance on the examination
process. To better inform the ongoing debate
about the breadth and clarity of subject matter
eligibility jurisprudence, the USPTO studied

Id. at 35–36.
Id.
Id. at 37–38.
Id. at 37.
Id. at 39.
Id. at 37–38.
Id. at 41–46.
Id.
Id. at 40–41.
Id.
Id.
Patent litigation cases from the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit and the U.S. Supreme Court that involved patent subject matter eligibility
were used to identify Alice-afected technologies. More details are available in the report (Andrew A. Toole & Nicholas A. Pairolero, Adjusting
to Alice: USPTO Patent Examination Outcomes after Alice Corp. v. CLS Bank International (2020), www.uspto.gov/sites/default/fles/documents/OCE-DH_AdjustingtoAlice.pdf).
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examination outcomes in response to the Alice
decision and to USPTO guidance for personnel.
In May 2020, the USPTO published its report,
“Adjusting to Alice,”104 which explores examination
outcomes in the USPTO since the Alice decision.
As an initial matter, the findings show that the
Alice decision increased the likelihood of receiving
a first office action with a rejection for patent
ineligible subject matter by 31% in the 18 months
following the decision.105 Further, uncertainty
in patent examination, defined as the variation
in decision-making on subject matter eligibility
among examiners within a technology area,
increased by 26%.106
At the same time, the report determined that
USPTO guidance issued in 2018 and 2019 largely
reversed the upward trend of the Alice decision in
examination by reducing both the percentage of
first action eligibility rejections and examination
uncertainty.107 One year after the USPTO’s 2019
PEG guidance update, the likelihood of Aliceaffected technologies receiving a first office action
with a rejection for patent ineligible subject matter
had decreased by 25%.108 Additionally, uncertainty
in patent examination for such technologies
decreased by 44%.109
Although the USPTO study narrowly focused on
uncertainty in the patent examination process,
it provided systematic evidence that the Alice
decision increased uncertainty for innovators

104
105
106
107

108
109
110
111

112

using the patent system. Greater uncertainty in
any part of the innovative process can dampen
economic activity. Higher levels of uncertainty
may reduce investments for new or existing
technologies: namely, they lower the economic
value of patents in force, reduce patent purchases
and licensing transactions, and limit opportunities
to obtain entrepreneurial financing.110
2. Patent eligibility outcomes for AI-related
technologies
During the past several years, considerable public
debate has focused on the intersection of artificial
intelligence (AI) and patent eligible subject
matter. Throughout 2019 and 2020, the USPTO
engaged with stakeholders on their views of AI
and IP policy through various forums and Federal
Register Notices.111 Although the focus was on
AI and IP policy in general, the topic of patent
eligible subject matter was specifically addressed.
In October 2020, the USPTO published a report
titled “Public Views on Artificial Intelligence
and Intellectual Property Policy” (Public Views
Report).112 The Public Views Report noted that
stakeholders viewed many AI-related inventions
as being at risk of patent ineligibility under the
current two-step framework because they may be
characterized as methods of organizing human
activity, mental processes, or mathematical
concepts, and thus may be ineligible if they fail
to recite “significantly more” than those judicial

Id.
Id. at 1.
Id.
Id. at 16–17. As the Adjusting to Alice report shows, uncertainty in the frst action stage of patent examination started to decrease following the
release of the Berkheimer memorandum (USPTO Memorandum of April 19, 2018, “Changes in Examination Procedure Pertaining to Subject Matter
Eligibility, Recent Subject Matter Eligibility Decision (Berkheimer v. HP, Inc.)”). Te 2019 PEG had an even larger statistically signifcant efect on reducing examination uncertainty, particularly in Alice-afected technologies.
Toole & Pairolero, supra note 103, at 16–17.
Id.
See, e.g., Andrew Abel et al., Options, the Value of Capital, and Investment, 111 Quar. J. Econ. 753 (1996); Edward Sherry and D. Teece, Royalties,
Evolving Patent Rights, and the Value of Innovation, 33 Res. Policy 2 (2004); Joshua Gans et al., Te Impact of Uncertain Intellectual Property Rights on the
Market for Ideas: Evidence from Patent Grant Delays, 54 Manage. Sci. 5 (2008).
Request for Comments on Patenting Artifcial Intelligence Inventions, 84 Fed. Reg. 44,889 (Aug. 27, 2019), www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/FR-2019-0827/pdf/2019-18443.pdf; Request for Comments on Intellectual Property Protection for Artifcial Intelligence Innovation, 84 Fed. Reg. 58,141 (Oct. 30,
2019), www.federalregister.gov/documents/2019/10/30/2019-23638/request-for-comments-on-intellectual-property-protection-for-artifcial-intelligence-innovation.
USPTO, Public Views on Artificial Intelligence and Intellectual Property Policy (2020), www.uspto.gov/sites/default/fles/documents/
USPTO_AI-Report_2020-10-07.pdf.
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Figure 1: Allowance rates, 2009–2020: Patent applications containing AI and not containing AI
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exceptions.113 In light of various concerns raised
by users in the Public Views Report, the USPTO’s
Office of the Chief Economist analyzed patenting
activity in the field of AI and, in October 2020,
published a report titled “Inventing AI: Tracing
the diffusion of artificial intelligence with U.S.
patents” (Inventing AI Report).114
The Inventing AI Report demonstrated the
increasing geographic diffusion of AI across the
United States.115 Initially, for the period from
1976 to 2000, inventors named on AI patents
tended to be concentrated in larger cities and
established technology hubs, such as Silicon

Valley, California.116 These locations have
resource advantages that make early adoption
easier.117 More recently, however, the patent data
make clear that AI technologies have diffused
widely across the United States:118 For instance,
Maine and South Carolina are active in digital
data processing and data processing adapted for
business. Inventor-patentees in Oregon are using
AI in fitness training and equipment. In Montana,
AI is incorporated into inventions for analyzing
the chemical and physical properties of materials.
Wisconsin leads in medical instruments and
processes for diagnosis, surgery, and identification,
followed by Ohio and Kansas.119

113 Id.
114 Andrew Toole et al., Inventing AI: Tracing the Diffusion of Artificial Intelligence with U.S. Patents (2020), www.uspto.gov/sites/default/
fles/documents/OCE-DH-AI.pdf.
115 Id. at 10–11.
116 Id. at 10.
117 Id.
118 Id. at 10–11; fgure 7b (illustrating the geographic dispersion of AI inventor patentees for the period 2001–2018).
119 Id. at 10–11.
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Figure 2: The share of patents in exposed technologies issued to U.S. companies, 2000–2020
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In addition to noting the widespread geographic
diffusion within the United States, the Inventing
AI Report went on to show that from 2002 to
2018, USPTO patent applications from the United
States and abroad that contain AI increased by
more than 100%, rising from 30,000 to more
than 60,000 annually.120 During the same period,
the share of all patent applications containing
AI grew from 9% to nearly 16%.121 Additionally,
patents containing AI appeared in about 9% of all
technology subclasses used by the USPTO in 1976
and spread to more than 42% by 2018.122
Given the increased reliance on AI technologies
across so many sectors and geographies, the
USPTO decided to study the potential impact of
the Alice decision on allowance rates. For instance,
directly following the Alice decision, an observed
decrease in the USPTO allowance rate for patent

applications containing AI relative to non-AI
applications provides suggestive evidence that
Alice impacted AI technologies differentially.123
Figure 1 shows a substantial decrease in allowance
rate for patent applications containing AI following
the Alice decision in June 2014. Further, the
allowance rate stayed below the non-AI application
rate until 2019, when the allowance rate for
applications containing AI increased by about 8%.
This increase is consistent with the finding in the
“Adjusting to Alice” report that the 2019 USPTO
patent examiner guidance substantially reduced
the rate of subject matter eligibility rejections in
Alice-affected technologies.124
3. Patent eligibility landscape of industrial
sectors
The USPTO also examined domestic companies125
listed on issued patents to help shed light on

Id. at 4–5.
Id. at 5.
Id. at 7.
Te allowance rate is the fraction of patent applications allowed relative to all applications with disposals in the year under consideration. A patent application is considered disposed when it is either allowed by the examiner or abandoned by the applicant.
124 Toole & Pairolero, supra note 103, at 6.
125 For this analysis, the USPTO’s Ofce of the Chief Economist defned domestic companies as patent assignees with establishments in the United States.
120
121
122
123
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Figure 3: The percentage of patents in exposed technologies issued to U.S. companies, by industry sector, 2012–2016
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whether U.S. industrial sectors are exposed to
greater uncertainty from changing jurisprudence
on subject matter eligibility. Exposure to greater
uncertainty is measured using the percentage of
patents in “exposed technologies.”126
Figure 2 illustrates that for patents owned by U.S.
companies, the share of patents in the exposed
technologies has increased by 50% during the
past two decades. Notably, as of 2020, 46% of all
patents issued that year to U.S. companies were in
exposed technologies.

Grouping all companies into industries, figure
3 indicates that companies operating in a broad
swath of U.S. industries were issued patents in the
exposed technologies—totaling about 44% of all
USPTO patents issued to U.S. companies between
2012 and 2016.127
Domestic companies in nine industry sectors
of the U.S. economy had at least 40% of their
patents granted in exposed technologies.128 These
sectors cover areas such as education, managerial
and administrative services, transportation and
logistics, health care, and financial services.

Patents are considered to have been granted to a domestic company if the assignee’s address is in the United States. Such assignees can include subsidiaries of foreign companies or companies with a presence in the United States but that are owned and/or controlled by a foreign interest.
126 For this analysis, the USPTO’s Ofce of the Chief Economist defned exposed technologies as U.S. patent classifcations appearing in Court of Appeals
for the Federal Circuit and U.S. Supreme Court cases involving abstract ideas, laws of nature, or natural phenomena.
127 Tis is the most recent fve-year period for which the Ofce of the Chief Economist has complete matched data on the industry of patent owners.
128 Te number of total patents granted annually to U.S. establishments in these sectors ranged from 185 in the transportation and warehousing sector to
more than 17,700 in the professional and technical services sector. Combined, the nine sectors accounted for roughly 46,000 total patent grants per
year. Te patent counts include patents that the Ofce of the Chief Economist matched to U.S.-based establishments for 2012–2016. Overall, the Ofce
of the Chief Economist was able to match roughly 90% of patents issued to U.S.-based assignees to establishments. For more details, see Ryan Hughes,
Charles deGrazia & Julian Kolev, Technical Documentation for Matching Patents and Trademarks to the 2017 National Establishment Time Series Database
(USPTO, Economic Working Paper No. 2021-4, 2021), www.uspto.gov/sites/default/fles/documents/oce-wp-ip-to-nets.pdf.
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IV. Discussion of public views on the impacts of subject matter eligibility
jurisprudence
In response to the USPTO’s request of July 9, 2021,
for public comments on the current state of patent
eligibility jurisprudence, the USPTO received
141 different written submissions, including 15
anonymous submissions.129 The comments, which
provide a variety of different views from a diverse
range of stakeholders, include the following:
• 43 comments from associations, nonprofit
entities, and other advocacy groups;
• 21 comments from companies and businesses;
• 16 comments from law firms and practitioners;
• 9 comments from academics, healthcare
institutions, and universities; and
• 34 comments from individuals, including
inventors and patent applicants, and
other entities that did not fit one of the
aforementioned categories.
The written remarks made clear that the
jurisprudence had a substantial impact on
the scope of patent eligible subject matter.
Commenters, however, disagreed as to whether
the impacts of the jurisprudence on businesses,
the economy, and innovation were positive or
negative. This section summarizes arguments,
observations, and evidence submitted by members
of the public addressing the impacts of the
evolving subject matter eligibility jurisprudence.

In addition, this section highlights effects on
technology-specific sectors, specifically life
sciences and computer-related technologies.
In preparing this summary report, the USPTO
carefully considered the written comments to
ensure that all views were adequately represented.
The USPTO attempted to reference in the
citations, to the extent possible, members of the
public that addressed a particular topic.
A. Views on the current state of patent
eligibility law
Although stakeholders expressed differing views
on the impacts of the current jurisprudence for
determining patent subject matter eligibility,
respondents nonetheless agreed that whatever
the standard for determining whether an
invention is eligible for patenting, it should be
clear, predictable, and consistently applied by
the USPTO and the courts.130 A key point of
contention, however, was whether the current state
of the law achieves these objectives.
1. Current law is sufciently clear
Numerous respondents claimed that the
current law is sufficiently clear, predictable, and
consistent.131 Some pointed to the fact that the
Federal Circuit affirms ineligibility decisions
by district courts and the USPTO at a high

129 See appendix C.
130 See Business Law Section of the Florida Bar Intellectual Property Committee (hereinafer Business Law Section of the Florida Bar) at 3 (“[W]hether the
clarifcation [of current law] comes by broadening the patent eligible subject matter or narrowing it, is not as important as is clarifying it and making the
application of the rules more uniform.”); Coalition for the Life Sciences, second submission (hereinafer CLS #2) at 1 (stated that “existing prohibitions
against patenting laws of nature, products of nature, and abstract ideas are essential for fostering scientifc research and innovation, and the Supreme
Court’s recent decisions in this area have demonstrably clarifed essential boundaries on subject matter eligibility”); Dell Technologies at 5–6 (indicated
that “[m]odern case law sets forth a clear and predictable set of patent-eligibility tests for sofware-based inventions,” but goes on to state that “[t]o the
extent some believe the current case [law] remains unpredictable, Dell welcomes eforts to identify legislative or administrative solutions, provided that
the critical benefts of section 101 are not lost in the process”); IBM at 2 (advocated for “a more principled and certain eligibility standard that allows
innovators to obtain and beneft from patents without enabling abusive behaviors”); Johnson & Johnson at 2 (“A predictable patent system encourages
pharmaceutical companies to take on the signifcant risks associated with solving the world’s greatest healthcare challenges.”). See also Computer &
Communications Industry Association (hereinafer CCIA) at 1; Google at 8; Juniper Networks at 5.
131 See generally American Civil Liberties Union (hereinafer ACLU); High Tech Inventors Alliance (hereinafer HTIA); Intellectual Property Owners Association (hereinafer IPO); Sofware & Information Industry Association (hereinafer SIIA).
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rate,132 with one civil liberties organization
concluding that “district courts, the PTAB,
and patent examiners clearly and consistently
apply Supreme Court jurisprudence.” 133 Other
commenters pointed to findings in the USPTO
report “Adjusting to Alice,”134 which shows that
applications are rejected for lack of eligibility at
generally the same rate after the Supreme Court’s
decision in Alice as prior to it.135 One high-tech
advocacy group further noted that an artificial
intelligence system had been successfully trained
to predict with reasonable accuracy whether
patent claims were eligible under Alice, which
refutes “[c]laims about the impossibility of
predicting such outcomes.”136
In addition to providing clarity and stability,
many respondents claimed the current law also
represents a general improvement to the patent
system.137 One computer industry association,
for instance, stated that, “[t]he current state of
patentable subject matter jurisprudence is working
well and should be retained.”138 Another industry
association said its members “believe that current
101 jurisprudence has resulted in a healthier
patent system.”139 A computer company likewise
asserted that “the state of the law [is] amply
predictable” and noted that it had not encountered
a situation “where the viability of a commercial
transaction [had] been significantly hampered by
uncertainty” caused by the current law.140

Other groups focused on innovation benefits.
A life sciences organization claimed that the
Supreme Court’s decisions are “essential for
fostering scientific research and innovation” and
“have demonstrably clarified essential boundaries
on subject matter eligibility.”141 A public interest
group praised the Supreme Court’s decisions,
stating that the “[c]urrent patent eligibility
jurisprudence is faithful to the Constitution, the
Patent Act, and the public’s interest in a patent
system that promotes more innovation than it
deters.”142
Other commenters expressed support for the
current law as improving the quality of patents
and the level of information they convey to
the public. One computer industry association
claimed that the current jurisprudence “has
resulted in patent applicants improving the quality
of their patents, better defining their inventions.”143
A high-tech company asserted that the Supreme
Court’s eligibility test “act[s] as a ‘forcing function’
to bring about greater detail and clarity in patent
applications, thereby resulting in more useful
information being shared with the public, and a
clearer definition of the rights being claimed.”144
A few commenters took issue with the questions
the USPTO posed in the Notices, claiming they
were biased against the current state of the
law.145 For example, one life sciences organization

132 ACLU at 1–2 (referencing Robert Sachs, Alice: Benevolent Despot or Tyrant? Analyzing Five Years of Case Law Since Alice v. CLS Bank: Part I, IPWatchdog (Aug. 29, 2019), https://www.ipwatchdog.com/2019/08/29/alice-benevolent-despot-or-tyrant-analyzing-fve-years-of-case-law-since-alice-v-clsbank-part-i/id=112722/); see also Richard Gruner at 17; IPO at 4.
133 ACLU at 2.
134 Toole & Pairolero, supra note 103, at 6.
135 See HTIA at 7; IPO at 4; SIIA at 5.
136 HTIA at 8.
137 See United for Patent Reform (hereinafer UFPR) at 2 (“Eligibility law, when properly enforced as in recent years, plays a critical role in keeping patents
within their proper lanes and protecting American businesses and consumers from unjustifed and abusive litigation.”). See also CCIA at 8; Dell Technologies at 2; Engine at 25; Google at 7–8. See generally Electronic Frontier Foundation (hereinafer EFF); HTIA; Timothy O’Leary; Public Interest Patent
Law Institute (hereinafer PIPLI); SIIA; Ted Wang; Wikimedia Foundation (hereinafer Wikimedia).
138 CCIA at 8.
139 SIIA at 6.
140 Dell Technologies at 2.
141 Coalition for the Life Sciences, frst submission (hereinafer CLS #1) at 1; CLS #2 at 1.
142 PIPLI at 1.
143 CCIA at 1.
144 Google at 8.
145 See generally ACLU; CLS #1; CLS #2; Google; Robert Rutkowski; UFPR.
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asserted “that both the [Federal Register Notice]
and proposed study … appear to presuppose that
[the current state of the law] lacks clarity and
consistent application and that this lack of clarity
is harming innovation. This is not the case.”146 A
life sciences company criticized the questions as
being “posed with the underlying assumption
that recent jurisprudence has resulted in negative
outcomes for industry, competitive disadvantages
for the United States, and consequences for patient
care,” which the company said is inaccurate.147

subjective judgment of whether developments
are just too abstract, with the only guideposts
being prior judicial decisions that themselves
were fact-specific, subjective judgments.”152 An
organization representing research-based
technology companies added that “[g]iven that all
patent claims at some level rely upon the judicial
exceptions, the determination of which claims
are ‘directed to’ a judicial exception—and which
claims are not—is a very difficult, subjective, and
frankly often arbitrary, determination.”153

2. Current law is unclear and unpredictable

Other commenters referred to statements and
outcomes from the courts as evidence that the
current law lacks clarity and predictability.154 One
technology transfer association, for instance,
cited public remarks from Federal Circuit Chief
Judge Kimberly Moore recognizing that the
Federal Circuit judges are “‘at a loss’ as to how
to apply section 101.”155 The association further
observed that other judges, notably Judge Todd
Hughes, have “begged the Supreme Court and
Congress to provide more clarity, pointing out that
‘uncertainty’ is a major problem.”156 An IP advisory
firm also cited critical remarks by other Federal
Circuit judges noting that the current state of the
law is “incoherent” and “makes it near impossible
to know with any certainty whether the invention
is or is not patent eligible” (Judge Jay Plager); the
abstract idea test is “indeterminate and often leads

In contrast, many other commenters expressed
their concerns that the current law on eligibility is
unclear and unpredictable.148 Those commenters
primarily focused on court decisions and USPTO
guidance.
a. Court decisions

Many respondents argued that the current
jurisprudence is fundamentally flawed.149 One
law professor stated that “patent eligibility
jurisprudence continues to remain fundamentally
unsettled” and the “doctrine is marked by
unpredictability and indeterminacy.”150 Other
commenters asserted that the test is unworkable
because it relies on subjective reasoning.151 One
computer company, for instance, said the
“current jurisprudence asks courts to make a

146 CLS #2 at 1.
147 Invitae at 1.
148 See IBM at 2 (advocating for “a more principled and certain eligibility standard that allows innovators to obtain and beneft from patents without
enabling abusive behaviors”); Johnson & Johnson at 2 (“[A] predictable patent system encourages pharmaceutical companies to take on the signifcant
risks associated with solving the world’s greatest healthcare challenges.”). See generally ACT|Te App Association (hereinafer App Association); Alliance
for U.S. Startups & Inventors for Jobs (hereinafer USIJ); American Intellectual Property Law Association (hereinafer AIPLA); Association of Amicus
Counsel (hereinafer AAC); Business Law Section of the Florida Bar; Dominion Harbor Group; Richard Gruner; IBM; Innovation Alliance; Adam Mossof; New York Intellectual Property Law Association (hereinafer NYIPLA); Mark Tornetta; TrackTime.
149 See generally AAC; AIPLA; App Association; Business Law Section of the Florida Bar; Dominion Harbor Group; Richard Gruner; IBM; Innovation
Alliance; Adam Mossof; NYIPLA; Mark Tornetta; TrackTime; USIJ.
150 Adam Mossof at 3.
151 See generally AAC; AIPLA; App Association; Business Law Section of the Florida Bar; Dominion Harbor Group; Richard Gruner; IBM; Innovation
Alliance; Adam Mossof; NYIPLA; Mark Tornetta; TrackTime; USIJ.
152 IBM at 4 (“Courts have never adequately defned what is meant by ‘abstract’ (due to the difculty of the task). Without such a foundation, determining if
a claim is something more than the (undefned) abstract idea is even more subjective.”). See also Adam Mossof at 5.
153 Innovation Alliance at 2.
154 See AAC at 17–18; Association of University Technology Managers (hereinafer AUTM) at 2; Business Law Section of the Florida Bar at 6; Conservatives
for Property Rights (hereinafer CPR) at 1; Dominion Harbor Group at 2–4; Richard Gruner at 7; IGT at 8; Novartis at 3; TrackTime at 3..
155 AUTM at 2.
156 Id.
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to arbitrary results” (Judge Richard Linn); the
current law is “inconsisten[t] and unpredictab[le]”
and has “destabilized technologic development
in … all fields” (Judge Pauline Newman).157 The
same commenter also suggested that the large
variance among district courts in rates of granting
of motions to dismiss for ineligibility is further
evidence of uncertainty in the law.158
Finally, numerous commenters raised concerns
about the uncertain trajectory of the current
jurisprudence, which, in view of recent cases
such as American Axle & Manufacturing, Inc.
v. Neapco Holdings LLC159 and Yu v. Apple Inc.,160
appears to be threatening the eligibility of basic
mechanical technologies that had heretofore
been unquestioned.161 As stated by one patent
law association, “[i]n light of the recent holdings
in American Axle and Yu, there is apparently
no technical field in which an applicant for a
patent can have reasonable certainty that their
claimed invention will be deemed concrete and
not abstract.”162 This sentiment was echoed by
a computer company, which observed that “a
logical extension of the current patent eligibility
jurisprudence, [has] even led courts to find
inventions lacking eligible subject matter in cases
involving mechanical devices and processes such
as an electric car charger, a garage door opener,
a method for tuning driveshaft liners, and most

recently the design of a digital camera.”163 These
cases were also referenced by a golf equipment
manufacturer as “signs that the whirlwind of § 101
is beginning to encroach on mechanical systems
and processes where subject matter eligibility
generally had not been in question.”164
b. USPTO guidance

Although several commenters expressed
appreciation to the USPTO for issuing and
updating guidelines and examples to assist
USPTO personnel and applicants in applying the
current jurisprudence, many remarked that the
effort did not produce the desired consistency or
predictability in determining patentable subject
matter.165 Commenters cited two main reasons for
this perceived failure.
First, various commenters noted that however
helpful the USPTO guidance had been to
applicants and examiners, its “overall impact
ha[d] been largely negated because it is not
binding on the courts.”166 One organization
representing IP owners further explained that
“[b]ecause the examination guidance is not
binding on the federal courts, patents granted by
the USPTO under the revised guidance remain
open to challenge and invalidation in the courts.”167
Likewise, a coalition of research-based technology
companies remarked that even when “a patent

157 Dominion Harbor Group at 2–3 (quoting Interval Licensing LLC v. AOL, Inc., 896 F.3d 1335, 1353–54 (Fed. Cir. 2018) (Plager, J., concurring in part and
dissenting in part); Smart Systems Innovations v. Chicago Transit Auth., 873 F. 3d 1364, 1377 (Fed. Cir. 2017) (Linn, J., dissenting in part and concurring
in part); Yu v. Apple Inc., 1 F.4th 1040, 1049 (Fed. Cir. 2021) (Newman, J., dissenting)).
158 Dominion Harbor Group at 4.
159 Am. Axle & Mfg., Inc. v. Neapco Holdings LLC, 966 F.3d 1347 (Fed. Cir. 2020).
160 Yu v. Apple Inc., 1 F.4th 1040, 1043 (Fed. Cir. 2021).
161 See Acushnet Company at 3; Boston Patent Law Association (hereinafer BPLA) at 3; IBM at 5; IPO at 5; Adam Mossof at 2; Lori Pressman at 5.
162 BPLA at 3.
163 IBM at 5.
164 Acushnet Company at 3.
165 See Holby Abern at 1; Acushnet Company at 2; AIPLA at 3; Anonymous #13 at 2; BPLA at 8–9; Business Law Section of the Florida Bar at 6; Ericsson at
3; Richard Gruner at 12; IBM at 3; IGT at 2; Innovation Alliance at 4; IPO at 4; Schwegman Lundberg & Woessner at 3; Dana Stangel at 2.
166 Innovation Alliance at 4. See also AIPLA at 3 (“While AIPLA greatly appreciates the eforts of the USPTO to provide guidance to examiners and applicants to navigate the ambiguities of section 101 jurisprudence, including its 2019 revised guidance, this guidance cannot solve the problems caused by
the Alice–Mayo test.”); AUTM at 5 (“Te problem we run into in the US, as compared to the other major ofces, however, is that the courts here fat out
ignore or are downright hostile to the [2019 Revised Patent Subject Matter Eligibility Guidance].”); Peter Cheng at 3; Eagle Forum Education & Legal
Defense Fund (hereinafer Eagle Forum) at 2; Ericsson at 3; IBM at 3; IGT at 2; IPO at 4; Adam Mossof at 7; Novartis at 7; Schwegman Lundberg &
Woessner at 3.
167 IPO at 4. See also Ericsson at 3 (“While the evolving USPTO guidance to examiners … has proved very helpful, the unpredictability of eligibility challenges in litigation remains.”).
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applicant follows the direction provided by the
USPTO in applying for and obtaining a patent,
significant uncertainty remains where the courts
may take a materially different view” of the
claimed invention’s eligibility.168
Second, other commenters said that the USPTO’s
own examiners were not applying the guidance
consistently.169 One patent practitioner observed
that despite the USPTO guidance, “different sets
of examiners (even within the same art unit [that]
report to the same [supervisory patent examiner])
have vastly different viewpoints on the current
state of the law.”170 Another commenter suggested
that inconsistent examination approaches
“mak[e] the assignment of a patent application
for review by one technology art unit … versus
another a significant determinant of patent review
outcomes.”171 Likewise, a law firm pointed out that
“the amount of prosecution difficulty faced by [its]
clients appears to depend more on the art unit
to which the patent application is assigned than
recent developments in the law.”172
In addition, a few commenters expressed concerns
that the USPTO guidance exceeded the reach of
the Supreme Court’s precedent.173 One interest
group suggested that “[t]here is … evidence that
the revised guidance is leading to the allowance
of patent claims that are ineligible under Alice.”174
One professor argued that the USPTO guidance

has resulted in thousands of improperly issued
patents that “can now only be corrected by very
expensive post-grant reviews (because there is no
legislated third-party right to challenge the grant
of a patent directly by appeal on the administrative
record).”175 Another commenter added that “PTO
also risks compromising the credibility of the U.S.
patent system and the foundations of a patent’s
entitlement to a presumption of validity.”176
B. Impacts on innovation, investment, and
competition
The impact of 101 jurisprudence on investment
and innovation is of particular importance and
policy interest. In response to the USPTO’s
request, commenters generally agreed that a
healthy, robust patent system promotes economic
development through incentivizing innovation
and investment and fostering competition.
However, views differed considerably on whether
and how the current state of the law on eligibility
is furthering those objectives.
1. Impacts on innovation
Numerous commenters expressed the view
that the current jurisprudence is beneficial to
innovation and technological development.177 A
civil liberties organization, for example, stated
that the exclusions from patentability recognized

168 Innovation Alliance at 4; see also Askeladden at 8–9 (citing seven cases and concluding “that the courts will continue to follow their own jurisprudence
rather than the [USPTO] guidance when interpreting and applying the law of subject matter eligibility”).
169 See Holby Abern at 1; Acushnet Company at 2; Anonymous #13 at 2; BPLA at 8–9; Business Law Section of the Florida Bar at 6; Richard Gruner at 12;
IGT at 2; Schwegman Lundberg & Woessner at 3.
170 Holby Abern at 1. See also Acushnet Company at 2; Anonymous #13 at 2 (“Diferent Group Art Units, as well as examiners within an individual GAU,
have vastly diferent interpretations as to what technology is properly eligible under the law.”); BPLA at 8–9; Business Law Section of the Florida Bar at
6; IBM at 3 (prosecution ofen requires “extensive dialogue with examiners … which can resemble a philosophical debate. Even patent examiners have a
difcult time applying the eligibility jurisprudence, and this can result in variability between examiners”); IGT at 2.
171 Richard Gruner at 13.
172 Schwegman Lundberg & Woessner at 3.
173 See Askeladden at 3; PIPLI at 8 (“Alice remains the Supreme Court’s most recent patent eligibility decision. Despite the lack of intervening Supreme
Court precedent, the USPTO abandoned the 2014 IEG and July 2015 update to adopt entirely new patent eligibility guidance in 2019. When the USPTO
issued its new guidance, public commenters objected that the changes were inconsistent with Alice and thus contrary to governing law.”); Joshua Sarnof
at 4.
174 PIPLI at 9.
175 Joshua Sarnof at 4.
176 Askeladden at 3.
177 See generally ACLU; CCIA; CLS #1; CLS #2; Dell Technologies; Developers Alliance; EFF; Engine; HTIA; Internet Association; Invitae; Juniper
Networks; Laboratory for Clinical Genomics and Advanced Technology at Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center (hereinafer Dartmouth-Hitchcock
Medical Center); Ted Wang; Wikimedia.
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under current law “play a crucial role in fostering
technological invention that benefits the public
interest.”178 Similarly, a nonprofit organization
that supports collaborative knowledge projects
added, “[E]xpanding patent-eligibility to include
the basic tools of technological work would
impede innovation more than it would promote
it,” and cited as an example the free access to
certain genomic information researchers have
enjoyed in the fight against COVID-19.179 One
investor further asserted that allowing patents
to be obtained and enforced on “basic ideas,”
particularly by nonpracticing entities (NPEs),180
causes otherwise productive businesses to spend
limited money defending against infringement
suits rather than on innovation and business
growth.181
Many other commenters, however, viewed
the current jurisprudence as detrimental to
innovation, especially in certain technologies,
notably life sciences.182 One national bar
association stated that current law “undermines
the U.S. patent system.”183 Another national IP
bar association agreed, adding that the recent
jurisprudence also undermines U.S. leadership
in global innovation and “will have serious
negative implications for our economy in the

future.”184 An organization representing the
biotechnology industry pronounced that the
industry’s “ability to develop and deliver precision
medicine, pharmaceutical treatments, and
diagnostics to patients has been jeopardized” by
the current jurisprudence.185 This view was shared
by several other commenters focused on life
sciences technologies.186 Other commenters cited
a decrease in patent applications filed in certain
technologies or a lowering of the United States’
ranking as a global innovation leader as evidence
of the negative impact of the current jurisprudence
on innovation.187
Still, other commenters suggested that it is not
possible to determine the impact that the current
jurisprudence has had on innovation. Academics,
for example, argued that “[a]nswering the question
of whether limits on patent eligibility increase
or decrease innovation requires specifying a
counterfactual of how innovation would have
evolved in the absence of these caselaw changes.”188
They explained that “[a]necdotes and descriptive
data are unable to provide such a counterfactual,
and related empirical studies that do develop a
rigorous counterfactual framework do not purport
to answer the broad policy question of whether

178 ACLU at 6.
179 Wikimedia at 2.
180 Nonpracticing entities (NPEs) are defned as entities that do not make or sell products that embody their patented technologies. Some NPEs are also
labeled patent assertion entities (PAEs), which are generally defned as entities that acquire patents for the purpose of asserting them against alleged
infringers.
181 Ted Wang at 1.
182 See AIPLA at 12; American Bar Association Intellectual Property Law Section (hereinafer ABA-IPL) at 2; IPO at 9; Johnson & Johnson at 2; John
Storella at 1. See generally Biotechnology Innovation Organization (hereinafer BIO); Genentech; Novartis; Pharmaceutical Research and Manufacturers
of America (hereinafer PhRMA).
183 ABA-IPL at 3.
184 AIPLA at 12.
185 BIO at 2.
186 See IPO at 9 (“It is impossible to quantify the cost to society if medicines cannot be developed because the current section 101 jurisprudence is too
restrictive.”); Johnson & Johnson at 2 (“A predictable patent system encourages pharmaceutical companies to take on the signifcant risks associated
with solving the world’s greatest healthcare challenges. Unfortunately, the current state of patent eligibility law in the United States is anything but
predictable.”); John Storella at 1 (“Since the Supreme Court’s [Mayo] decision … it has been increasingly difcult for companies to obtain U.S. patents on
diagnostic tests. Tis difculty has had a negative impact on the development and commercialization of such tests.”).
187 See CPR at 3; Eagle Forum at 3; Adam Mossof at 9. Observing that the United States had fallen from the top 10 in global innovation economies for the
frst time, these three commenters relied on Michelle Jamrisko, Wei Lu & Alexandre Tanzi, South Korea Leads World in Innovation as US Exits Top Ten,
BLOOMBERG (Feb. 3, 2021), https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-02-03/south-korea-leads-world-in-innovation-u-s-drops-out-of-top-10.
See also Chad Rafetto at 29 (noting a decline in applications fled in bioinformatics, business methods, and sofware technologies).
188 Maya Durvasula, Lisa Larrimore Ouellette & Heidi Williams at 1.
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limits on patent eligibility increase or decrease
innovation.”189
2. Impacts on investment
Many commenters either explicitly or implicitly
acknowledged a link between innovation and
investment, which can be summarized as
follows: innovation requires investment, which,
in turn, requires certainty and predictability
in patent protection and enforcement, without
which capital will not be risked, thus leading
to decreased innovation.190 The views diverged
largely over the question of whether and how the
current jurisprudence is affecting investment.
Numerous commenters were of the view that
the current jurisprudence is having little or no
effect on investment, at least in certain computerrelated technologies.191 One computer company,
for instance, stated that “investment in startups is
booming,” and that “[f]ar from being discouraged
[by the current jurisprudence], investors have
dedicated ever-larger pools of funds to startups
over recent years.”192 The same commenter added
that “in Q2 of calendar year 2021, funding for
artificial intelligence firms reached a record high
of $20 billion, up from $9 billion in the same
quarter two years earlier,” with the highest number

of such deals being for applications in the health
care field.193 Another high-tech company noted
that its investment and innovation in some of
these same new and emerging technologies has
actually continued an upward trend since the
Supreme Court’s Alice decision.194
Other commenters contended that the current
jurisprudence is having a negative effect on
investment, particularly in the area of life
sciences.195 Several commenters noted that the
development of biologics and pharmaceuticals is
both high risk and high cost, requiring $2 billion
or more and 8–12 years of clinical testing to bring
a single drug to market,196 and approximately $100
million and 7–10 years of testing to develop new
diagnostic products.197 In the view of many of
these commenters, the uncertainty in the current
jurisprudence is significantly diminishing present
investment in these areas and disincentivizing
future investment and innovation because of the
increasingly uncertain prospects of obtaining and
enforcing patent rights on these technologies.198
The concern shared by several commenters is
that, if left uncorrected, the current jurisprudence
could jeopardize the “industry’s ability to develop
and deliver precision medicine, pharmaceutical
treatments, and diagnostics to patients.”199

189 Id.
190 See ABA-IPL at 3; AIPLA at 12 (“[T]he erosion of the scope of what is considered patent eligible (and the attendant uncertainty as to boundaries of patent eligibility) has discouraged investment in certain technologies by investors as well as companies (big and small).”); AUTM at 5; BIO at 2 (“Nothing
could be worse for investment in innovation than changing the rules of patentability afer … large investments have been made in reliance on properly examined and issued patents.”); BPLA at 2; David Crowther at 1 (“[W]ith the current uncertainty surrounding the patent-eligibility issue, many
investors simply refuse to risk their capital on such uncertain outcomes. And many inventors with world-improving ideas, are impeded.”); Genentech
at 4; IGT at 5; Innovation Alliance at 3; IPO at 6; Johnson & Johnson at 4; Adam Mossof at 2 (“[I]n a global economy in which R&D investments and
the venture capital fnancing that are the lifeblood of innovation can easily move from one country to another in search of more reliable legal security
in the fruits of inventive labors.”); Novartis at 2; Chad Rafetto at 31; Joshua Sarnof at Attachment B (Testimony of Judge Paul R. Michel (retired)); Te
Coalition for 21st Century Patent Reform (hereinafer 21C) at 3; USIJ at 2; Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation (hereinafer WARF) at 2–3.
191 See CCIA at 2; Dell Technologies at 3; Engine at 7–10, 13–17; Google at 6; HTIA at 5; Internet Association at 15; SIIA at 2–4.
192 Dell Technologies at 7.
193 Id.
194 See Google at 6.
195 See BIO at 2; BPLA at 3; Genentech at 2–3; IPO at 9; Johnson & Johnson at 4; John Storella at 1; 21C at 3–4. See generally Novartis; PhRMA.
196 BIO at 2 (providing estimated costs and testing time, and adding: “Research and development within the biotechnology industry is time and capital
intensive. Te likelihood of failure is signifcantly higher than of success.”); see also Genentech at 2–3; Johnson & Johnson at 4.
197 BIO at 3.
198 See, e.g., id. at 2. See also BPLA at 3; Johnson & Johnson at 2; John Storella at 1; 21C at 3–4.
199 BIO at 2, 3 (asserting that “[w]ithout the ability to protect … diagnostic tools once introduced into the market, large sustained investment in this area
may not be maintained and, consequently, innovation will diminish”). See also Novartis at 2–3; PhRMA at 3; John Storella at 1 (“Without patent protection, these [diagnostics] companies are more likely to fail, and any investment in them to be wasted. Te long-term impact will be a diminished number
of new diagnostic tests on the market.”); WARF at 5 (“Te current state of patent eligibility, however, requires an additional step, such as a manipulation
of some sort or the addition of a second chemical, to render the underlying invention patentable. Tis signifcantly limits the scope of invention and
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According to one association representing IP
owners, the combination of legal uncertainty
leading to diminished investment in this area
“is likely to have a long-term impact on whether
new technologies are developed at all, leaving
the public without access to new and important
medicines, treatments, and diagnostics at any
price.”200
3. Impacts on competition
Many commenters, though representing diverse
views, focused on the effects of the current
jurisprudence on competition, with a particular
spotlight on startups and small and medium-sized
enterprises (SMEs).201 Commenters indicated
that throughout U.S. history, startups and SMEs
have been “disproportionately responsible for
‘breakthrough’ inventions”202 and have been
viewed as especially sensitive to changes in the
legal and investment climate and thus something
of a bellwether for healthy competition in
innovation.203
Several commenters asserted that the current
jurisprudence promotes competition in various

ways.204 One high-tech company suggested that
the current law on eligibility has “democratized”
AI by allowing greater participation in the space
by a broader range of actors, including SMEs.205
Organizations active in software and internet
technologies argued that the current jurisprudence
is pro-competitive in that it protects less-resourced
entities from abusive litigation practices or
assertions of “overbroad” patents covering little
more than abstract ideas, defending against
which would divert limited resources away from
enterprise and industry growth.206
Other commenters, however, argued that
the current jurisprudence is actually stifling
competition by making it harder for startups
and SMEs to attract much-needed investment,
which has led to increased concentration of key
technologies in the hands of a few large, wellresourced incumbents.207 One telecommunications
company stated that a “pro-competitive feature of
patent rights is that they often serve as a check on
significant market power held by incumbents. A
strong patent system allows innovators of all sizes
to compete.”208 An organization that represents

hinders the potential for commercial development.”).
200 IPO at 9.
201 See USIJ at 1. See also Centre for Law, Medicine and Life Sciences, University of Cambridge (hereinafer University of Cambridge) at 13; CCIA at 1–2;
Developers Alliance at 1; Ericsson at 4–5; Google at 6–7; Innovation Alliance at 5; Robert Osann, Jr. at 2–3; Todd Van Tomme at 1; 21C at 3–4.
202 USIJ at 1.
203 See University of Cambridge at 13 (relying on Nature Biotechnology, 36, 1146–1149 (2018), they stated that “[S]trong, reliable patents are particularly
important for SMEs. Tese frms are important providers of disruptive innovation (e.g., new ventures, substitute and new entrant products), which ofen
require a period of market protection to challenge incumbents.”).
204 See CCIA at 3; Developers Alliance at 1; Engine at 2; Google at 6–7.
205 Google at 6–7.
206 See CCIA at 2 (“Te current jurisprudence works. Litigation, especially in the arena of nonpracticing entities asserting broad and vague sofware patents,
has been generally reduced in cost and frequency.”); Developers Alliance at 1 (Te current jurisprudence “provide[s] a critical foor that protects startups
from over-broad lawsuits on account of abusive patent assertion entities. … Removing or revising these laws could put many tech startups out of business, or disincentivize growth in an otherwise fourishing industry by again exposing our industry to patent trolls and nuisance lawsuits.”); Engine at 2
(“[C]urrent patent eligibility jurisprudence promotes startup innovation and competition by preventing patents that cover abstract ideas … patents that
would improperly stand in the way of broad swaths of standard business activities or innovative new technologies.”).
207 See Ericsson at 4–5; Innovation Alliance at 5 (citing Mark A. Lemley & Samantha Zyontz, Does Alice Target Patent Trolls?, 18 J. Empirical Legal
Stud. 47 (2021)) (“Tese risks are all the harder to justify for smaller inventors, with recent studies showing that post-Alice, individual inventors and
inventor-started companies are the most likely to lose their patents on the basis of patent subject matter eligibility.”); Robert Osann, Jr., at 2–3; 21C at
3–4 (“21C members have traditionally partnered with startups afer these have reached a certain milestone in the development of promising patent-protected technology. But uncertainty and unpredictability in section 101 jurisprudence disincentivizes these startups from pursuing technologies for which
eligibility is an obstacle to patentability.”); USIJ at 3 (“Tirty-three decisions by the Court over the last 16 years have lef an indelible stamp on the U.S.
patent system that will last for decades unless corrected by Congress. Te aggregate impact of these rulings … has made it far more difcult—indeed,
efectively impossible in some cases—for small companies and inventors to enforce their patent rights against larger incumbents.”); Todd Van Tomme
at 1 (“Te current judicially created uncertainty resulting from the Supreme Court’s change in subject matter jurisprudence unduly restricts protections
especially for small companies, start-ups and single inventors. Tese entities can’t aford to pay the tremendous costs in legal fees and expenses that
result from the unequal and uncertain landscape of the law.”); STT WebOS and TS Patents at 1.
208 Ericsson at 4.
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startups and companies added that the current
state of the law on eligibility has undermined
investment in startups, particularly in digital
technologies, to such an extent that “a number
of the large companies [in this space] today
face little or no competition,” and “[f]or anyone
seeking to understand just how the major players
in digital technology markets have managed to
become monopolies and near-monopolies in
their respective spaces, it would be a good idea to
examine the impact of this neutering of the U.S.
patent system.”209
Different commenters pointed out that similar
concerns exist in other technologies. For example,
an organization representing the biotechnology
industry referenced recent business analyses
showing that the field of in vitro diagnostics
is becoming increasingly concentrated in the
hands of a few large key players and marked by
lackluster investment.210 Relatedly, an organization
representing American corporations added
that “[s]uch consolidation, spurred in part by
patent eligibility jurisprudence, will likely limit
competition in the diagnostic market. As such, in
the areas of precision medicine and diagnostics,
startups and small companies will find it
increasingly difficult to engage business partners,
which will ultimately result in lost opportunities
to advance much needed care for patients.”211 In
addition, one technology transfer association
explained: “Without enforceable patents as a
source of sustainable competitive advantage,
few companies, particularly in the life sciences,
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will make the necessary multi-million dollar
investments into the development and testing of
new products, particularly medical treatments.
In other words, no patents mean no licenses,
which means no startups, which means no further
development, and little or no benefit to the
economy or the public. It’s as simple as that.”212
C. Impacts on legal costs
A considerable number of commenters described
the impacts of the current jurisprudence on
legal costs. Several suggested that the current
jurisprudence is beneficial in that it helps curb
abusive litigation strategies from NPEs and thus
reduces overall legal costs.213 Many commenters,
however, including respondents otherwise in
favor of the current state of the law, noted that it
increases legal costs associated with prosecuting
patent applications, sometimes significantly.214
Others complained of higher post-issuance
litigation costs as well as increased expenditures in
developing legal strategies.215
1. Reduced litigation costs
Various commenters suggested that the state of
the law on eligibility before the Supreme Court’s
Alice decision encouraged overly broad patents
that essentially led to the patenting of abstract
ideas.216 In their view, this gave rise to the
growth in lawsuits by NPEs or patent assertion
entities coupled with skyrocketing legal costs
associated with defending against such suits.217
For example, an advocacy group for startup

USIJ at 3–4.
BIO at 3 (noting also that between 2016 and 2019, the in vitro diagnostics industry received only about 3% of all biomedical venture dollars.).
21C at 4.
AUTM at 1–2.
See App Association at 2–3; CCIA at 2; Byron Deeter at 1; Developers Alliance at 1; Engine at 20; David Hornik at 1; Internet Association at 13; UFPR at
2.
See Acushnet Company at 2; AIPLA at 10–11; Anonymous #13 at 4; BPLA at 4; Business Law Section of the Florida Bar at 3; Ericsson at 2; Nicholas Frattalone at 1; Google at 4; Intellectual Property Law Section of the State Bar of Nevada (Nevada IP Section) at 2; William Morriss at 1; NYIPLA at 5; Rio
Tinto at 5; Schwegman Lundberg & Woessner at 2; Steve Seawall at 3; University of Cambridge at 21.
See Nevada IP Section at 4; Novartis at 10; TrackTime at 6–7; 21C at 3.
See ACLU at 6–7; Acushnet Company at 2; App Association at 2–3; CCIA at 2; Engine at 1; David Hornik at 1; NYIPLA at 3; SIIA at 1–2; Martin Snyder
at 9; UFPR at 2.
See App Association at 2–3; CCIA at 2; Engine at 20; IPO at 5; NYIPLA at 9; SIIA at 1–2.
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companies estimated the median cost of defending
against an infringement suit by such entities to
be $1.7 million, which can be “crippling” to a
small business and can force the payment of a
nuisance settlement “regardless of the merits of
the case.”218 A high-tech association further noted
that this behavior tended to “greatly limit[]”
progress in certain areas, such as web application
development.219 In addition, one venture capitalist
contended that the “current law does an excellent
job of creating space for innovation while reducing
money wasted on legal fees” by “enabl[ing]
entrepreneurs, innovators, and start-ups to more
efficiently deploy capital—those companies can
spend less on legal fees and more on productive
activities like research and development and
product marketing.”220
2. Increased costs of obtaining patents
Several commenters complained that the current
jurisprudence significantly increases the costs of
obtaining a patent from the USPTO.221 Multiple
bar associations noted substantial increases in
prosecution costs, with several attributing the
increase to protracted cycles of USPTO examiner
office actions and responses to resolve questions
of eligibility.222 One law firm reported that the
increased uncertainty caused by the current
jurisprudence forces some clients to make a
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difficult choice to either abandon an application
or spend substantially more money without any
certainty of obtaining a patent.223 Independent
inventors provided anecdotal evidence of
substantially increased costs, complexity, and
uncertainty.224 A university study suggested that
the additional prosecution complexity resulting
from the current jurisprudence may have a
disproportionate adverse effect on startups and
small businesses that lack the resources to engage
in multiple rounds of prosecution.225 Even one
commenter that otherwise favors the current
jurisprudence acknowledged it requires an
increased dedication of resources to navigate.226
Other commenters suggested that the increased
prosecution costs and the uncertainty associated
with the current jurisprudence are having
serious follow-on consequences for U.S.-based
innovation.227 One commenter stated that the
situation is actively discouraging its clients from
even filing applications in the United States
in certain affected technologies, such as life
sciences and software.228 Three multinational
companies that are substantial users of the patent
system noted that the current state of the law
not only increased prosecution costs but also
made obtaining a global portfolio of similar
patent rights in different countries significantly

UFPR at 2 (also noting that NPEs “bring 40% of their suits against small and medium-sized companies”).
App Association at 2.
David Hornik at 1. See also Byron Deeter at 1.
See Acushnet Company at 2; AIPLA at 10–11; Anonymous #13 at 1; BPLA at 4; Business Law Section of the Florida Bar at 3; Ericsson at 2; Nicholas
Frattalone at 1; IBM at 2–3; Nevada IP Section at 2; NYIPLA at 5; Rio Tinto at 5; Schwegman Lundberg & Woessner at 2; Steve Seawall at 3; University
of Cambridge at 20–21.
See AIPLA at 10–11; BPLA at 4 (“[P]rosecution of individual applications has become more costly. Rather than rapidly traversing the question of eligibility and dealing with anticipation and obviousness, repeated cycles of ofce actions and responses that address substantially the same eligibility issues
result in additional cost and delay. In some cases, separate applications are fled to carve out subject matter more likely to be found patent eligible (e.g.,
method claims) from that less likely to do so.”); Business Law Section of the Florida Bar at 3 (estimating a 150% increase in post-fling prosecution costs
for computer-related patent applications since 2016); Nevada IP Section at 2 (“Te need to deal with subject matter eligibility rejection during patent
prosecution has dramatically driven up the cost of patent prosecution and time to procurement of patents.”).
See Schwegman Lundberg & Woessner at 2.
See Nicholas Frattalone at 1 (noting that while two patents were obtained, the process involved 15–20 years of back and forth with the USPTO, multiple
court decisions, and frequent payment of fees); Steve Seawall at 3 (claiming to have invested approximately $80,000 in the patent prosecution process,
only for the application to be rejected as drawn to an abstract idea, and stating that counsel were out of ideas on how to move prosecution forward).
University of Cambridge at 13.
See Google at 4 (noting the addition of “foreign outside counsel in the preparation process, where before it was typically just U.S.-based counsel who
drafed [their] patent applications”).
See Anonymous #13 at 1; Ericsson at 2; IBM at 2–3; NYIPLA at 3; Rio Tinto at 5.
Anonymous #13 at 1.
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more difficult.229 Expanding on the impacts, one
state bar association submitted information and
anecdotal evidence suggesting that in addition
to increased prosecution costs, the current
jurisprudence is resulting in narrower claims;
more frequent abandonment of applications;
discouragement of disclosure of new innovations;
and flight of innovation from the United States to
other markets, such as China.230
3. Increased post-grant litigation costs
Many commenters asserted that, in addition to
an increase in the cost of procuring a patent,
the cost of defending a patent once it has been
issued has also increased as a function of several
factors attributable to the current jurisprudence.231
One factor cited is the sheer increase in the
frequency of litigation over patent eligibility.
One state bar association, for instance, reported
that patent invalidations by district courts for
lack of eligibility had increased by more than
141% following the Supreme Court’s 2014 Alice
decision.232
A second factor referenced by some of the
commenters is the increasing use of certain
litigation procedures driven by the evolving law
on patent eligibility.233 One IP bar association
cited “[a]dditional motion practice specific to
section 101 issues (including motions to dismiss,
motions to bifurcate (or stay) certain discovery,

and motions for summary judgment)” as the
reason for increased litigation costs.234 Relatedly,
one company argued that defending such motions
to dismiss, in addition to increasing litigation
costs for briefings and arguments, also effectively
and unfairly placed the burden on patent owners
to prove the patent is valid, rather than on the
infringer to prove the patent is not.235
Another factor mentioned for increased postgrant costs is the willingness by some parties to
exploit the uncertainty created by the current
jurisprudence by engaging in questionable
litigation tactics.236 Commenters claimed that
such uncertainty had emboldened defendants to
advance spurious arguments, which has added
unnecessarily to the cost of the litigation.237 One
global health care company likened the situation
to what litigation regarding “best mode” had
become before its elimination as a litigation
defense in the America Invents Act, saying that
“[w]henever policy doctrine crosses the line
into litigation strategy, lawmakers should be
concerned.”238
4. Increased costs for patent counseling
Several commenters asserted that they are
also incurring significant additional costs in
developing patenting strategies, costs that
detract from further innovation or business

229 See Ericsson at 2 (“In many instances, we have seen patent applications proceed to grant in multiple foreign jurisdictions, only to see the corresponding
U.S. application take signifcantly longer in prosecution, grant with diferent, amended claims due to § 101 rejections, or even be abandoned over § 101
rejections.”); IBM at 3 (“Te additional prosecution eforts needed to overcome examiner’s eligibility concerns increase costs, slows our ability to obtain
patents, and sometimes results in legally unwarranted changes to the defnition of the invention as recited in our claims.”); Rio Tinto at 5 (“[P]rosecution
costs have increased substantially due to a rise in the frequency of patent ineligibility rejections, multiple rounds of rejections, and continuing revisions
of prosecution strategy.”).
230 See NYIPLA at 3.
231 See AIPLA at 11; BPLA at 3–4; Dominion Harbor Group at 3–4; Nevada IP Section at 4; Novartis at 10; TrackTime at 6–7; 21C at 3.
232 Nevada IP Section at 4 (“[I]n the six years prior to Alice (from June 19, 2008, to June 19, 2014), approximately 2,104 patent cases were fled in federal
district courts, of which 874 cases resulted in fndings of patent invalidity. 179 (or 20.5%) of those fndings of patent invalidity were based on section
101. In contrast, in the six years afer Alice (from June 20, 2014, to June 20, 2020), approximately 1,891 patent cases were fled in federal district courts, of
which 941 cases resulted in fndings of patent invalidity. 432 (or 45.9%) of those fndings of patent invalidity were based on section 101. In other words,
the number of cases resulting in fndings of patent invalidity increased by 141.3%.”)
233 See AIPLA at 5; Dominion Harbor Group at 3–4; NYIPLA at 5; TrackTime at 6–7.
234 NYIPLA at 5.
235 TrackTime at 6–7.
236 See Acushnet Company at 5; Novartis at 10; TrackTime at 12; 21C at 3.
237 See TrackTime at 12; 21C at 3 (citing a case where the issue of eligibility was improperly frst raised on appeal to the Federal Circuit).
238 Novartis at 10.
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opportunities.239 One state bar association, for
instance, noted that “[t]he state of subject matter
eligibility has driven up the complexity and cost of
patent counseling (including licensing transactions
and other patent transactions) and opinions.”240 An
organization representing American corporations
complained that its members “have been forced
to spend time and resources developing patent
strategies in the face of significant uncertainty
[that] could be better spent if focused on research,
product development, and improved services to
ultimately help customers.”241 A manufacturing
company added that “[t]he uncertainty regarding
§ 101 adds to the potential for unrelated lawsuits
to be brought … forcing the legal team to spend
resources obtaining patent advice and drafting
legal opinions.”242
D. Impacts on access to technical information
Numerous commenters provided perspectives
on how technical information is disseminated
in light of the current jurisprudence and how
the dissemination of and access to information
influences economic and innovative development.243
A coalition of high-tech companies explained
that patents are intended to represent a balance
of “knowledge and innovation shared with
the public, in exchange for limited protections
granted to incentivize future discoveries,” and
that “[w]here secrecy is encouraged, iterative and
incremental progress of established technology is
made difficult to impossible.”244
Noting the integral role patents play in
fostering the dissemination and advancement
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of technologies, one association representing
IP owners explained that patents allow “others
to stand on the shoulders of those who have
invented before them.”245 A university’s patenting
and licensing organization further explained
that patents “are the best method to balance the
public dissemination of information that academic
freedom demands with the scientific controls
that successful technology commercialization
requires.”246 One nonprofit organization dedicated
to natural products expounded that not only
do patents provide technical data that are often
used as the basis for incremental improvements
but also “[w]ithout patents and the possibility of
their enforcement, knockoff dietary supplements
can (and will) proliferate the market” such
that patent rights can facilitate product quality
control, public health, and safety measures. 247 In
addition, a national IP bar association noted
that the data provided in patents facilitate faster
developments and commercialization of new
innovative products: “Patent protection has always
been essential to encouraging earlier and broader
disclosure of innovations, which not only helps to
accelerate innovation by incentivizing alternatives
but also makes it easier to commercialize
innovation through investment and business
transactions.”248
1. Improved patent disclosures
Various commenters expressed the view that
the current jurisprudence has made technical
information more readily available and reliable.249
Specifically, a high-tech advocacy group stated

See Acushnet Company at 5; Nevada IP Section at 4; NYIPLA at 5; 21C at 3.
Nevada IP Section at 4.
21C at 3.
Acushnet Company at 5.
See AIPLA at 10; Association for Molecular Pathology (hereinafer AMP) at 7; Google at 4; HTIA at 14; Innovation Alliance at 5; IPO at 9; Natural Products Association (hereinafer NPA) at 5; SIIA at 5–6; WARF at 2–3.
Innovation Alliance at 5–6.
IPO at 9.
WARF at 3.
NPA at 3.
AIPLA at 10.
See AMP at 7; Google at 4 (“Alice was a ‘forcing function’ for Google and others to include more detail in patent applications.”); HTIA at 14; SIIA at 6
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that “[t]he increased incentives to more fully
disclose the invention and to seek marginally
narrower claims are the most notable effects with
respect to prosecution practice and strategy,” and
that “this has resulted in clearer patents that more
fully support the disclosure function of the patent
system.”250 A scientific organization that promotes
molecular diagnostics supported the current
jurisprudence regarding genetic data because
“‘information that underpins health-care service
delivery should be treated neither as intellectual
property nor as a trade secret when other patients
may benefit from the knowledge being widely
available’” and such data should be shared outside
the patent context.251
2. Enhanced reliance on trade secrets
Although patent applications may be more
detailed, commenters contended that researchers
and innovators frustrated with the state of
patent eligibility are turning to trade secrets
to protect their innovations in lieu of seeking
patent protection.252 Specifically, a national IP bar
association commented that “[m]ost innovators
rely on a combination of trade secrets and
patents to protect investments in innovations and
new products.”253 A patent law association also
indicated that “companies in the critical business
of isolating genetic components for treatment
and diagnostic purposes are declining to file
patent applications and sometimes keeping their
innovations as trade secrets instead.”254
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Some commenters asserted that attorneys have
begun counseling that trade secrets are less risky
compared with patents in light of the current
jurisprudence, with one commenter noting
that its lawyers “counsel holding inventions as
trade secrets if we think there will be significant
eligibility challenges.”255 A patent practitioner
similarly commented: “We now encourage our
clients with medical treatment inventions, biotech
inventions, and software-related inventions to
rely on trade secrets when possible and to file
patent applications only in the US and with
non-publication requests, so our clients will not
divulge their inventions if they never get patent
protection.”256
Several commenters discussed the claimed shift
to trade secrets and its impacts on innovation
and investment.257 In particular, a coalition of
technology companies stated that by limiting
access to innovative information, “trade secret
protection injects slowness of discovery into
industry-wide innovation,” and that “industries
that are otherwise nimble and quick to innovate—
effectively all digital technologies—are encouraged
to adopt a policy of isolation, discouraging the
sharing of information and slowing progress.”258
Likewise, a biotechnology corporation stated that
if “patent protection is unavailable, it may force
companies seeking to advance this field to protect
their intellectual property through trade secrets,”
which “will inevitably steer investment away
from ground-breaking and novel medicines and
therapies as well as potentially slow the progress

(“Alice and subsequent cases have required more detail in the claims and description, but that specifcity has resulted in higher-quality patents and better
disclosure to the public.”).
HTIA at 14.
AMP at 7 (quoting Board of Directors, American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics, Laboratory and Clinical Genomic Data Sharing Is Crucial
to Improving Genetic Health Care: A Position Statement of the American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics, 19 Genetics Med. 721–22 (2017)).
See AIPLA at 9–10; Anonymous #13 at 12; AUTM at 8; BPLA at 8; Genentech at 3, 11; IBM at 2, 7; Innovation Alliance at 5–6; Seth Nehrbass at 7;
NYIPLA at 9; Lori Pressman at 6; WARF at 4.
AIPLA at 9.
BPLA at 8.
Anonymous #13 at 12.
Seth Nehrbass at 7.
See AUTM at 8; Genentech at 3, 11; IBM at 2, 7; Innovation Alliance at 5–6; NYIPLA at 9; Lori Pressman at 6; WARF at 4. See also Anonymous #6.
Innovation Alliance at 6.
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of science.”259 Commenters also recognized that,
unlike patents, there is no expiration date on
proprietary data, and the data may never become
available for public use.260 In addition, a state IP
law association suggested that the use of trade
secrets rather than patents leads to higher longterm prices of new products because “knowledge
is hoarded” and “[s]uch ‘know how’ becomes
more expensive and is priced into licenses,
diagnostic tests, etc.”261
Some commenters noted concerns that
maintaining innovative technologies as trade
secrets could prevent meaningful peer review
on their underlying data and put patients and
consumers at risk.262 For example, one university’s
patenting and licensing organization stated that
“[a] lack of patent protection allows, and even
encourages, proprietary trade secrets that prevent
anyone not employed at the company (such as our
university-employed scientists) from accessing
information related to the invention,” and that
“[t]hese circumstances have the potential to
increase the likelihood of low-quality, ineffective,
and dangerous products making it to market.”263
Another commenter pointed out that when a
company keeps certain genetic data as a trade
secret, there is no peer review, and the company
expects medical providers and patients to take its
conclusions on faith.264

E. U.S. global leadership and national security
implications
Several commenters opined on the impact of the
jurisprudence on the overall competitiveness of
the United States.265 As noted by one organization:
“The United States is in a technology race, if not
a war. Without a strong patent system and firstto-market process, the United States will lose
that race—with profound implications for our
standard of living, industrial competitiveness,
and national security.”266 Other commenters were
specifically concerned with boosting American
competitiveness with China. A coalition of
technology companies explained that “[w]hile U.S.
innovators have struggled to adjust to the recent
changes in patent subject matter eligibility, other
countries such as China have invested heavily in
strengthening patent rights.”267
Some commenters equated the loss of innovation
with the loss of U.S. leadership as an innovative
economy and an advocate for robust IP systems.268
A national IP bar association agreed, stating that
“[t]he recent jurisprudence eroding the scope of
patent eligibility has undermined the U.S. patent
system’s ability to maintain this leadership position
protecting today’s innovations as well as its ability
to secure patent protection for future, currently
unforeseeable innovation.”269 An advocacy group
echoing remarks from retired Federal Circuit
Chief Judge Paul R. Michel stated that “‘[u]nless

259 Genentech at 11.
260 See generally Anonymous #6, attachment 2 at 6 (quoting Sharon Levy, Our Shared Code: Te Myriad Decision and the Future of Genetic Research, 121
Environ. Health Persp. a250 (2013): “‘Myriad has more data on BRCA mutations than anyone else,’ [and] that proprietary databases like Myriad’s
could hinder the progress of genetic medicine [because] ‘[d]atabases and trade secrets … don’t expire like patents do.”). See also NYIPLA at 2, 9; 21C at
8.
261 NYIPLA at 9.
262 See Anonymous #6, attachment 2 at 6; WARF at 4.
263 WARF at 4. See also AUTM at 8; Lori Pressman at 6.
264 Anonymous #6, attachment 2 at 6.
265 See AAC at 20; Business Law Section of the Florida Bar at 5–6; CPR at 4; Eagle Forum at 3; Innovation Alliance at 6–9.
266 Eagle Forum at 3.
267 Innovation Alliance at 6.
268 See AAC at 8; ABA-IPL Section at 13 ([T]he uncertainty and unpredictability in patent eligibility appears to be weakening U.S. leadership, and importantly signals to other countries that subject matter that was globally accepted as patent eligible subject matter now can be denied protection in the U.S.
without violating Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS).”); AIPLA at 12; Innovation Alliance at 7; Adam Mossof at 9; Novartis
at 10–12; Chad Rafetto at 29–30; TrackTime at 12; 21C at 5 (“21C is concerned that the United States’ leadership position as a strong advocate for robust
intellectual property rights is weakened by the current uncertainty in patent eligibility jurisprudence.”).
269 AIPLA at 12.
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this problem is resolved, our nation’s innovation
economy will weaken and our world leadership
in science and technology will decline.’”270 Other
commenters cited a decrease in patent applications
filed in certain technologies or a lowering of the
United States’ ranking as a global innovation
leader as evidence of the negative impact of the
current jurisprudence on innovation.271
Similarly, an organization concerned with private
property rights warned of “‘legal uncertainties
created by current U.S. patent eligibility and
patentability doctrine, the lack of an effective
response to China’s domestic and geopolitical
strategies centered on its IP institutions, and
the lack of effective data protection policies.’”272
The organization went on to note that “by
strengthening its IP regimes, China is poised to
‘fill the void’ left by weakened U.S. IP protections,
particularly for patents, as the U.S. has lost its
‘comparative advantage in securing stable and
effective property rights in new technological
innovation.’”273 Another organization representing
research-based technology companies noted
that “[t]o maintain U.S. leadership in essential
and emerging technologies—including artificial
intelligence—the U.S. must address the
uncertainty of post-Alice § 101 jurisprudence and
at the very least match its foreign counterparts
such as the [European Patent Office] and [China
National Intellectual Property Administration]
with respect to ‘eligible’ technology.”274

Others also raised the lack of patentability for
certain technologies as a potential national
security risk.275 A national IP bar association
pointed out that “[t]he National Security
Commission on Artificial Intelligence’s Final
Report recommends that ‘[t]he United States must
recognize IP policy as a national security priority
critical for preserving America’s leadership in
AI and emerging technologies.’”276 Relying on
the report, the association referenced that “the
United States lacks the comprehensive IP policies
it needs for the AI era and is hindered by legal
uncertainties in current U.S. patent eligibility and
patentability doctrine.”277
A coalition representing research-based
technology companies synopsized the national
security issue, remarking that “[p]rotecting U.S.
economic and national security has always gone
hand-in-hand with ensuring U.S. technological
leadership.” 278 The coalition specifically
highlighted the potential detriments to national
security if the United States were no longer to
be a leader in developing telecommunication
technologies: “If the United States were to lose
leadership in the underlying foundational
technology and standards, foreign governments
and businesses, including adversaries, could
gain unprecedented control over all aspects of a
wireless communications system that will connect
every part of our economy, infrastructure, and
daily lives.”279

270 Innovation Alliance at 8 (quoting Te State of Patent Eligibility in America: Part I, Hearing Before the Subcomm. on Intellectual Property of the S. Comm.
of the Judiciary, 116th Cong. (2019) (statement of Judge Paul R. Michel)).
271 See CPR at 3; Eagle Forum at 3; Adam Mossof at 9. Observing that the United States had fallen from the top 10 in global innovation economies for
the frst time, these references relied on Michelle Jamrisko, Wei Lu & Alexandre Tanzi, South Korea Leads World in Innovation as US Exits Top Ten,
BLOOMBERG (Feb. 3, 2021), https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-02-03/south-korea-leads-world-in-innovation-u-s-drops-out-of-top-10).
Chad Rafetto at 29 (noting a decline in applications fled in bioinformatics, business methods, and sofware technologies). See also ABA-IPL at 16;
Anonymous #13 at 6; BPLA at 4, 8; IBM at 6; IPO at 6; Nevada IP Section at 2; NYIPLA at 3.
272 CPR at 4 (quoting National Security Commission for Artificial Intelligence, Final Report 201 (March 1, 2021)).
273 Id.
274 Innovation Alliance at 7.
275 See AAC at 20; AIPLA at 13; Business Law Section of the Florida Bar at 5; CPR at 4 (noting “the fraught situation concerning computer-implemented
inventions, medical diagnostics, and biopharmaceutical therapeutics”); Eagle Forum at 3; Innovation Alliance at 6.
276 AIPLA at 13.
277 Id. (quoting National Security Commission, supra note 272, at 12.)
278 Innovation Alliance at 9.
279 Id.
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F. Impacts on technology-specific sectors
The evolving Supreme Court and Federal Circuit
precedent on patent eligibility has had a significant
impact on certain areas of technology, in part
because the exceptions to eligibility as articulated
by the Court—abstract ideas, laws of nature, and
natural phenomena—seem to implicate those
technologies more than others. Specifically, the life
sciences and computer-related technologies have
been greatly affected by the recent jurisprudence.
This section describes the comments relating to
these technology sectors.
1. Life sciences technologies
A significant number of commenters discussed
how the changing patent eligibility landscape has
affected the life sciences industries, especially
the impact of patenting innovations on
pharmaceuticals, biologics, medical diagnostics,
precision medicine, bioinformatics, and genebased technologies. The comments were largely
split between patent owners and companies that
market and manufacture medical treatments and
diagnostics, on the one hand, and the research
community and patient advocacy groups, on the
other.
The life sciences industries emphasized their
heavy reliance on patent protection to recoup
investment, noting that the cost of researching and
developing a new medicine is substantial both in
time and money. For example, several companies
acknowledged that it costs approximately $2.6
billion to bring one medicine to market and that
it takes approximately 12 years for a medicine to

move from research and development to market,
which includes several years of research and
clinical studies involving hundreds or thousands
of failures.280
Conversely, the research community and patient
rights groups applauded the Supreme Court’s
two-step framework. In their views, the recent
patent eligibility case law plays a crucial role in
fostering scientific research and innovation, which
benefits the public interest.281 In particular, one
patient advocacy group asserted that “scientific
researchers, health care providers, and patients
depend on access to abstract ideas, laws of nature,
and natural phenomena,” and that changing patent
eligibility law “would threaten future innovation,
healthy competition, and affordable access to
quality health care.”282
a. Diagnostic innovations

In general, medical diagnostic tests are used in
clinical medicine to identify a patient’s condition
and provide for early and effective treatments.
These diagnostic tests can be used to confirm or
exclude that a patient has a particular disease, to
monitor a treatment’s effectiveness, or to assess the
progression of a particular disease.
Many commenters contended that innovation in
medical diagnostics has been curtailed in recent
years because of the current jurisprudence.283
Commenters asserted that the approach in
recent case law has all but eliminated certain
categories of patent protection in the life
sciences, including medical diagnostics and
precision medicine, causing innovators not to

280 See Genentech at 2–3; Johnson & Johnson at 2 (stating that “[m]illions of compounds [must] be screened, developed, or tested for each one that meets
safety and efcacy standards for use in patients” and for the “very few compounds that are subject to clinical testing … just 9.6% of these candidates
ultimately receive regulatory approval”); Novartis at 2 (stating that “less than 12% of medicines succeed even once clinical trials begin” and that one
approval requires about 10 to 15 years).
281 See generally ACLU; Association of American Medical Colleges (hereinafer AAMC); AMP; Breast Cancer Action (hereinafer BCAction); Coalition
Against Patent Abuse (CAPA); CLS #1; CLS #2; College of American Pathologists (hereinafer CAP); Invitae; Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center; My
Gene Counsel; PIPLI; Lunenfeld-Tanenbaum Research Institute of Sinai Health System hereinafer (hereinafer Sinai Health System); Te Breasties.
282 Te Breasties at 1.
283 See generally ABA-IPL Section; AIPLA; AUTM; BIO; BPLA; Alexandra Sasha Hoyt; IPO; Johnson & Johnson; NYIPLA; PhRMA; 21C; USIJ; WARF.
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pursue patent protection.284 As an organization
representing American corporations explained,
“[s]ome member companies are not pursuing
medical diagnostic claims because they are widely
considered patent ineligible under current law.”285
While recognizing that methods of treatment are
generally patent eligible, pursuant to the Federal
Circuit’s Vanda286 decision, several commenters
observed the lack of benefit from that ruling
on medical diagnostics.287 As one patent law
association explained:
Current §101 jurisprudence generally requires
that claims to diagnostic tests be linked to
affirmative steps reciting methods of treatment.
As an initial matter, this is counterintuitive, as
companies in the business of discovering and
developing diagnostic tools are generally not
in the business of treating patients. This dilutes
the value of the IP these companies are able
to secure by implicating divided infringement
issues.288
Many commenters also expressed concern about
the divergence in patent eligibility standards
between the United States and other countries,
asserting that other countries provide more
protection for medical diagnostics.289 Observing
that China, Japan, Korea, and Europe view
diagnostic methods as patent eligible under
certain circumstances, a large pharmaceutical
association provided a summary of eligibility
standards in those jurisdictions:

• In China, claims directed to diagnostic
methods are patent eligible so long as the
method does not lead to a diagnosis or health
assessment—regardless if it is carried out
separately from the body or performed on the
body.
• In Korea, methods of diagnosis are patentable
in some forms, namely where the claims do
not require the human body to carry out the
invention.
• A method of diagnosis may be patent eligible
in Japan if the method is performed outside
the human body, does not include the steps of
medical doctors judging the physical condition
of a human body for medical purposes, or is
used to collect information from a human
body.
• The [European Patent Office] will not grant
patents covering diagnostic methods practiced
on the human or animal body. But a known
substance or composition may still be patented
for use in diagnostic methods if the known
substance or composition has not previously
been disclosed for use in any such method.
A subsequent diagnostic method employing
a known substance or composition that has
previously been used in a method may still be
deemed patent eligible if the subsequent use
of the substance in these methods is novel and
inventive.290

See AUTM at 2; NYIPLA at 9; 21C at 8.
21C at 2.
Vanda Pharms. Inc. v. West-Ward Pharms. Int’l Ltd., 887 F.3d 1117 (Fed. Cir. 2018).
See ABA-IPL Section at 7; BPLA at 7; Novartis at 6; PhRMA at 5.
BPLA at 7. See also ABA-IPL Section at 7.
See AAC at 21; ABA-IPL Section at 13–14; AIPLA at 3–4, 7–9; AUTM at 4–5; BPLA at 8–9; CPR at 2–3; Genentech at 8–9; Innovation Alliance at 7–8;
International Association for the Protection of Intellectual Property (AIPPI) at 4; IPO at 7; Johnson & Johnson at 4; Adam Mossof at 3, 6–7, 9–10;
Novartis at 10–12; NYIPLA at 3, 7–8; PhRMA at 10; Chad Rafetto at 29–30; 21C at 2, 5; University of Cambridge at 129 (enclosed article by Johnathon
Liddicoat, Kathleen Liddell & Mateo Aboy, Te Efects of Myriad and Mayo on Molecular-Test Development in the United States and Europe: Interviews
from the Frontline, 22 Vand. J. Ent. & Tech. L. 785 (2020)).
290 PhRMA at 10. See AIPPI at 3 (noting that in the European Patent Ofce, “there is a prohibition on patenting ‘methods for treatment of the human or
animal body by surgery or therapy and diagnostic methods [practiced] on the human or animal body.’ However, applicants can obtain claims that cover
diagnostic inventions, but do not recite treatment or interaction with the human or animal body.”).
284
285
286
287
288
289
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An international IP association also provided
several examples of patent application families291
for which diagnostic claims have been granted
outside the United States. However, claims in
counterpart U.S. applications remain rejected on
patent eligibility grounds.292
Although the biopharmaceutical industry largely
faulted the current patent eligibility jurisprudence
for limiting patent protection on diagnosticrelated innovations, a number of commenters
applauded this impact for public policy reasons.293
For example, one patient advocacy group asserted
that the current jurisprudence ensures “that
innovative treatments and diagnostic tests remain
affordable and accessible to the people who need
them.”294 Referring to the ongoing pandemic
as an example, another patient advocacy group
contended that “public access to the genetic
sequence of the virus responsible for COVID-19
made it possible for researchers and companies
to develop and commercialize a wide variety of
diagnostic tests and vaccines at unprecedented
speed,” which, in turn, led to “more access,
more competition, and more innovation.”295 In
contrast, a scientific organization that promotes
molecular diagnostics maintained that during the
2003 SARS outbreak, which occurred before the
Supreme Court’s recent patent eligibility decisions,
“biotechnology and pharmaceutical companies
raced to patent everything from the genetic

sequences within the virus’ genome to the virus
itself,” and the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention “sought to defensively patent the virus
and its entire genetic content ‘to make sure access
to the virus remains available to anyone.’”296 Other
commenters echoed these views.297 One university,
although acknowledging the adverse effects of
the current patent eligibility jurisprudence on the
development of molecular diagnostics and the
potential disadvantages for U.S.-headquartered
companies, argued that because the law may
provide overall benefits, such as “unshackling” the
“basic tools of scientific and technological work,”
reform is premature until those positive effects are
better understood.298
b. Precision medicine and gene-based
technologies

According to the National Cancer Institute,
precision medicine, or personalized medicine, is
a form of medicine that uses information about a
person’s own genes to prevent, diagnose, or treat
disease or assess the likelihood of future disease.299
Coupled with the rise in the development of
emerging medical diagnostic technologies,
precision medicine allows physicians to formulate
therapeutic strategies tailored to an individual, for
treatment or prevention purposes, on the basis of
that individual’s genomic profile. As explained by
a biotechnology company, personalized medicine
research is generally interdisciplinary and includes

291 Patent families are composed of patents and patent applications that claim the beneft to one priority application. A priority application is a patent application that is frst fled in one jurisdiction and then serves as the basis for patent flings in other jurisdictions. Patent treaties allow applicants to claim the
beneft of the fling date in the frst fled jurisdiction when fling in other jurisdictions. Patent applications on the same subject matter fled in multiple
jurisdictions are called patent families because they are all related to the frst-fled application.
292 See AIPPI at 5–10.
293 See ACLU at 5–7; AMP at 1, 10–11; BCAction at 1; CAP at 1–5; CLS #2 at 1–3; Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center at 1–2; Helen Fernandes, Susan
Hsiao & Mahesh Mansukhani at 1–2; Invitae at 1–2, 10–14; My Gene Counsel at 1; PIPLI at 4–6; Sinai Health System at 1–2; Te Breasties at 1.
294 Te Breasties at 1.
295 BCAction at 1.
296 AMP at 8.
297 See ACLU at 5–6; Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center at 2; My Gene Counsel at 1; PIPLI at 4; Sinai Health System at 1; Te Breasties at 1.
298 University of Cambridge at 30–31 (drawing on the results of empirical research assessing the impact of the Myriad, Mayo, and Alice decisions on biotech,
precision medicine, diagnostics, artifcial intelligence, and other computer-related inventions afecting digital health).
299 See the National Cancer Institute’s dictionary of cancer terms at https://www.cancer.gov/publications/dictionaries/cancer-terms/def/precision-medicine. Te NCI Dictionary defnes precision medicine as “A form of medicine that uses information about a person’s own genes or proteins to prevent,
diagnose, or treat disease. In cancer, precision medicine uses specifc information about a person’s tumor to help make a diagnosis, plan treatment, fnd
out how well treatment is working, or make a prognosis. Examples of precision medicine include using targeted therapies to treat specifc types of cancer
cells, such as HER2-positive breast cancer cells, or using tumor marker testing to help diagnose cancer. Also called personalized medicine.”
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Highlighting the adverse impact on precision
medicine and gene-based technologies, numerous
commenters were critical of the current patent
eligibility jurisprudence.301 One patent law
association said that “[t]he blanket exclusion of
isolated genes from patent eligible subject matter
is technically misplaced.”302 According to the
association, “[w]hile the gene itself literally exists
in nature (i.e., as part of DNA), it does not retain
the same functioning when isolated that it would
exhibit in nature as part of an overall genome.”303
Furthermore, the association asserted that the “[e]
xclusion of an identified gene sequence primarily
responsible for a particular disorder denies the
reward of patent protection to inventions that are
otherwise useful, novel, and nonobvious, and also
dissuades a public-benefitting disclosure.”304

now apparently sometimes (though not always)
comes down not to the actual substance of the
claimed invention, but to whether a court will
ultimately construe it as a ‘diagnostic,’ a ‘method
of treatment,’ or a ‘method of preparation.’”306
Another company argued that “[p]ersonalized
medicine relies on the ability to identify the
right medicine for the right patient, and current
patent eligibility case law frustrates this research
by foreclosing the patentability of advances
in diagnostic testing and by the impact on
technology that lies at the intersection of biology
and AI.”307 According to the company, this
foreclosure “decreases the likelihood of research
that will lead to earlier detection, personalized
treatment, and better health outcomes.”308
Likewise, one technology transfer association
detailed several real-world examples of problems
in gene patenting and diagnostics that its members
have encountered that have significantly impeded
development of new technologies.309

Regarding the impact of the Court’s precedent,
one global health care company contended that
“precision medicine, cell & gene therapies, certain
types of biologics, and digital health—appear to
lie directly in the expansion path” of the recent
case law, which “foreclosed the possibility of
patents for the entire field of medical diagnostics,
cloned organisms, certain modified proteins,
biomarkers, and DNA primers, to name but a
few.”305 The company further asserted that “in
fields like precision medicine … the difference
between eligible and ineligible subject matter

In contrast, several commenters asserted
that when it comes to IP protection for gene
technologies and precision medicine, less is
more.310 For example, a medical advocacy group
asserted that “[i]f gene sequences and other
natural phenomena can be considered intellectual
property, a company with monopoly rights
over the related disease can significantly hinder
critical research, make the healthcare industry
less productive and less competitive domestically
and globally as well as significantly increase the
cost of care for patients and society.”311 The group

research in diagnostics, genomic profiling,
imaging analytics, and bioinformatics, as well as
other scientific disciplines.300

See Genentech at 5.
See ABA-IPL Section at 7; AUTM at 2–4; BIO at 2–4; BPLA at 8; Genentech at 5–6; IPO at 6–8; Novartis at 2–3; PhRMA at 7–9; 21C at 2, 6.
BPLA at 8.
Id.
Id.
Novartis at 2.
Id. at 3.
Genentech at 5–6.
Id. at 6.
AUTM at 2–4.
See AMP at 8; CAP at 3; CLS #2 at 3; Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center at 1–2; Helen Fernandes, Susan Hsiao & Mahesh Mansukhani at 1–2; Invitae at 1–2; My Gene Counsel at 3; PIPLI at 2; Sinai Health System at 1–2; Te Breasties at 1.
311 CAP at 3. See also CLS #2 at 2 (warning that “[a] patent holder that is granted exclusive rights over all uses of a gene can preempt scientifc access and
300
301
302
303
304
305
306
307
308
309
310
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went on to argue that “[i]t is not in the public’s
interest for [a] single entity to hold ownership over
the means to diagnose certain diseases or serve
as the sole gatekeeper for targeted therapeutics.”312
A life sciences organization reported that “a
major analysis undertaken by The Secretary’s
Advisory Committee on Genetics, Health and
Society in 2010 … concluded that patents on
genes undermined the development of new and
promising testing technologies and documented
multiple cases where gene patents directly
interfered with patient access to testing and
care.”313 The organization urged that “[r]eturning
to the days of gene patents would create barriers
to genomic tests, eliminate access to confirmatory
testing, and likely increase the cost of testing,”
and that “[r]esearch is considerably slowed when
scientists need to license or pay for patented
technologies.”314
In addition, several commenters highlighted the
benefits of recent jurisprudence on competition
in gene technology as it relates to public health.
Specifically, two organizations relied on data
showing that “since the Supreme Court’s decision
[in Myriad], there has been a proliferation of
innovation and healthy competition in genetic
testing, and overall investment in genomics
increased from $6.21 billion in 2013 to over $17
billion in 2018.”315 Moreover, another commenter
contended that the Myriad decision has led to

312
313
314
315
316
317

318
319
320
321
322

greater access to medicines and therapeutics at a
lower cost, estimating that since the ruling, “the
cost of genetic testing for BRCA1 and BRCA2
alone has decreased substantially (was $4,400
and is now less than $300 at some laboratories)
and continues to fall as technology improves and
competition increases.”316
2. Computer-related technologies
A substantial number of commenters
identified the impacts of the current patent
eligibility jurisprudence on emerging computer
technologies and areas reliant on computerrelated innovations.317 Many commenters noted
that the Supreme Court’s two-step framework
is unworkable and detrimental to innovation.318
Some commenters submitted relevant data,
including declining patent application filings,
lower relative investments in research and
development, and diminishing GDP.319 Others
expressed concern with the expanding scope of
patent ineligible subject matter in recent court
decisions and the impacts going forward.320 In
contrast, several stakeholders shared data showing
that investments in emerging technologies,
especially AI and quantum computing, are still
strong and continuing to grow.321 That group
of stakeholders indicated that the current
jurisprudence is promoting the type of innovation
and growth intended by the patent system.322

use of those genes in research, diagnostic testing, and care”).
CAP at 3.
CLS #2 at 3.
Id.
Id. at 2 (relied on a statement of Sean George, CEO, Invitae Corporation, Te State of Patent Eligibility in America: Part II Before the S. Subcomm. on Intellectual Property: Hearing before the Subcommittee on Intellectual Property of the Committee of the Judiciary, 116th Cong. (2019), https://www.judiciary.
senate.gov/imo/media/doc/George%20Testimony.pdf). See also ACLU at 6–7.
My Gene Counsel at 1. See also Invitae at 10–12.
See generally Gregory Aharonian; AIPLA; Anonymous #13; App Association; AUTM; Business Law Section of the Florida Bar; CCIA; Tara Chand; Dell
Technologies; Dominion Harbor Group; Eagle Forum; Engine; Ericsson; Genentech; Google; Richard Gruner; Alexandra Sasha Hoyt; HTIA; IBM; IGT;
Ilija Ilijovski; Innovation Alliance; IPO; Juniper Networks; Adam Mossof; Robert Osann, Jr.; Lori Pressman; Chad Rafetto; Rio Tinto; Rutman IP; Joshua Sarnof; SIIA; John Storella; USIJ.
See AAC at 5; Gregory Aharonian at 1; AIPLA at 2–3; Anonymous #13 at 1; Business Law Section of the Florida Bar at 6; Tara Chand at 13; Dominion
Harbor Group at 2; Richard Gruner at 12; IBM at 3; IGT at 2; Innovation Alliance at 2–3; Lori Pressman at 5; Chad Rafetto at 28; Joshua Sarnof at
13–14; TrackTime at 4; USIJ at 8.
See generally AIPLA; Alexandra Sasha Hoyt; Innovation Alliance; Adam Mossof; Chad Rafetto.
See generally Gregory Aharonian; Anonymous #13; App Association; IPO; Lori Pressman.
See generally CCIA; Dell Technologies; Engine; Google; HTIA; Juniper Networks; SIIA.
See CCIA at 2; Dell Technologies at 6; Developers Alliance at 1; Engine at 5; Google at 6; HTIA at 4; Juniper Networks at 3; SIIA at 2.
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As an initial matter, many commenters contended
that the jurisprudence is detrimental to innovation
in computer-related technologies because it
is unsettled and drives uncertainty.323 These
commenters described the Supreme Court’s
two-step framework as unworkable, highlighting
the lack of a uniform definition for an “abstract
idea” and the ambiguity of what constitutes
“significantly more” as drivers of uncertainty.324
In addition, some of them focused on the high
level of abstraction that is inherent in computing,
calculations, and algorithms as the fundamental
flaw in the current test.325 Other stakeholders
pointed to a more international approach, as an
alternative, to bring more consistency to the U.S.
patent system.326
First, numerous commenters expressed concern
with the application of the Mayo and Alice
framework because there is no uniform definition
of an abstract idea.327 Quoting Judge Jay Plager
of the Federal Circuit, these stakeholders
emphasized, “[t]here is almost universal criticism
among commentators and academicians that the
‘abstract idea’ has created havoc in the patent
law.”328 Many commenters specifically expressed

their frustrations with the subjectivity and lack
of definition of what constitutes an abstract idea.329
In addition, one attorney advocacy group noted
that without a clear understanding of the term
“abstract idea,” courts, practitioners, innovators,
and agencies do not have sufficient guidance
to determine the scope of the abstract idea
exception.330
Commenters also focused on the difficulties
in applying the abstract idea test to computerrelated inventions.331 As noted by one commenter,
computer-implemented inventions are often
a series of calculations, simulations, models,
instruction sets, etc., which are not patentable
themselves.332 For this reason, one commenter
described the Mayo–Alice eligibility test as “biased
against computer-related inventions because
abstraction is a foundational characteristic of
computer science.”333 On this point, a national IP
bar association pointed out that the “current law
has dissolved the boundary between a claim to an
algorithm itself and a legitimate claim to a system
that uses an algorithm.”334 That organization
recognized that “[s]oftware is the enabling
technology for improving the way we provide
healthcare (e.g., surgical robots), drive automobiles

323 See App Association at 3; IBM at 3; Innovation Alliance at 3 (“Because the application of Alice is so fraught with uncertainty and unpredictability, a
cloud of uncertainty hangs over these patents, threatening incentives to innovate in this key technology area.”); Chad Rafetto at 28 (stating that “the
recent changes to patentable subject matter have raised doubts about whether patents will continue to be available for cutting edge advances such as
‘artifcial intelligence, blockchain technology, quantum computing, and personalized medicine’”).
324 See generally AAC; AIPLA; App Association; Business Law Section of the Florida Bar; Dominion Harbor Group; Richard Gruner; IBM; Innovation
Alliance; Adam Mossof; NYIPLA; Mark Tornetta; TrackTime; USIJ.
325 See generally IBM; Martin Snyder. See also Tara Chand at 13; Richard Gruner at 18; Internet Promise Group at 8; Adam Mossof at 4; Mark Tornetta at
3–4.
326 See generally Genentech; Google; Ilija Ilijovski; Internet Association; Rio Tinto; Rutman IP; SIIA.
327 See generally AAC; Dominion Harbor Group; Richard Gruner; Innovation Alliance; Mark Tornetta; TrackTime; USIJ.
328 Richard Gruner at 7 (quoting Interval Licensing LLC v. AOL, Inc., 896 F.3d 1335, 1353–54 (Fed. Cir. 2018) (Plager, J., concurring in part and dissenting in
part)). See also Innovation Alliance at 2; TrackTime.
329 See Dominion Harbor Group at 2 (“[T]he [Supreme] Court refused ‘to delimit the precise contours’ of the judicially-created abstract idea exception, and
that lack of guidance has sent lower courts into a tailspin.”); Innovation Alliance at 2 (“Te subjectivity and unpredictability of this test has only been
compounded by the fact that the judicial exceptions themselves are ambiguous.”); Mark Tornetta at 3–4; TrackTime at 4 (“Tere is no defnition for that
which is an ‘abstract idea’ and that which is not.”); USIJ at 8 (“When fundamental and settled principles of law are undermined by the use of vague and
imprecise language or are abandoned altogether, the predictable result is that the lower courts feel free to adopt whatever subjective interpretation they
choose as to the meaning of the statutory language.”).
330 See AAC at 5 (noting that “its contours and boundary conditions remain ill-defned in U.S. Supreme Court patent jurisprudence where it has become a
controversial focus of attention and concern among members of the patent bar, patent applicants and the PTO, litigants and tribunals, and the commentariat”).
331 See AAC at 5 (asserting that “[a]mong the four categories of exceptions, abstract ideas are outliers in that some of them may be new, benefcially useful,
and can be called into existence through acts of invention”); App Association at 5 (explaining that “[c]omputer related inventions combine numerous
abstract ideas to create the applications that consumers use on a daily basis”).
332 Martin Snyder at 8.
333 IBM at 3.
334 AIPLA at 2.
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(e.g., automatic parallel parking systems), and
communicate with people around the world (e.g.,
video conferencing).”335
Second, several commenters also identified
numerous challenges with the second part of
the Mayo–Alice eligibility test, that is, whether
the claimed invention is “significantly more”
than an abstract idea.336 These commenters
relied on personal observations and examples to
demonstrate when it was not possible to overcome
the second part of the inquiry.337 In addition,
some commenters noted a lack of consistency on
what constitutes “significantly more.”338 Finally, a
few commenters raised concerns regarding how
computer-related inventions are being treated
by the courts and examiners at the USPTO,
specifically noting that they are often generalized
by their components, without the courts and
examiners understanding the complexity of the
components needed to complete the claimed
functions.339
Setting aside the aforementioned challenges in
applying the jurisprudence to computer-related
innovations, stakeholders shared observations
of successful outcomes in meeting the current
eligibility test by showing that a claimed invention

provides a technical solution to a technical
problem.340 For example, one high-tech company
reported that it is able to meet the Mayo and Alice
requirements for eligibility by “going into depth
on the technological problem we are addressing
and our technological solution to that problem.”341
Other industry associations agreed that this
approach is the key to avoiding the abstract idea
exception.342 Finally, some commenters noted that
relying on this approach could help overcome
the obstacles of defining an abstract idea343 and
also better align U.S. practices with other major
jurisdictions.344
a. Artifcial intelligence, quantum computing,
and machine learning

A sizable number of commenters addressed
the impacts of the current jurisprudence on
transformative innovations, including AI,
quantum computing, and machine learning.345
This group raised concerns that uncertainty and
unpredictability in the law are undermining U.S.
economic and innovative development.
Most notably, many from the group argued
that the complete lack of protection for some
innovations and the loss of claim scope to
overcome subject matter eligibility rejections are
impacting the research, growth, and development

335 Id. at 2–3.
336 See Business Law Section of the Florida Bar at 6 (stating that “the ‘signifcantly more’ inquiry is ambiguous and confates the issue of subject matter eligibility with the issue of patentability pursuant to 35 USC §102 (novelty); 35 USC §103(a) (obviousness) or 35 USC §112 (enablement)”); Richard Gruner
at 8, 12; Adam Mossof at 7; NYIPLA at 4; Daniel Tomson.
337 See Anonymous #13 at 9, 12 (observing that the USPTO determined that “a substantial improvement in the speed and accuracy for detecting a disease
outbreak is not eligible because it does not improve the operation of the processor that is receiving the data” and questioning “[o]n what objective basis
does the Ofce quantify ‘signifcant?’ [sic] to determine whether the improvement is ‘enough’ to overcome the eligibility hurdle?”); Internet Promise
Group at Attachment C; Steve Seawall at 25–26.
338 See Richard Gruner at 12; IGT at 2 (“IGT has encountered severe diferences among examiners on what inventions are considered abstract, what constitutes an improvement or a practical application, and what constitutes ‘signifcantly more.’”); Michael Mazza at 1; Joshua Sarnof at 13–14.
339 See Tara Chand at 14 (“USPTO and CAFC have a gross misunderstanding and have used that to create a new test of ‘conventional use of computers’ in
isolation and devoid of the context it was used in Alice.”); Internet Promise Group at 8; Mark Tornetta at 3–4.
340 See AUTM at 4; Google at 4, 8.
341 Google at 4.
342 See Internet Association at 3; SIIA at 1 (“Te case law correctly focuses on requiring a sofware patent (and other computer-implemented inventions) to
claim an improvement in computer technology or recite a technical solution to a technical problem supports innovation in sofware.”).
343 See IBM at 5 (“Determining whether an invention has a technical character is not always easy, and may lead to some uncertainty, but this test is easier to
apply and more predictable than the ‘abstract ideas’ jurisprudence we must wrestle with in the United States.”). See also Google at 4, 8; Internet Association at 3, 10; SIIA at 1.
344 See AUTM at 4 (“While certain diferences in the assessment of computer-implemented inventions between the patent ofces still persist, it can be generally said that claims providing a technical solution to a technical problem are patentable throughout the world—if claimed properly and provided that
the requirements for patentability (i.e., novelty and nonobviousness/inventive step) are fulflled.”). See also Genentech at 9.
345 See generally App Association; Eagle Forum; Ericsson; IBM; Innovation Alliance; Robert Osann, Jr.; Chad Rafetto; Rio Tinto; John Storella.
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of critical areas of technology.346 Others
emphasized how the current eligibility analysis is
biased and unworkable for computer innovations.347
Some stakeholders, including many companies,
acknowledged that robust protections for software
are more important than ever because of the everincreasing reliance on software and AI in medical
fields and precision medicine.348
According to several commenters, the uncertainty
and lack of protection for AI inventions is
affecting the United States’ innovative edge and
leadership in the world.349 One commenter shared
statistics noting that “the United States received
77% of capital investments for software driven
industries, such as Artificial Intelligence, in 2013,
but only 50% in 2017.”350 The same commenter
observed that “in 2017, 48% of the funding for
Artificial Intelligence startup companies went to
China whereas the United States received only
38%.”351 This commenter concluded that

“[b]ecause investment is crucial to developing
certain technologies, less investment is likely to
result in less innovation.”352 On a global level,
it was also noted that “[t]he combination of
other countries’ patent systems allowing more
protection coupled with the increasing funding
they are receiving suggests that the two are
correlated and thus the uncertainty in America’s
patent system is reducing funding and therefore
reducing innovation.”353
Though all commenters recognized the
importance of fostering AI and quantum
computing technologies, not all commenters
held the view that stronger or more robust patent
rights for these areas would achieve such results.354
Specifically, some commenters advocated that AI
innovations should be excluded from eligibility.355
A few commenters pointed out that because patent
law remained unchanged for many historical
technologies that are considered disruptive, the

346 See App Association at 4 (“Te uncertainty around both the ability to get a valid patent on AI inventions, and the threat of lawsuits from issued but
potentially invalid patents on various aspects of AI, reduces inventive activity in this space.”); Ericsson at 6; IBM at 5; Mertzluf Law at 3 (“Te rejections
seen by applicants in such applications can be gratuitously difcult to overcome, and sometimes result in the need to add otherwise extraneous limitations to claims for the sole purpose of satisfying an undefned standard.”); Robert Osann, Jr., at 6 (“[M]any AI applications currently involve a heavy
amount of sofware running on general purpose processors. As such, inventions claiming how the sofware operates are subject to uncertain eligibility
standards, with the resultant rejections and in many cases the inability to protect unique AI inventions in the courts.”); Rio Tinto at 5; Dana Stangel at 2
(“As a practical matter, the patent examiners try to box in the invention with specifc, but sometimes irrelevant, details on how the invention is made or
performed.”); John Storella at 1 (“[T]he value of patents that do issue tend to be of narrow scope, and there is uncertainty as to whether these patents will
provide meaningful exclusion of competitors in the market.”).
347 See AAC at 5; Gregory Aharonian at 1; AIPLA at 2–3; Anonymous #13 at 1; Business Law Section of the Florida Bar at 1–3, 6; Tara Chand at 13; Dominion Harbor Group at 2, 6; Richard Gruner at 12; IBM at 4; IGT at 2; Innovation Alliance at 2–3; Lori Pressman at 5; Chad Rafetto at 28; Joshua Sarnof at
13–14; TrackTime at 4; USIJ at 8.
348 See AIPLA at 2–3; Genentech at 7 (Te “use of bioinformatics to inform serious patient treatment decisions or to design personalized medicines requires
extreme precision and more upfront investment from the beginning of the process so that it can perform with stability, accuracy, and predictability at the
time of launch. In order to secure this type of investment, there must be no question that such innovations are patent eligible.”); IBM at 5; John Storella
at 2 (“In a diagnostic discovery phase, large amounts of data may be collected. Tis could be measurements of thousands of proteins in [a] sample of
blood, or thousands of nucleic acid sequences from a tissue sample [or] thousands of microbes in a feces sample. … Te algorithms that perform this
processing can, themselves, may [sic] be novel and useful inventions. … Under current patent eligibility jurisprudence, the very activity that produces a
new, useful, and unobvious diagnostic test is not patent eligible because the process of diagnosis involves the execution of an algorithm.”).
349 See Eagle Forum at 5 (“Te state of [section] 101 jurisprudence exposes the United States to a steadily weakened position relative to China and other foreign competitors in critical, emerging technologies’ leadership.”); IBM at 8 (“[T]he current U.S. patent eligibility law has an outsized impact on patents
for inventions in AI, quantum, and other computer-related inventions, which by nature involve abstractions.”); Innovation Alliance at 7 (“To maintain
U.S. leadership in essential and emerging technologies—including artifcial intelligence—the U.S. must address the uncertainty of post-Alice § 101 jurisprudence.”).
350 Chad Rafetto at 31.
351 Id.
352 Id.
353 Id.
354 See HTIA at 11 (“Put simply, the evidence suggests that seeking to ‘strengthen’ the U.S. patent system by abrogating the Supreme Court’s eligibility
precedents to expand the scope of patent eligibility would not enhance U.S. competitiveness or increase domestic innovation as many stakeholders have
argued. Such a course of action is dramatically more likely to have the opposite efect and reduce competitiveness, impair economic efciency, deter
inventive activities, weaken national security, and impose unnecessary costs and legal risk on domestic businesses.”). See also Robert Crockett at 1;
Developers Alliance at 1; EFF at 3–4; Engine at 26.
355 See Robert Crockett at 1; Developers Alliance at 1; EFF at 3–4; Engine at 26 (“AI sofware inventions should not be any more patentable than typical
sofware. If anything, AI patent claims are more likely to be directed towards abstract ideas under Alice and subsequent case law than other sofware
inventions.”).
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same reasoning should apply to AI and emerging
technologies.356 Finally, a high-tech advocacy
group cautioned that the USPTO must continue to
evaluate these new and fast-evolving technologies
consistent with the current law and ensure proper
application of all relevant patentability statutes.357
Relatedly, stakeholders highlighted that the data
do not support the inference that the current
subject matter jurisprudence is having a negative
impact on investment in innovation.358 One
software industry organization reported that
“[s]ince Alice, investment and innovation in
the information industries have thrived.”359 The
organization noted that “[a]ccording to the Bureau
of Economic Analysis, for example, the ‘digital
economy’—which includes high-tech goods and
services, technological infrastructure, e-commerce
transactions, and digital media—accounts for
about 9.6% of U.S. GDP, and grew at 6.5% per year
on average between 2005 and 2019.”360
Several commenters also pointed to more
granular evidence of the post-Alice health of the
technology sector.361 For example, in examining
startup and venture capital activity, an industry
association pointed out that $70.4 billion in U.S.
venture funding was raised for technology-related
activities with global investing at record levels.362
In comparison, this organization noted that China
experienced a drop in venture funding during the
same period.363

Moreover, some commenters contended that the
United States remains the preferred destination
for investment in AI.364 One software association
referenced a robust 39% increase year over
year of U.S. AI deals.365 This association noted
that investment in AI in the United States was
approximately $23.6 billion for the second quarter
of 2021, more than double the investment in AI in
the next two leading countries, that is, China and
the United Kingdom.366
Another high-tech association asserted that
investment in research and development has
been particularly strong in the Alice-affected
technologies, citing continued growth in venture
capital and investments in startup companies,
“with 2021 on track to be ‘another consecutive
record-setting year.’”367 This association also
referenced impressive growth in investment in
startups involving affected technologies like AI,
in which “funding for artificial intelligence firms
reached a record high of $20 billion in 2021, up
from $9 billion two years earlier.”368
Likewise, a large high-tech company noted
that “[a]rtificial intelligence (AI) and quantum
computing (QC) technologies are expected to
drive substantial economic growth, with one
report estimating that AI could contribute up to
$15.7 trillion to the global economy by 2030, with
approximately $3.7 trillion of that growth in North
America.”369 This company highlighted that IP

356 See Robert Crockett at 1; Developers Alliance at 1; EFF at 3–4; Engine at 25 (“[D]espite its transformative tendencies, AI does not need to disrupt the
U.S. patent system. Patents have adapted to accommodate revolutionary technologies in the past, such as computer sofware and genetic engineering.
While our patent policies should account for the value of emerging AI technologies—and we commend the Patent Ofce for seeking public input—the
U.S. patent system does not now need substantial changes to accommodate AI.”).
357 See HTIA at 14.
358 See CCIA at 4–6; Dell Technologies at 6–7; Engine at 5, 7–10; HTIA at 5; Internet Association at 15–16; Juniper Networks at 3–4; SIIA at 2–4.
359 SIIA at 2.
360 Id. at 2–3.
361 See CCIA at 4–6; Engine at 7–10; HTIA at 4, SIIA at 2–3.
362 SIIA at 2–4.
363 Id. at 3.
364 See CCIA at 4–6; Engine at 7–10; HTIA at 4–5, 18; SIIA at 2–4.
365 See SIIA at 4.
366 Id. at 3.
367 HTIA at 5.
368 Id.
369 See Google at 2.
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is not a likely consideration in the development
and investment of AI technologies and that the
current jurisprudence would not be a factor in the
economic impacts of AI development.370
Other commenters relied on increases in patents
granted to support the proposition that AI and
computing technologies have not been harmed
by the current jurisprudence. One commenter
provided evidence that there has been an
“explosion in artificial intelligence patenting” by
citing a recent study by the Institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), which found
that the USPTO granted nearly five times as many
AI-related patents in 2018 compared with 2008.371
This commenter noted that the IEEE study
revealed that “the percentage of AI-related patent
grants has more than doubled during these years.”372
With respect to innovations in quantum
computing, commenters advised the USPTO,
judiciary, and other decision makers to take time
to learn about the technology before determining
the impacts of the current jurisprudence.373 One
quantum industry group encouraged the USPTO

to engage in the promotion of small and medium
enterprises in quantum innovation.374
3. Mechanical and future technologies
Although the majority of comments were directed
to innovations in the life sciences and computerrelated technologies, some commenters opined
not only on the impacts of the jurisprudence on
future innovations, particularly on unknown
technologies,375 but also on more traditional
industries.376 Some commenters raised concerns
that decisions like American Axle and Yu are
just the beginning of a gradual expansion that
will effectively swallow future computer-based
inventions.377 These commenters noted that
certain technologies like quantum computing
could easily be reduced to a judicial exception,
and they suggested those technologies may be
classified as a natural phenomenon or product of
nature.378 Commenters explained that companies
active in traditional, mechanical-based industries
are reevaluating their patenting and investment
strategies out of concern that they can no longer
rely on patent rights to protect their innovations.379

370 Id.
371 Internet Association at 12 (citing Hamidreza Habibollahi, Najaf Abadi & Michael Pecht, Artifcial Intelligence Trends Based on the Patents Granted by the
United States Patent and Trademark Ofce, 8 IEEE Access 81633, 81634 (2020)).
372 Internet Association at 12. See also Dell Technologies at 8 (providing additional data that “[p]atent applications directed to quantum computers grew at a
compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 41.75% between 2016 and 2020. Machine learning applications increased at a rate of 46.01%. And applications
on computer systems based on biological models (which includes, for example, an application directed to “[o]ptimizing patient treatment recommendations”), grew at a CAGR of 67.28%”).
373 See Anonymous comment #14 at 2 (“Patents may both aid and hinder innovation, and intellectual property policy (and government policy writ large)
will undoubtedly shape this industry. Even though this is a nascent industry, patents are being fled and granted in quantum technologies at rapidly
increasing rates—the current pace of issued patents related to quantum industries is more than double that of 2018.”); Quantum Industry Coalition
(hereinafer QIC) at 2 (“[O]btaining predictable and enforceable patent rights for inventions solving quantum computing technical challenges is crucial
… to help the U.S. maintain and build America’s leadership in quantum computing.”).
374 See QIC at 2.
375 See Acushnet Company at 4; BPLA at 3 (“In light of the recent holdings in American Axle and Yu, there is apparently no technical feld in which an
applicant for a patent can have reasonable certainty that their claimed invention will be deemed concrete and not abstract.”); IBM at 5; IPO at 5.
376 See Achushnet Company at 4; BPLA at 3; IBM at 5; IPO at 5; Adam Mossof at 2.
377 See IBM at 5 (“[T]he reach of computer enabled innovation, and a logical extension of the current patent eligibility jurisprudence, have even led courts
to fnd inventions lacking eligible subject matter in cases involving mechanical devices and processes such as an electric car charger, a garage door
opener, a method for tuning driveshaf liners, and most recently the design of a digital camera.”); Lori Pressman at 5 (“In view of [the] American Axle
decision, these concerns are real, and impact other leading edge hardware designs and material innovations inspired by an understanding of the underlying physics.”).
378 See Gregory Aharonian at 1 (noting the issues that may arise under 101/102/103 because of the semantics used in quantum physics (“Most of the major
terms of quantum physics: ‘wavefunction,’ ‘particle,’ ‘system,’ ‘time,’ ‘set’ and more, have no clear defnition in standard physics semantics.”)); Lori Pressman at 5 (explaining that “[q]uantum computing depends on quantum entanglement which is a natural phenomenon, and uses qubits, which could be
considered products of nature”).
379 See App Association at 3; Acushnet Company at 4 (“Patent eligibility of claimed subject matter is not generally an issue to consider when drafing claims
to an article of manufacture such as a golf club. However, American Axle clearly changed that dynamic.”); IBM at 5; Rio Tinto at 4.
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One organization representing IP owners expressed
caution that “this creep will negatively affect the
strength of U.S. patents and the U.S. economy
because it will drag out the resulting uncertainty
and begin to disincentivize investment in new areas

V.

of technology.”380 Opining on the potential impacts,
another commenter concluded that without
knowing how far the jurisprudence is going to
expand, it is not possible to determine how far the
economic and innovative impacts will go.381

Conclusions

The public comments confirmed that the current
jurisprudence has altered the landscape for
determining patent subject matter eligibility, with
particular, though quite different, impacts on
the life sciences and computer-related industries.
Although the comments demonstrate a continuing
divide, respondents agreed that the standard
for determining whether an invention is eligible
for patenting should be clear, predictable, and
consistently applied.
Supporters of the current jurisprudence, primarily
from computer-related industries, asserted that
the new eligibility standard provides a useful
tool for addressing overly broad patents and
defending against abusive lawsuits by patent
assertion entities. Many commenters expressed
the view that by avoiding the need to defend
against assertions of such patents, the current
jurisprudence is beneficial to innovation and
technological development because more
resources can be devoted to innovation and
enterprise growth instead of to unnecessary
legal costs. Representatives from the high-tech
industry have even noted that their investments
and innovations, including in emerging fields
such as AI and quantum computing, have trended
upward during the course of the Supreme Court’s
evolving eligibility jurisprudence. Members of
the life sciences research community and patient
advocacy groups also applauded the current

jurisprudence, suggesting that it has made more
key scientific information and advancements
freely available for scientific research and
innovation, which benefits the public at large.
In contrast, critics expressed concern that the
jurisprudence has unreasonably and improperly
expanded the scope and application of the
judicially created exceptions to eligibility, resulting
in significant inconsistencies, uncertainty, and
unpredictability in the issuance and enforcement
of patents. These stakeholders, especially
innovators working in life science technologies,
argued that the jurisprudence stifles innovation
and hurts businesses, particularly startups and
SMEs that are most dependent on outside sources
of funding, because without reliable patent rights,
investors are unwilling to risk capital on these
new enterprises. Many stakeholders, including
several from other industry sectors, also pointed
out that by deterring private investment in
startups and SMEs, the current law is having
the effect of decreasing competition in several
fields and concentrating the market in the hands
of a few large, well-funded incumbents. In the
fields of diagnostics and precision medicine,
some innovators stated that they are no longer
seeking patents and are turning to other forms
of IP protection, such as trade secrets, at the cost
of decreased disclosure of new technological
information to the public.

380 IPO at 5.
381 Adam Mossof at 2 (“Applying the Alice-Mayo framework, courts have invalidated patents covering classic nineteenth-century technologies, such as new
methods for operating oil derricks and for constructing automobile axles. Courts have invalidated twentieth-century innovations, such as holding that a
claim ‘directed to’ a wireless electric garage door opener is an abstract idea. Tis is an alarming shif from the historical approach of the U.S. in securing
reliable and efective patent rights in new innovations, which has been a key driver of economic growth in the U.S.”). See also IPO at 5.
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Appendix A: Congressional request letter

~tatt.s ~matt
WASHINGTON, DC 20510

YTA El :ECTBONJCTRANSMISSION
March 5, 202 1
Mr. Drew Hirshfeld
Commissioner fo r Patents
Performing lhe functions and duties of the Director
United States Patent and Trademark Office
600 Dulany Street
Alexandria, VA 223 I 4
Dear Mr. Hirshfeld:
We write you today regarding the state of patent eligibility jurisprudence in the United States.
S ince the Supreme Court's landmark decisions i, Alice Co,p. v. CLS Bank /111ema1ional and
Mayo Collaborarive Services Inc. v. Prome1he11s laborarories Inc. , there has been a lack of
consistency and clarity in our nation's patent eligibility laws. Our nation has the world's
strongest innovation economy, and unless we take steps 10 provide clarity in the area o f patent
eligibility, we risk losing our place as the global innovation leader in the twenty-first century.
As you are well aware, the United States consistently leads the world in innovation across
multiple sectors, including quantum computing, artificial intelligence, 5G, the internet of things,
biopharmaceuticals, precision medicine, and li fe sciences. Our robust innovation economy
ensures American citizens not only receive early access to revolutionary and groundbreaking
technology, cures, and treatments, but also retain good, sound jobs and economic growth in these
industries.
If the United States is going to continue leading in all of these technology sectors, we can no
longer continue to ignore the fact that c:u.rrcnt clig:ibiliry jurisprudence has had a dramatic:

negative impact on investment, research, and innovation. The lack of clarity has 001 only
discouraged investment in critical emerging technologies, but also led the courts to foreclose
protection en1irely for certain important inventions in the diagnostics, biopharmaceutical, and life
sciences industries. At a time when the United States is struggling to contain and rrea1 the worst
global pandemic in more than one hundred years, it is simply astounding that current
jurisprudence makes it virrually impossible 10 obtain many patents in the diagnostic methods and

precision medicine sectors.
11 is past time that Congress acr to address this issue. To assist us as we consider what legislative
action should be taken 10 reform our eligibility laws, we ask chat you publish a request fo r
information on the current state of patent eligibility jurisprudence in the United States, evaluate
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responses, and provide us with a detailed summary of your findings. We are particularly
interested in learning how the current jurisprudence has adversely impacted investment and
innovation in critical technologies like quantum computing, artificial intelligence, precision
medicine, diagnostic methods, and pharmaceutical treatments. We ask that you provide your
findings no later than March 5, 2022.
Thank you for your attention to this maner. lfyou have any questions, please do not hesitate to
contact us. We stand ready and willing to work with you to provide long-term certainty in the
area of patent eligibility to ensure our role as the world's leading innovation economy continues
for years to come.
S incerely,

Thom Tillis
United States Senator

Mazie K. Hirono
United States Senator

Tom Cotton
United States Senator

Christopher A. Coons
United States Senator
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Appendix B: Federal Register Notices

Federal Regist er/Vol. 86, No. 129/friday, JuDy 9, 2021 /Notices
prepare an environmental assessm ent o r
envir onmental impact statement
As required by the £SA, as applicable.
issuance of these permit was based o n
a finding that such perm its: (1) Were
applied for in good faith; (2) will not
operate to the d isadvantage of such
endangered species: and (3) are
consistent w ith the purposes and
policies set forth in Section 2 of the
ESA.
Authority: The requested permits
have been issued under the Ml\.1PA of
1972, as amended {16 U.S.C. 1361 el
seq.), the regu lations go~•e rning the
takin g an d importing of marine
mammals (50 CPR part 216).. the E:SA of
1973, as amended {16 U.S.C. 1531 el
seq.), and the regu lations go~rerning the
takin g. importin g, an d exporting of
endangered and threatened specie.s (SO
CPR parts 222- 226), as applicable.
Dated: Ju ly 6. 2021.

Julia Marie Harrl$00.
Chlef. Pemlluand Consen•at/on DMslo,t,
0/fke of Protec.red Resources. National
Marine Fisheries Service.
(FR Due. 202 1- 14UG8 Filed 7-8-21: tl:4!i 11ml
81WNG OOOE 351°'"22..P

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

National Oceanic and Atmospheri c
Administration
(RTIO 0648-XB201)

fl_gherles of the South AUannc; South
Adantlc Fishery Management Cou ncil;
Public MNtlng
AGENCY: National Marine fishe ries
Servioa (NMFS), National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA}.
Commerce.
ACTION: Notice of a public meeting.

The South Atlantic fish ery
Management Council (Council) will
h old a meeting of its Scientific and
Statistical Committee (SSC) via webinar.
See SUPPlEMEHTARY INFORMATION.
DATES: The SSC meeting will take place
July 28 , 2021, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
ADDRESSES: The meeting will be held
via webinar.
Council address: South Atlantic
Fishery Management Council. 4055
Faber Place Drive. Suite 201, N
Charleston, SC 29405.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Kim
Iverson. Public Jn fonnation Office:r,
4055 Faber Place Drive, Suite 201 . North
Charleston, SC 29405: ph one: (84 3) 5714366 or loll boo (866) SAFMC-tO: fax:
(84 3) 76~520: email: kim.ivarson@
safmc.n et.
SUMMARY:

The
meeting is open to the p ublic via
webinar as it occurs. Webinar
registration is required. Jn fonnation
regarding webinar registration will b e
posted to the Council's website a t:
http:/lsafm c.net/safmc•meelings/
scienlific-and•statis tical•committee
m eeling,sl as it becomes available. 'f:he
meeting agenda. b riefing book matecials,
an d onlin e comment form will be
posted to the Council's website t-wo
weeks prior to the meeting. Written
comm ent on SSC agenda topics is to be
distributed to the Committee through
the Council offioa, simi)ar to all other
briefing materials. For this mooting. the
deadlin e for submission of written
comm ent is 5 p.m. JUiy 28, 2021.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Agenda Items
'fhe SSC will review p rojections fro m
the SEDAR (Southeast Data Assessment
an d Review) 73 South Atlantic Red
Snapper stock assessment and provtde
fishing level recommendations: provide
comm ents on a National Marine
f isheries Service draft technical memo
a nt.it.led ··Managing the Ann ual Catch
Limits (ACLs) for data•limited stocks in
federal fishery management plans'': an d
develop a workplan an d work.group for
catch level p rojections best p ractices for
stocks assessed in the South Atlantic
region. The SSC will p rovide guidan ce
to staff and make recomm endations for
Council consideration as a_ppropriate.
Multiple opportun ities for comment
on agenda items will be provided dur ing
SSC meetings. Open comment periods
will be provided at the start of the
meeting and near the conclusion. Those
in terested in providing comme nt should
indicate such in the manner requested
by the Chair, who will then recognize
individuals to provide commen t.
Additional opportun ities for comment
on specific agenda items will be
p rovided. as each item is discussed.
bet-w een initial presentations and SSC
discussion. Those interested in
p rovid ing comment should indicate
such in the manner requested by the
Chair. who will then recognize

36257

provided the public has bee n notified of
the intent to take fina l action to address
the emergency.
Special Accommodations
This meeting is accessible to people
with disabilities. Requests for a uxiliary
aids should be d irected to the SAFMC
office (see ADORESSES) at least (5)
business days prior to the meeting.
N<>te: T b e ti.mes aod sequence specified ilo

thb agenda are sub J«:t t<> chaoge.
Authorily: 16 U.S.C. 1801 er seq.

Dated: July 2 . 2021.
Diane M. lleJame!MlaJy .

Aeling O.pul)' Dlrecror. Offic,ofSustainable
FJ'-Rherles. National Ma rine Fl~herles Servlo.e.
IPR Doc. 2t121- 1cG04 Filed 1-a-21: Bi&~ am.I
-UNG COOE 35I~

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Patent and Trademark Office
[Docket No.: PTO-P-2021~32)

Patent EUglblllty Juris-prudence Study
AGENCY: United States Patent and
'trademark Office, Department of
Commerce.
ACTION: Request for information.
SUMMARY :

At the request of Senators

Tillis. Hirono. Cotton. and Coons. the
United States Patent an d Trademark
Office (USPTO) is undertaking a study
on the c urre nt state of patent eligibility
jurisprudenoa in the United States, and
how the cur rent jurisprudence has
impacted investment and innovation,
particularly in critical technoJogies like
quantum computin g, artificial
inte11igen ce. precision medicine,
diagnootic methods, and pharmaceutical
treatments. 'fhe USP'l"O seeks public
input on these matters to assist in
preparing the study.
DATES-: Comments must be reoei~red by
September 7 , 2021.
ADDRESSES-: For reasons of go~•ernm ent
efficiency, comm ents must be submitled

individuals to provide comment Al)

through the Federal eRulemeking Portal

comm ents are part of the record of the
meeting.
Although non-emergency is.sues not
contained in the meeting agenda may
come before this group for aiscussion.
those issues may not be the subject of
fo rmal action during this meeting.
Adion wilt be restricted to those is.sues
specifically identified in this notice and
an y is.sues arising after p ublication of
this notice that require emergency
action under section 305(c) of the
Magnuson-Stevens f ishery
Conservation and ~tanagement Act,

at Mvw.mgulations.gov. To submit
comments via the portal enter docket
number P'T'O-P- 2021--0032 on the
homepage and d ick .. Search." 'fhe site
will provide a search results page listing
all documents associated with this
docket. f ind a reference to this request
for information and click on the
"Comment Now!" icon, complete the
required fields, and enter or attach your
comments. Attachments to electronic
comments w ill be accepted in A008E
portable document fo rmat or
MlCROSOM' WORD• format. Because
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1n 2016.
following tile Supreme Court's docbtoos
1n 811$.kl,' M'1)'0.: Myriad.' and Alice... the
suhmlner d oe-& n ot desire to m:tke
public. web as an a.ddreu or phone
USPTO h eld lwo p ub lic round table!l
and ln vHOO written comments front the
n umber. sh ou ld not be ioduded.
p ub lic on tile state o f th e Jaw o f p:dent
VlitU th e Fed eral eRulem.akl,l~ Port:~I
!lubiecc ,nan er ell,:tibUlly and the C.Ourl'!l
(W'W'W..regu/ollon.t.,80v) for .addH1onal
lnstrucHons cul providing comments vi.a legal fram e,,·ork for evalu11.t1n3
the por1al. If e.lectN>llic subutisstoo of
eligibility. NoUce of Rou nd1ables and
R.equesi. for Conm, ents Re.lated 10 Paten l
oo,nmenu is not feasible due to a llle"..k
Sub JeCI Mau er EUg.1bHil)'. 81 FR 71485
of acoeu to a oomputer and/or the
(0cc. 17. 2016). The nrs1 round1able
in tern et. p leasie a uuact the USPTO
focused on the the1Hu1Te.1lt USPTO
w.llti:; tbe cont:\ci lnfor,n ation below for
ellgiblllty guidance for pate.llt
sped al 1nstrucUooi on how to submU
exautin ers. Id. at 71487.:s T he !l«:Ond
oo,nmenu by other means.
Subm/!$/OnJtofBu.!:l1te$$ Col){ldenllo/ rou odtable explored the Je_i;;al con tours
o f p:dent eUglbUlly. lncludulR the
/11fom)(dlo11: Any !lubmlulons
lmpaci o f the current law. U/6.ow the
OOlltalnlng bw.lll.SS OOllfldent1.al
Jaw s hould be revlsed , and w h ether a
lnform.aUon must be marked
•·confidential treatment requeiu ed'' and legtdaU\·e !IOluUoo sh ould b e sought. Id.
submitted thN)ugh 1i'li'w.regulations..sov. at 71'186-71'187. bl July 2 017. the
USPTO p ublished a report summari2tn3
Submlller.i s h ould p rovide an lnd ex
p atent e flg.1b UHy Jaw. p ub lic vlei.vs on
llsUng the d ocum ent(s) o r lnfor,naUon
they would llke the USPTO 10 withhold . the lmpaci ()f the rece.,u Supreme Court
patent ellg.1b UHy juMs prudeoce.. aod
The lndex s ho uld idenUf)• the
p ub lic reconrnwmdatto,ls for a path
cooOdenU.al d ocument(s) by document
forward. USPTO. Paten1 Eligible Sub l.ecl
n umber(s) and docum ent t11le(s) and
Man er: Rep,or1 on Views and
sh ou ld identl.f)• the coo0deot1al
RecommendaUons fN>,n th e Pub lic Quly
ln.forn\aUOll b)• descrSpUoll{s) aod
2 017). a\·ailable 11.1 www.usp1o.gov/slte.U
rele\·:~llt pai:;e n umb ers and/or s«:Uon
n umbers \vfthin a docume.,u. Su bmitters de/'1ult/flles/document.UIOt •Repot1_
FINALpdf.
sh ou ld also provid e a stateme.ot
Since 201 7. the Fed eral C1rcu l1 has
e.icplalnlng: !h eir gN>u llds for requesHng:
nM-dl!IClorure or the io fonn.atlon to the Issued n unwirous dectslon..s app lylllg th e
Sup reme Coorl'!l les,tl framework ln a
p ublic. T he USPTO also requ ests that
varie1y o f ootltexts, and man>• petitions
submUters o f busln.eu oonfiden llal
for w tt1 of cert1orarl h a'l'tl been fil ed. In
ln.foru\aUOll in.d ud e a n on ~ oOde.oUal
2019. the S1rpNune Court caJled for the
\'er.dOll (either redacted o r sum1n ari200)
views o f th e !iollcltor Gen eral . HP /Jtc.
that wUI be pOSled o n
v . BeJ·J:lteJmer, No. 18-<115. 139 S. Ct.
www..regufollonit.gov aod availab le for
860 U.an. 7. 2019): Hikmo Plttmus. USA
p ublic viewing. In the eve.ot that the
Inc.. v. Vo,tdo Plwrms. Inc•. No. 18-817.
submUter cann ot p roYlde a non 
cooOdenU.al \'el'SlOll of !h eir !lubmWlon , 139 S. a. 1:368 (M.ar. 18. 2 019). In both
Casie!l, the Covernm,e.nt argued thal the
the USPTO requests that the submitter
Court's rocen l de.ds1oos have stra,•ed
post a 1l0Ci ce hl !h e docket stati.llg th at
fro m earllec preced ent and h a'l'tl f0stered
they have p rovided the USPTO with
u n certainty regardhtS the patellt
busin eu collfidenUal lnformaUon .
ellgiblllty !llandards. Br1effor United
Should a submllter fai l eith er 10 docke1
Stales, HP lnc.. v. Berkheimer. No. 1&-a n on -<.anfide.llUal verstoo of their
415. 2019 VVJ.. 6715368, al 1t1~t3 (Dec.
subml!l!llOll or to post a llOUce that
6 , 2019) (Berkheimer CVSC BrleO: Brtef
busln.e!l!l collfidenU.al lnfor,naUon has
for UnHOO States. Hlk.nm Plttmus. USA
been p roYldOO. the USPTO wtll note th e
Inc. v. Vo,tdo Plwrms. Inc•. No. 18-817.
reeei pl of the submlulon Oil the d OC"..ket
2 019 WL 6699397. at "13--21 (Doc. 6.
with the submUter'!l organltatlon o r
name (to the degree per,nltted by law)
' Sffd;J "· Ka-pp,». S6t U.S.. S$ll!Olflt,
alld th e d ate of s ubutlssion.
s At.i,• Ct>l~w SN!n. v. P~ot11• I.Abi_
Ano11ymous subm/$.Slons: The USPTO lne... 566 U.S. 8fl 12012).
wUI aocep,1 an.My.nous !lUbmWlons .
" ..W'll f'u ,\lotuc.lllr Poltlllllqiy "· ~old
( ~ti., lite., .sfl9 U.S. 516 (201:JJ.
£ ,uer " N/A ' ' ln the requ ired fie.Ids U )'OU
• .'LUI» C.wp-. "· CL'> &utk tnt1, S1) U.S. tflft
wtsh to remain an ooy ,oous.
(201•>oo,nmenu wlll be made avaUable for
p ublic hupecUon. iofonn .aUoo th.at th e

,OR nJATHtR I NF"OAMATION CONTACT:

Eli.tabe1h Shaw. USPTO. O ffi ce o f
Policy and lntern.atiooal A(foJr.t. at
EIJ2obel.lt.Slww2ftusp10.govor 571272- 9300. Plea!le dire.cc media illq u lries
to the USPTO'it Office of the Chief
C.Onm,unleat101lS Officer al 5 71- 2 728'100.

SUPPt.!M!HTARY lr-WOAMATIOH:

.. ,,_. USl'TO l l - . l ~ pi,110111 l l l l ~ ffilo!lff

11ll&lblfl1y jllld.>100. k>r ffilmtn.:n la 201 ._ USl'TQ.
2019 Rllvl,;,:od P#.elll Slibjla MIi._,. Ell&IMll1y
c;-.,1<t..lltlil, flt FR SO Q1n. 1, 2019>: USl'l'U. ( k,(,t,.,
2019 P #.lllU Elljlb:i11,1y C:ltidllllC:11 Upd11111,8" l'R
SS!W2-6St-Uto,::I. 1a. 2019). '111111 f l ~ lliu

,.;....,. ....... £nll0rp(,n:iwd ln tll 1i . Milnllid of PidlOIII

~ l t l ,i ll4I ProotlduNt, H::l iMtl t!Ol WI 2 100.011ct
(gill ed.. r,:iy. ltl.2019) 1,-...... 2020). ~

•--.wpro.,n,TIPllr<ffltEl;g;blfltJ•.

2019) (Vand a CVSC b rleO. Wb.Ue the
Govem.meot con tend ed th at neither o f
the cases was an o pUmal \·eblcle 10
cooslder those !lCandards, 11 urg_ed the
C.Our1 to gran1 certiorari ln all
ap pN>p rl:ate ca!le. Berkheimer CVSC
Brfe f al "10, • 1,1,. "19: Vanda CVSC
Brtef al "8, "22- 2 3. In parUcular. the
Govem.meot h.ighllgh ted the th en •
pendlllg cer1Sorarl petllion ln A.tl1em1
DiognoSIJCJt. Inc.. v. Mo-yo Colloborollve
Sen1cet. UC. a ca!le hwolvlng mOOlcal
diagn ostic m ethod& ln which the
Federal Cl.rt.uil, ln de.,ly1ng rehe:u-lng e.o
b:l1lC. lS!lUOO multiple separateoplll101lS
askln3 1h e Supreme Court for furth er
guida,lce ln t 6e area. Berkheimer CVSC
8 rtef al "13, •19: Vanda CVSG Brief at
•22- 2:1. Ultimately. th e Sup reme Cour1
d enied writ of certtorari in all three
ca!les. HP Inc. v. Betkltelmer, No. 18415. 140 S. Ct. 911 Oao. 13, 2020):
HIJ:mo Plttums. USA Inc.. v. Vo,tdo
Plwnn.t. Inc•. No. 18-817. 140 S. Cl. 9 tt
Oao. 13. 20 20): Atlteoo DlogM5'llt:$, /Jtc.
v. Mayo Co/loborotfre Serv$.. UC. No.
19~ 30. 140 S. Ct. 855 Qan . 13. 2020).
Last ye:~r. after a itplU pan el d ecision
coocludlog thal a method for
maoufaciu rlng d ttve s hafts was paten l
ln ellglble. the Federal Clreult agalll
lssuOO a d eclslon denyl.llg rehearfog en
b:l1lC that illcluded m ullh)le !Leparate
opiniOlls with dlfferillg views Oil the
scope ofpalellt eHA,tble s ubjeCI matter.
Am. Axle Ir Mfg.• fnc. v. Neapc.o
Holdllt!J$ LLC. 966 F.3d 134 7 (FOO. Cir.

2020). Uloo the dlasentlng judg.i on the
pane.I. several o f the opiniOlls d en,•lng
rehearing en OOnc faufted the pan .ii
majority for establlfflln g a new " n olh.illg
more•· test- If the claimed hwenUon
" clearly hwoke!l a na1ural Jaw. and
n o1h.iog m ore, to accom plish a desired
reilllt"- for paten11ne.lfglb lllh •. Id. at
1366 (OM.aJJey J.. dlss,entlng):" Id. at
1361 (Stoll J.. dtuentln.g): Id. at 1359
(Newutfu l J.• dl.u.etlllns). AmeMcall Ade
petltl olled for writ of cer1t orarl on
De.ceuib er 28. 2020. alld th e Sup reme
C.Ourl called for the vlew!l of the
Solicitor General Oil M.ay 3. 2 021. Am.
Axle fr Mfg.. Joe.. v. N«1pro Holdhtfl$
UC. No. 20-891. 202 1 WL 1725166
(M.ay 3. 2 021). The questions p re!lentOO
ln the pe.t1t1on are: (1) Whal ls the
appN>p rlate staodard for d ecer,nlnillS
Whether a clalm Is dlrecced to a p atent•
ln ellglble concept un d er step Olle o f the
Alke lwo-step framework?: a.od (2) Is
paten l eliglb l111y a quesiton o f law for
the court o r a q uestion o f face for the
ju,y?
On Mardi 5, 2021. Senators T h o,n
TIJUs . Marle H irono. Tom Colton , and
Christopher Cooos se.ot a len er 10 Mr.
Drew tfirshfe.ld. Perlo nniog th e
fuoctlons and d u t1e!l of 1h e Director of
the USPTO. askln3 lb.at the USPTO
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publish a request for inform.at101l on the
curren1!IC.ate of patent ellgR>Ulty
jurisprudence ill the United States
(Sh)Ofl the Supreme Court's docbio,lt in
Moyo .and Allee). evaluate 1he respo~.
aod pnwlde a dec.aUed summary of Us
Rndfogt by Ma..rt.h s. 2 022. The Seoators
lndlcated a particular interest ill
learniog how the curre,u iurlsprudence
has advers,ely imp:~ ed investmen1and
inllcw-atioo in cMt1cal toch.oolog.Ses like
quantum computing.. -arlifldal
lntelltsence.~ precision mediclne.
diagnostic methods. and pharmaceutical
treatments.
Request for lnformatJ.on:To aid 1,l the
study thal Sena1ors TIilis. Hlrono.
C.01100 . and C.Oons requested. the
USPTO invUes st:tkeholders to suh,nlt
written comments on the que!ltions
be.low. In the que!!Uons. the phras.e "the
cum ml !IC.ate of patent ellgibfll ty
1urbprudenoe ill the United States"
should be uoderstood as referriog to the
bod)• of patent subjeci matter e.Hg.1billt)•
decisions issued by the U.S. Federal
Judlda.ry.
Wbe,l re!lpondiog to the ques-Hons.
please identify yourself and )'Our
interesi in the U.S. patent system. If
apr llcable. pleas.e hldlc::lle whe1her you
fal within one or ,nore of the foll owing
categories: ( 1) ln\·eotors. pa1en1ow,lers.
or in\·estors (e.g.. venlure capital.
lnvestme,u biulk. fund, ecc:.): (Z)
licensees or users of patented
technology: (3) entitles 1h.a1 represe,u
inventors or pa1en1owners (e.s .• Jaw
Rr,ns): (4 ) rec:lpie,m of demand leners
oo,lc:emlng alleged paten1inftiogement
or attused ln.fringers ill a paten1
lawsuit: ( S) entilles th:u repre!Lent
att"Used 1ofrlngers: (6) g.cwernm,ent
a.g.e,ldes or offldals: (7) -academic: or
N'l!leMc h iru:tltuHons: (8) intelloctu-al
proper1y organbatlons or assoclatioUJ;:
and (9) nonprofit organhatlons or
advocacy groups. AddiHonally. if you
are a pa!ellt owoer or hwentor. please
inclucJe the number of U.S. -and fore.Igo
paten1applications you have fUed: the
number of U.S. -and foreigo pate,lU you
hold: Lbe ,mmber of patents you have
licensed or sold: and the number of
paten1cases )'OUhave beeo lm.,oh·ed ln
since the Supreme Court's decbioll In
Bl /ski lll 2010 .
Coutmeoters need not re!lpond to
eve?)' questloll and may provide

36259

inrolved, -and the reason the hwentton
was held ioellglble in lhe 1.JnUed Stales
or ocher jurlsdic:tiOll.
Toplti for Public C.Omment
6. Plea.'l.l'l explaln whecher the state o(
Section l-Ofilen'(dku1s an d
pa1en1ellglhllUy iurlsprudenoe In the
United St.ates bas cau.sied you to modi()•
Experiences
or shift lnvestm,ent. res:earcll and
t . Please expla.J,l bow thecurren1
developmeot acUvllles. or jobs frcun the
st.ate of patent ellglbUlty jurbprudenc:e
U1tlted St.ates to other iurisdictloUJ;, or
affec:cs the oonduct of buslne!t.S in your
to Lhe United States from other
teclmology area{s). Please ide,uify the
jurlsdic:tiOlls. lf so. please identify the
teclmology area{s) in your responsie.
rele\·aot modlflcaUons and 1heir
2. Please expla.hl whMhnpacts. if -an)•.
asS:OCl-ated impacts.
you have experienced as a resull of the
7. Ple11.<. 1e explain whecher the st:He of
c:urTe,u state of patent eliglhlllty
pa1en1ellglhllhy iurlsprudenoe In the
jurbprudenc:e In lbe U,dted. Shl.le!t..
United St.ates bas cau.sied you to chaoge
Pleas.e include Impacts on as man>•of
buslne!l!I strategies for protocclog your
the foUowlog -areas -as )'OU can.
intellectual property (e.g•. sbHUng front
ide,ulfying cooc:rece examples and
patents to trade !lecrets. or vice versa).
supporting. facts when pew.Ible:
If so. please idenHfy the changes and
-a. Patent pro!lecu11oll strategy and
their -a$$0dated imp:~s.
portfolio manageuwmt:
8. Plea.'l.l'l explain whecher )'OUhave
h. pa1en1ettforc:emeot aod llltgatlon:
chanSOO )'Our beh.a\'10r wHb regard to
c. patent counseling-and oplnfotu ;
ntlng.. purcllaslog. llc:eos1og. selling.. or
d. res:eardl and developmenl:
m:\intalning pa1en1applications and
e. employinent:
patenu In Lbe Uotted States as a result
r. proc:ureme,u :
of the curre.ot state of pa1en1ellglblllty
g. market1ng:
jurisprudence ill the United States. If so.
b. abUlty to obc.aln Hoandng from
please descrfl>e how you cbansed )'® r
Investors or financial iru:tltutlons:
behavior.
I. Investment strategy:
9 . Ple11.<. 1e explain how. in your
j. llc:e,u.ing of patents and patent
experience. the !IC.atus of patent
appllc:atlons:
elfg.1bUih• jurisprudence Ill 1he United
k. produc:c developmenl:
States bis-affected-an)• IHlgatlOll for
I. sales. iod udlog downstre:1.1n and
pa1en1lnftiogement ln the United Statet
upstream .sales:
ln which you been hwoh·ed as a p:U1y,
m. inoovat1O1l: -and
as legal counsel. or as -another
1l. c:ompelltlon.
partlclpan1(e.g.. all expert witness). For
3. Please expla.J,l bow the curren1
example. please explaul whether Lilli
st.ate of patent ellglbUlty jurbprudenc:e
iurlsprudence bas-affected lhe COil l or
In Lbe lfnlled States impacts p:U1lc:ular
durlll10ll of such llltgatlon. the ahUUy to
teclmologlcal fields. inc:-Juding
agaiost claims of patent
investmen1and inocw-atloll In aoy of the defend
infringement. the certainty/uncertalnt)'
foUowlog tochoolog.Scal areas:
of IHlgatlOll outc:ome!t, or the Ukellhood
-a. Quan1um oomputiog:
of s,ectlement.
h. artlflclal iotelllgeoc:e:
c. predslon medldne:
Secti01t ll- lm()(lt':1 of S u b/eel Mo ller
d. dlagnO!IC1c: metbodS;
EJJgtblllty o n t11e Ce,terol M<1tketpfoce
e. pharmaceutical treatments: and
10. Please identify how the current
{. other computer-related inventtons
srn.te of paten1ellglhlllty turl!lprudence
(e.g.. software. business mechods.
in the lJnlted States imp:u::ti the global
computer s«:urUy. datab:\Sle!I aod dat:\
strength of U.S. intelloccual property.
structures. computer necworldng. -and
11. Pleas,e identify how the current
graphical user intetfaoes).
srn.te of paten1ellglhlllty turl!lprudence
4. Please explalll bow )'Our
in the United States imp:u::ti the U.S.
experiences wUh lhe -application of
economy as a whole.
subiocc ,nauer ellglbUlly requireme,us
12. Please identify how the current
in other juM!dlc:Uons. includlng Ch.Ina. state of subject matter eliglhlllt)'
Japan. Korea. aod Europe. differ ftout
jurisprudence ill the United States
your experiences ill the Un.lied St.ates.
impacci the g.loh:\I !ltreogth of U.S.
s. Please ide,u1fy instances where you intelloctual property aod Lhe U.S.
have been dettied patellt procectlon for
economy in any of the follow1og areas:
an in\·eot10ll in the United States solel)•
a. Quantum con, ~utlng.:
Oil 1he basis of patent sul,!occ mailer
b. arttncl-al in1e.U1sence:
ine.Uglhlllty. hut obtained proted10ll for
c:, P.redston medlcloe:
the same hwenHon in -a foreign
d. ell.agnostic methods:
juM!dlc:Uon. or v1c:e versa. Please
e. pbarm.ac:eutlcal treatments: and
f. other computer-related Inventions
provide specific: examples. such as lbe
teclmology(les) and juM!dlc:Uon(s)
(e.g.• software. business me1hod.t.
relevant Sllformation even If no1
respoosive 1O-a particular question.
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computer securlt)•. d11t.aMses -and data
structures. computer networldog. fuld

!Lt!n'lce(!l) llllCed below front nonprofit
ag.m,cle!l employln3 persons who are

Di.sabled. 1401 S Clark Street. Suite 71 s.
Arlin31on. Vlrg.Snia 22202--4149.

M.r"IJbh:;J

b l.ind ur lun•t: u lht:r llt:Vt:n: d l~ IJllhlti!<.

FOR FURTHER INFORMA110N CONTACT!

'The following sen'1ce(!l) are propMOO
for addition 10 ihe Procuremen l Lf!11 for
pNXlucHon by the n onp rofit a.s.ellde!l

Michael R. Jurkowski. Telephone: (703)
785~04. or email CMTEPedRes@
Ablll1y 0 1te.aov.

Ul$el' lu

h:tracw:),

In respoodlng to tbb question. please
provSde c:oncre1e exampltS -and
supporting faces when possible.
13. Please id entify how the current

st11.1e of paten1eHglhUlty jurisprudence
ln the United Statei a.ffocts the p ublic.

For example, does the jurlsprudenoe
affect. either posH1vely or 1legaUvely.

the :w-aUabUlty. effectl.vene!lS, or cost of

personallted medicine. di.agnostics.
pbann.ac:euUml treatments. !IOftw are. or
oomputer-lmplemented l.nYellUoos?
-6,ftdt iiw llin:hleld ,

C.omminioner few Patents. Pt:eforming lhr.
Fu.m:tioni tJnd DutiC$ r,jd.i UnderS«mary
ofConmemo:-fm- lntt:Ui:dulJI Pmp,Ntyand
DhctoroflhcUnilt:d Sta/tr$ Ptrlt:nland
Trndemarl,,: Off«:#!.
Int noc,. 200t-t4&24 flW 7441: &:..Sa•I
81Lut«I; CODE l610--I....

COMMITTEE FOR PURCHASE FROM
PEOPLE WHO ARE BLIND OR
seve.PU!L y OISA&U!O

Procurement Ust; Proposed Additions
and Deletions
AGl!NCY: Co1nmlnee for Purdlas,e f)-om
People Who Are Blind or Severel)•
Di.sabled.
ACTION! Proposed addltl:OllS to and
d eletl.on!l from the Procuremen1 U!lt.

The C.Ommiuoo l!l p roposing
to add servke(s) to the Procuremellt Li.Sl
th.at wUI 00 fuml!lh ed b y nonprofit
il.Af!llde!l em ploy11lg per!l<HlS w ho a.re
blind or h ave other severe dilla.h llltle!l.
a.lld deleces p rod uct(!) and servke(s)
prevloud)• fuml!lh ed b y !luch a.s.encle!l.
OATl!S : Conummt$ must be recel\'ed o,t
or before: August 8, 2021 .
A.DOA!SS!S: Commlllee for Purchase
From Peop le Who Are Bllod o r Severely
Di.sabled. 1401 S Clark Stroot. Suite 71 s.
Arling.ton. Vlrg.Snla 22202--4149.
,OR nJATHtR I NF"OAMATION CONTACT: For
further lnfonn atl:Oll or to suh mU
oo,nmenu cont.act: Michael R.
Ju rkowski. Teleph on e: (703) 78!N3404,
or ema.H CMTEFedReg&Ablllty01te.Sov,
SUPPL!M!HTAA"t' INflOAMA.TION! This
notice ls p ub ll!lhed p ursuant 10 41
U.S.C. 8503(a)(Z) and 41 CFR St-2.3. lt!l
p urpose ill to p rovide in lerested persons
11.ll opportullHy 10 submU oo,nmenu Oil
the prop osed acUOlls.
SUMMAA"t':

Ad d ltioris
If the C.Onmd1too ap proves the
prop osed addltl:olls. th e entitles o f the
F'ederal Government ldentiOed In thl!l
n otice wHI 00 required 10 procure the

IISLXI:
s.:mai Typr.: Faunb,Pany Lq;:i,tic, (cPL) or
Pi:n-1 Pmtecti~ Equipmenl Siifoly

Siad
MtudQtmyfr,r. Dlipartmenl ui I IDmi:l.and

Security, Or:partment~I Opi:ratimu;
Acqubitian Dh•bfon
Ot-$!gnmt:d y Sourn- ofSupply: N:itinnal
lndwtrii:, fm the Blind. Ali:undria, VA
CQl!troc1.ins t\divitJ~ Dlipartmenl ui
1lomeland S«:urity, Dllpiirtment:i.1
Opcr.t ion, Acqubitian Divi,;ioo

De.lel1ons
'The followln3 producc(s) and
!len'ioe(s) a.re p roposed for delecioll fro,n
the Procurement UM:
Pm.Jud[#
NS,\'M-Produa Namtr(#: ~20-01-38379:.!il-Markcr, Tube Type, I ligh.l ighti:r,
Olbd Tip. 1'bgi:n~
Ot-$!gnmt:d Soo-rni: Qf SupplJ~ Dalla,;
Llglu..lWUJll ru,, lbll Bllnd. coc.• Dallru:, TX
CQl!troclins t\divitJ~ CSA/FAS ADMIN
SVC. A(X2U1SfflON BR(:.!, ~'E'\'r YORK,
NY
S.:l'riai(s}
S.:l'riai Typr.: Oucumenl Oi:strud ion
MtudQtmyfr,r. Dlifon,ae 1.Qgi,;tio Agency.
Or:&:nM: Supply Center, Calumbu,, OU,
3900 East Bn»d Slrn«, C'.uhunbu,, 011
M,udtltmy SQU.rt:l'I ofSupply:Ctlll!l'lll, lne.,
Xi:n~.011
CQl!trocli.ns t\divit.,~ DEFENSE LOCISTICS
AC&.'CY. OC:SO OOLUMBUS

Mitb:iel R.. Jfflo1''11ki.
Dt:pttJ•Dirr.dtn-, Bu~ni:u I;, Pt. Opcmtfons.
(fR :h)e. tfltl-l~SS fllfid 'l-a-2t; ll.45 am)
8 1U.!MO CODE,~, _,,

COMMITTEE FOR PURCHASE FROM
PEOPLE WHO ARE BLIND OR
SEVERELY DISABLED
Procurement List; Additi ons and
Deleti ons
AGJN C"t': Commlu oo for Purchase Fro,n
Peciple Who Are Bll lld o r Severely
DlnDled .
ACnON: Delettons from the Proc:ureme,u

U!IL

SUMMA.RY: T Ms a.cUOll deletes p roduct(!l)
an d !lervice(!l) front the Procuremen1 LIM
that were furn l!:hed by nonprofit
ag.mcle!l employln3 peuons who are
b lind or have o ther se\•ere dl!tabUltie!l.
OAttS: Date added to and deleted from
the Procuretmmt Ust: Aug.u!l1 8. 202 t .
AOt ft!SS:tS: Coututluee for Pu.N'.ha.«!
FNlt.u People Who Are Bllnd or Severely

SUPPL !M!HTAA"t' INflOAlilA.TION!

Delelio 11.!I
On 6/4/ 2021. the Ccnmdnoo for
Purdlase Fro,n Poop lt Who Are Bli lld
or Severely Disabled pub lished notice o f
p rop osed d eletions fruut th e
Proc:ureme,u List Thb 1l0 Uce U
p ublished p u r!l u:-uu to 4 l U.S.C. 8503
(a)(Z) and 41 CFR St-!.3.
After con.dd er11tion o f the rele\'ll..llt
m111ter p resented. the Commltlee has
d ecermlned th11.1 th e p roduCl(!l) and
sen1c:e-(!l) listed below are 1lO longer
suHable for p rocurem,nt b y the f'ederal
Govem.1ne,u u llder 41 U.S.C. 8501-8506
alld 4 t CFR 51-2.4.
Regufoto,y Flexlbl/Jty Act Cettiflt:atlon
I cert1f)• that the folb wln3 action wHI
n o1 have a !llgn!Ocant impac:1 Oil a
:i:uW.larUSal llumber (I,{ :i:n'l4II cnl l1fo,.,

The majo r rac:tor!l considered for this
cer1ifica11oll were:
1. T heaCllon wlll M l rest.ill in
addltl.onal report1.n3. recordkoopin3 or
other compliance req1Jremenu for s mall
e,uUlei.
2. T he aCllon may rdult ill
authorl.tfog !l1nall e,u1Ues to fuml!lh the
p rod uci(!I) and servke(s) 10 the
Govem.mellt.
3. T here are n o lmown reg.ullltory
alternallves w bk h wculd accompll!lb
the o blec:tl.wi!l o f th e Ja:vll!l·•Wag.-ner
O'Da)• ACI (41 U.S.C. 1501--3506) ill
oo,mocUoll with the product(s) and
sen1c:e-(!l) deleted froni the Procuremen1
Lisi.

End of Cettiflt:atlon
Acoordln3ly. the folowln3 produc:c(s)
alld !Lt!rvloe(s) a.re deleted from the
Procuremellt Ll!:t:
PmductM
NSN(s}-Producl l'Wm,c(sJ: 7~30-00-NU~
0 :1:.-FU, i;,lo Ro:mu ,..,, Cu11u:u 1;.,1.,:, z

Liter

Dt$ ignQted Som-t:1'1 afSupply: O®mn
Lightbmac, Im:.. Wk bit~ Falb . TX
C.ontmdfos Actfrity: STI.ATEX;'IC

ACQutSITTON CENTER,
FREOERJCKSDURC, VA
NS.'v(s}-Producl l'Wm,c(sJ:

'l5?1M)l~ t 8-9'J1'J....Jlartable Dli,k.top
ClipbDard, 9'h " \V x 1'h"D x llW" I I.
Bl¥k
'l5?1M)l~Sl-61189-0iphoiird. Oi:,;:ktl)p,
Ri:O«:th~ Yc:Uaw, 9 r.t"'W x t¼"'O x
l l~~.. II
Dr.,.ignQted Sou.rt:t1 afSupply: LC lndu,trie,,
Inc.., Durham, NC
C.ontmd;,'8 Actfrity: CSA.IFAS ADMIN
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Agenda

1-'riday. & pt~mbet- 17, 2021
11,e l"O'MAC age-nda will in clude: fa)
Ki'!viewing the drill 2022 Ann ulll
O,:,ploymenl Plan a nd budge,c u pda te-: (b)
,aatu11 u pda te on the partial co,,erage
in te,gr,1ted a nalytit work plan; (c) a n
upd111e 011 ot>!len •et pco,•ide r l:\OOc
i1111uf!S: (d ) public commrn1t: a nd (e)
o th e.r b\l.tineH. The agend :l it 11ub jeet to
c ha nge. a nd the latett ,,er11icm w ill be
potted al hups:1/meefi.n~ .npfmc.or,JI
M~tinsJDetails/2374 prior to the

11li!llling,. alon8 wilt, m&elit18 mal@ri.al!t.
Connt!Ct.Wn lnfonnatfon

You can 1111end the meeting a nUne
uting a comput~ . table t, or s matt pllbne:
o r by p)1one o nly. Connl!(;tiOn
in fonnation will be pa,ited o nlhle! at:

l1ttps:llu,~ i11$.r,npfmc.org/Mooti.n8f
Or.urilk/237'.

Public Comme nt
i:•ub lic commrn1t le tt~t will be
aoeepted a nd d 1ould be 11ubmilt.ed
ell!(;lrcmically 10 liltp.r:/1
r,~ fing.t.np/utc.orsJ!o fer.JinsfDetail$/
237'.

Autl1ority : 16 U.S.C. 1801 ll'I ~ .
O..ted: Augu,:i 3 1, 2021.

Tr.-«y L Tb11m plllfl.
A.cling Ikputy Dil'l'lm)f'. Offictt r:,js,mainablr.
Fisberifl4 .'W.1tiona/ lkirlnr.Fhh~

~

tl'R Doe. ttl?1-100olt l'i!.,d *-2-tl;S>U .......: cooe. » t-...u-,,

.

1

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Nations .I Oceanic and Atmospheric
Adminis tratio n
(RTIO 0&•XB393]
New England Fishery Management

Council: Public Meeting
AGlNC'Y: N111io 11al Ma rb le! f' idle!tie11

Ser,cioe (NMfS), N111io nal Oceanic an d
Atmusph e:ric Ad minillttatia 11 (NOAA).
Cu,m,ierce.
ACTION: Nolice or public mee,cing.
SWIMARY: Th e New £ ng l.an d f'ith e:ry
Mft1)ft~ nien 1 Coun cil (Coun cil) it
.sch eduling a join t public meeting a f its
Scallop Committee ,•ia webin ll.r 10
cons ider aaia nt affl!(;ting New Ens.la nd
fi.d1f!tif!S in the excluth·e eoona uric :,;(l,ne
ff;SZ). Reoomme nd :dio nt from d 1it
group will be brwg.11t 10 th e full Council
for f0tmal ctmtider.ttion an d action. if
approprbite.
DATts: ·n 1it w1!bhiat w ill be IIC!ld on
\Ved.nH<lay. Se-ptetnber 22, 2021, 111 9
a.m. We bina r n,a,t111r111io 11 UIU.
in formation: https:/1

attr.11d~.gtJUJwebi na.r.coml resifite.rl
66322930 38888778251.
AOOAtsSU.: Cou ncil add.fr.$$: New

Englan d f ill11f!ty M:l.nfll,fnlle n t Coun cil.
50 Water Screet, Mill 2 , N1!wb urypcm,

MA01950.
FOA FURTM!A INFOAMATIOH CONTACT':

11,omu A. Nie,s. £ xl!(;uth•e Oin,a0t,
New £i1g.land f ithery Ma nagemrn11
Cuundl: telep)1one: (9 78) ◄65-0492.

49521

'l''bomu A. Nie,s. £xl!(;uth •e Oin,am. at
(918) 465-0492 , 111 leatt S da yt priClt l(t
tlie meeting d ate.
A utl1ority : 16 U.S.C. 1801 ll'I ~ .
O..ted: AuguJ:1 l l , 2021.

Tr.-«y L Tb11m plllfl.
A.cling Ikputy Dil'l'lm)f'. Offictt r,js,mainablr.
Fisberifl4 .'W.1tiona/ lkirlnr.Fhh~ ~
tfR Doe. ttl?1-1ill~S l'i!.,d *-2-tl; 8,15 .......: cooe. » t-...u-,,

.

I

SOPPL.!MIENT AA't IKFOIMATION:

Ageada
·n 1e Committee will rl!'\•ie w
f'r,1me-w or\: 34, tpecificitlly ft n,vie-w af
rf!Suhs af 202111callap 11un •eyt, a nd
pn,liminary pcojectia nt . n ,e primary
focu11 or tl1it meecin g, will h e 10 ,k!\'elop
in put 0 11 the range or p01e nlial
11pl!(;ificalion :ihen 1ath•et f0t fY 20 22
a nd fY 2023. fr1t.me w0tk 3 ◄ will
im plrnne n t meaturf!S a p_
p co,·f!d d 1raug.!1
Amend met1l 2 1 to the ~ tr. ·nle! aclion
will 11el AJ3C/ACU. dftyil•at•tf!cl, aotess
an,a itllac111ia 11t , tolitl :illowable
landingt f0t the Northf!tn Gulr af Mai.ne
(NGOM) mfu1f11,f!tt1e n 1 llff!cl. t11tgeli f0t
Ge-n~lll C111epy in cid rn1tlll catd 1,
Ge-n~itl C111epy attf!S/1 l1tf!cl ltipll a nd
trip accoo.n1h 1g. a nd 11eH L<iid e,s rur th e
observer ru1d n,tf!clrd , pcogrrun11 for
filll1ini; yel1t 2022 fu1d default
11pl!(;ifit:alion11 (or ti.thing, yf!llr 20 2:3.
·n 1ey 111!10 pla n to d iKulS die! 20 21 Wark
Pri0tilif!S with a facu11 o n Amcmdme,u
2 1 limelin f!S. in cludin g final ,k!cis ion
a nd implrnne n 1ation. Reoefre u pda tf!S
a ,, the pcogre,s11 ohhe Scallop S urvey
Wa rk.in$ Group ru1d the e,·1J11111ia 11 af
rolatia 11:\l mill1ft81'nt1e n 1. 01!'\•elop inp ut.
if needed . The Ctnnmlnee will abo
provide in put on the rru1ge a f p0/111ible
2022 ~Uop work pri0tilif!S. 0th~
b utinett will be d itt:utted, ir tle!oe1111:tf)'.
Ahliough na 11-mnergrn1cy iui,et n ot
con tained on the agend a may came
before d 1it Council f0t d itamion . d1'li:Sle
i1111uf!S may nCtC be lhe 11ub jeet or fom ial
actio n during d 1it mef!lh 1g. Council
actio n will be tf!Slticted tu d1'li:Sle issues
11pl!(;ifi.cally li111ed in thill nCtCioe a nd a ny
i1111uf!S 11.riting aftf!t publicatio n o f tbi11
n olioe 111111 n,qu:ite etnergrn1cy aclion
u nd f!t 11eaia 11 305(c) o f the Mai;n usun •
S tl!'\•en11 Act. pm,•id ed tlie public bas

DEPARTMENT OF COMMER CE

~ate,nt and Trademark Office
(Ood:el No. PTO-P-2021-0032)

Patent Ellglblllty J urisprudence Study
AGlNC'Y: Un iled Stale/I i:•a1e11:l ll1)d

T rn.dem.ark Offioe. Oi,partme:n t o(
Cumnierce.
ACTION: Kequ etl for in fonnalion;
exlfmtion or commrn11 p~iod .
SUMMARY: On fltly 9, 2021, t&e United
Stalet Paten t ru1d Trademark O ffice
fUSV'IO) publithed a n,que ~t f0t public
in p ul 0 11 a 11111dy il i11 ca11ducth )$ o n th e
c u rnml t tate o f patrn1t elif>ib!ility
ju ritprudenoe in the United Sca1e11 a nd
o n how tha t juritprnd rn1oe 11.ft.~ impacted
i.,w e:rtu ien l ru1d inno,·atia 11. Nll1rough
th it n otioe. the usrro it exi1e1idh1$ th e
p,:riod for public oomme n t u n lil
Octobe.r 1 s. 2021 .
DATES: Conune11t date:Cumnlc!nls musl
h e rf!Cl!'i\•ed by Oelobf!t 1 s. 2 021. Late
commenli will be con11id ~l!(I 10 th e
exten t pr.t.cticable.
AOOAESSU.: !-~Cit reasu1111 or Guver11me11l
efficiency. co.mme n 111 mu111 be t ubmlned
lh fflll$,h the federal eRule nu lkin g, Partlll
bl ,,.,vw,.rnsutalf(JIU:.gov. ·ro s ub.mlt
commenli ,•ia tlie partlll. e n1e r d(l(:ket
11umh er V'r(~-P-2021-0032 ,m the
bomepft.81!' ru1d click "Sf!llrch . - ·n 1e t ile
will pro,•lde II tf!llrch n,tuh11; page li!11:h 1$
all d owmrn1li auodated wilh tb i11
doc:lu:t. f ind II n,(f!trn1oe l(t I.h ill reque:s:I
rur in fonnation ru1d clic k 0 11 die!
··Cumnien l Now?" ioo11, oom ple,ce the
re<i,uired field t , ru1d rn1tf!t at allacb your
commenli. At111d une n 111 to e:ll!(;lffl11ic
commenli will be accepted in AOOl:JE•

b.!&n notified of lbe Council'ie intent 10

porlit ble document fonnal or

take final aaia 11 10 11d drf!S11 th e
em~gency. The public alto d 1ould be
a wan, d 11d the meecin g will h e reean!ed.
Ctmtittfn1t wilh 16 u.S.C. 1852, a copy
ar the recording i11 /1\'ailable u pa 11

MlCROSOt"J' WO IU.)~ (onna t. 8ec1t11t e
commenli will be made a,·aila ble rur
public in tpectio 11, inf0tmllli(m d 1111 th e
11ubmittf!t dOO!l nCtC detin, 10 m.ake
public, t uc b ft.<i fu1 add ress cw pbo 11,e
n umber, lll1ould n ol be in clu.ded in th e
commenli. Vi11i1 the f'edf!tal
eRuJemfllin g, V'Clt'tal for ad dit io nal
in t truaia nt 011 pm,•id ing commrn1li ,•ia
the pcwt:il. If i:lectronic 11ulmtission or
commenli i11 nCtC (eatible d~ to a laclc
of accett 10 ft oomp uter andf ur th e

tf!q U~ .

Sped a) Act:ommodatfoni
·n 1it mef!lh 13 it phy11ically aoeessib le
10 people wilh di11abililif!S. Reque:s:ls f0t
11ign lru13uage in 1erpn,t111io 11 Cit Cttlle!r
a uxiliary ftid t 11liould be d irected to
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inl~ nel, plell.<ie contact the USf•·ro
ulling d111' CtllllflC:I infonnalion be.low fm
special in111ruc:lion11 regard ing how lb
submil c:omme-nli by other ml!llns.
FOA FURTM:!A INFORMATION CONTACT':

Cbur1,,ey L Stopp, Office af i:•olic:y and
lnt~ nalional A!fair.1. USV"ro. at
Courfney"<ilopp¢uspU>,80" or 571-2729300. Pll!lllle dirf!Cl medi a in qu:iril!!l l b

1111'! USPTO'il o moe of the O lief
Cunutlunit'.fl.liCmll Qffic:~ at 571- 2728400.
SOPPUMl!NTARY IKJOFMATION: A l tb e

~ ui::rl of Senftl<all 'N llis. Hirona.
Cbu on. and C:001111. the USPTO is
con du clinjt a 111udy on the c urrent state
or palfl'nt elig.tbility ju risp rudence in I.be
Unit~ St:Uell and cm how Ih a.I
jurillpcudl!'nce ll:u impit,aed i n \'elll mf!'l1l
Qti d inn&o.·,,.l ion . O n J uly 'l. ::l0:!1 , dw:
USMO publillbed fl n,quellt Im
information, se~ng public in pu t lo

allllilll in d 111' pce,p11.r111icm Clf lh al study.
S~Pfltent _£ ligibilily Juris prude nce
Study, 86 f lit 36257 Qul. 9. 2021). ·n"'
notioe rf!quf!!lted public oomments bv
Se-ple mb er 7. 2021.
~
'J°brous.h d 1ill n olioe, lbe USV"ro i.J
t!JCU:ndi,~ lbe p~iod for public
comment until October 15, 2021, to give
i.nl~f!!lted m~nber.1 or the public

additional 1bnc let iubmll cx:muncnJ11. All
Olb f:.r in fonnalion find inlltruclions lb
commr:nlf:fi pm,•id ed in the July 9,
20 21, n olioe r~nain und 1flnged.
Pn!viou&ly !lubmlned oomments det nCtC
nr:,ed to be rf!!lubmiUed .
Andni11' Hinhfeld,
Ctmtnu'U'kmr.rf,:w Allr.t.11$, A,rf,:wmins 1hr.
Fum:tions and D11rW oftbt: Under Sr.ar.t{l,y
ofCam~jr:,r lnrell«wal hopr.rtyand
Ditt:t:tor ofrhe Unjr«f St{ltn Pttlr.nt t:md
Tmdelff(Jrk Offi~.
lfR Doc to?1-UII It FiW *-2-tl ;S:d - I

.......:: cooe. "'~.._..
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Patent end Trade-mark Office
(Ooc~I No.: PTO-P-2~H)03T)

Modificati on of COVI0-19 Pr1orltlzed
Examin ation PIiot Program

will be atteph1-d, 11'\'en i( mC'ln! I.ba n 500
!'IWluf:Sts lta\·e a!lready been fl pE)CO\'ei:I.
,.b e USPTO w ill e\•fJ u:ue w belbe r 10
lllrmi1)flle CW fuiitli~ eXl11'nd lbe program
du ring d 1ill eXl1M1lliOn.
DATts: ·n 1eOOV10-19 Prim ili.xed
f:JCaminalio n Pilol Program ill modified
all Clf Septembfs 3. 2021 and i.1 ex.1e11d ed
let run unlil Oei:::mnber 31, 20 21.

Unl11'S1' lbe pilol progr:lm ill rurtber
C:JClfmd f!d by a subllf!qll~ ll n olioe let I.be
pul,lk , (ollowing, lbe elCpirflli0 II o f lhill
t:Xlf:ntion, the p ilCtC p.-ogrmn will b e
11:rmi,,flled. a nil applicants may instead
sool. to ute lbe Priofilb.ed f:xamina tion
fTr.ick On e) i'rogrmn. A pplic11tiC1nll
aocordf:d primilb.ed f:xaminalion unde r
I.be p ilCtC pcogrmn will nCtC lu:s:e lh al
sl.atus m~e,,Jy beca ute lbe applieation i.1
FOA FURTK!A INJ'OAMATIO., CONT ACT':
p,md i,~ after lbe d :ue 1lie pi!CtC p rus,am
Kob er! A. Cl11.rk. r:. £ di 1or o f I.be Manual
i&l~mina tei:I. In Olbe r wcwds.
or l'alm1l £JCfllt1i n ing Pmcedurf: (MPE:P)
applications f!Coepted inlet lbe pilol
f1ele,,pho 11e :u 571-212-7735: r:.nail al
program w ill continue let be, exanth1ed
roberl.d arkefl,upto.gov).
undr:.r p ri0filb.ed f:xaminalion lllfllull
SUPPLEMENTARY IKJOFMATION: O n May
14, 2020. d 1r: US PTO publilll1ei:l a notice unl i.l lhal lllalull ill 1ennh ia1ed for o ne cw
for tl1r: impleme11t111io 11 Clf lbe C0\11O-19 n\Unl- reft.~Cl nll, 11!1 dellttibei:I in die!
OOVI~ 19 T ffl.d: One Noclce.
Prioritb.ed eicao d nation riloc Progrmn.
11,r: Prioritb:ei:I f:JCftlnln flllC111 (t°rf!Ck
S~C0\11~19 Prioritb:ei:I £JCamln 11tlC111
O na:) Progrmn pennl 111 ft.11 applicant to
f•ilol PfflRram, 85 f lit 28932 (May 14 .
hfl ve a n fl pplicflli0 11 ad ,•ancf:d oul o f
20 20) (COVl0-1 9 'rrf!Ck On e Nolioe).
Iurn (attordei:I sr.eciaJ llllllull) for
,-be COVl0-19 'rrf!Ck On e Notioe
indicflted lbal a n a pplican l may req ue!sl C:lCflmi.nflti0n u n( ~ 37 Ct"a 1.102(e) if
I.be flpplici111l llmely filell a n!(j ue!lll for
prioritb.ed f:xaminalion wid 1ou t
priOrilixt!d (1'r3d,: One) exfllt1ln flli0 11
paynW:n l ohlie .-WiOritb:ei:I eJCftlt1ln 11tiC111
aocompanied by 1lie flppcopd111e fef!!l
fee ft.lid ft.~llCICiflted .-W00elllling fee if: f t )
a n d meets lbe Olli~ corulilions of 37
,.be a pplic11tiC111'ii claim(ll) CO\·~ei:I a
produ ct cw r.rot:f!!lll relflted to C0\110-19. Cl-'R 1.102(e). See Mi'f:i• 708.02(b)(2).
f2) lbe pr(}( uCl CW prCICl!!lll was sub jetl lb ,.b e cun~ 1l fee $d1ei:lule ill a,•ailable al:
uw 1v.11sp10.govllf!tJm i11$•Wtd•rt:.S(Ju.rtesl
a n a pplicable f ood ft.lid Orug
f~s-and-pay m,cnf/USpt()of~sd1ed11/e.
AdminiJ1rflliC111 (f'l) A ) a ppcO\·aJ (or
11,e 1·r3d,: One Progffl.m dOO!l nCtC have
OOVl~l 9 use, ft.lid (3) d ie a p pliean l
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Appendix C: Commenting parties
Comments are available at www.regulations.gov/docket/PTO-P-2021-0032/comments.
Associations, nonprofit entities, and other organizations
1 ACT | The App Association (App Association)
2 Alliance for Automotive Innovation (Auto Innovators)
3 Alliance for U.S. Startups & Inventors for Jobs (USIJ)
4 American Bar Association Section of Intellectual Property Law (ABA-IPL)
5 American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU)
6 American Intellectual Property Law Association (AIPLA)
7 Askeladden
8 Association for Molecular Pathology (AMP)
9 Association of American Medical Colleges (AAMC)
10 Association of Amicus Counsel (AAC)
11 Association of University Technology Managers (AUTM)
12 Biotechnology Innovation Organization (BIO)
13 Boston Patent Law Association (BPLA)
14 Breast Cancer Action (BCAction)
15

Business Law Section of the Florida Bar Intellectual Property Committee
(Business Law Section of the Florida Bar)

16 Coalition Against Patent Abuse (CAPA)
17

Coalition for the Life Sciences (CLS)
(two different submissions received on September 8, 2021)

18 College of American Pathologists (CAP)
19 Computer & Communications Industry Association (CCIA)
20 Conservatives for Property Rights (CPR)
21 Developers Alliance
22 Eagle Forum Education & Legal Defense Fund (Eagle Forum)
23 Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF)
24 Engine
25 High Tech Inventors Alliance (HTIA)
26 Innovation Alliance
27 Intellectual Property Owners Association (IPO)
28 International Association for the Protection of Intellectual Property (AIPPI)
29 Internet Association
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30 Japan Patent Attorneys Association (JPAA)
31 Market Institute
32 Natural Products Association (NPA)
33 New York Intellectual Property Law Association (NYIPLA)
34 Pharmaceutical Research and Manufacturers of America (PhRMA)
35 Public Interest Patent Law Institute (PIPLI)
36 Quantum Industry Coalition (QIC)
37 Software & Information Industry Association (SIIA)
38 State Bar of Nevada Intellectual Property Law Section (Nevada IP Section)
39 The Breasties
40 The Coalition for 21st Century Patent Reform (21C)
41 United for Patent Reform (UFPR)
42 U.S. Chamber of Commerce (U.S. Chamber)
43 Wikimedia Foundation (Wikimedia)
Companies and businesses
44 Acushnet Company
45 Arrow Antennas
46 Dell Technologies
47 Dominion Harbor Group
48 EasyTracGPS
49 Ericsson
50 Exhaustless
51 Genentech
52 Google
53 IBM
54 IGT
55 Internet Promise Group
56 Invitae
57 Johnson & Johnson
58 Juniper Networks
59 Kraftwürx
60 My Gene Counsel
61 Novartis
62 Rio Tinto
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63 STT WebOS and TS Patents
64 TrackTime
Law firms
65 Mertzlufft Law
66 Rutman IP
67 Saidman Design Law Group
68 Schwegman, Lundberg & Woessner
Healthcare institutions and universities
69

Laboratory for Clinical Genomics and Advanced Technology at Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical
Center (Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center)

70 Lunenfeld-Tanenbaum Research Institute, Sinai Health System (Sinai Health System)
71 University of Cambridge, Centre for Law, Medicine and Life Sciences (University of Cambridge)
72 Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation (WARF)
Individuals
73 Holby Abern
74 Gregory Aharonian
75 Benjamin Broderick
76 Marc Brown
77 Tara Chand
78 Peter Cheng
79 Robert Crockett
80 David Crowther
81 Byron Deeter
82 Nick Desaulniers
83 Charles Duan
84

Maya Durvasula and Heidi Williams, Department of Economics, Stanford University;
Lisa Larrimore Ouellette, Stanford Law School

85 Bensefia Faissal
86 Helen Fernandes, Susan Hsiao, and Mahesh Mansukhani
87 Nicholas Frattalone
88 Erik Gottlieb
89 Mark Greenstein (two different submissions received on September 7, 2021)
90 Richard Gruner
91 Will Hairston (two different submissions received on July 9, 2021 and July 10, 2021)
92 David Hornik
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93 Alexandra Sasha Hoyt
94 Inas Ibrahim
95 Ilija Ilijovski
96 Ralph Jocke
97 Samuel Johnson
98 Adam Masia
99 Michael Mazza
100 Brandon Mintern
101 William Morriss
102 Stephen Mosher
103 Adam Mossoff, Professor, Antonin Scalia Law School, George Mason University
104 Kent D. Murphy
105 Jacob Nash
106 Seth Nehrbass
107 Timothy O’Leary
108 Robert Osann, Jr.
109 Lori Pressman
110 Chad Rafetto
111 John Richards
112 Robert Rutkowski
113 Joshua D. Sarnoff, Professor, DePaul University College of Law
114 Steven Schneider
115 Steve L. Seawall
116 Anthony Skipper
117 Martin H. Snyder
118 Dana Stangel
119 John Storella
120 Daniel Thomson
121 Mark Tornetta
122 Todd Van Thomme
123 Ted Wang
Anonymous
Fifteen comments were submitted anonymously
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Appendix D: USPTO guidance on patent subject matter eligibility
Figure D1: Subject matter eligibility test for products and processes
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The USPTO guidance on patent subject matter
eligibility combines criteria for eligibility into
a single analysis that applies to all categories of
claims and all types of judicial exceptions (see
figure D1).1 Step 1 of the analysis addresses
whether the claimed invention falls into one of
the four categories recited in 35 U.S.C. 101. Step 2
applies the Supreme Court’s two-step framework
to determine whether an applicant is seeking to
patent a judicial exception. USPTO personnel use
step 2A to evaluate whether a claim is directed to
a judicial exception, and if so, they proceed to step
2B to evaluate whether the additional elements of
the claim amount to significantly more than the
judicial exception (also known as providing an
inventive concept).
Step 2A, which corresponds to the first step of
the Court’s two-step framework, is a two-pronged
inquiry.2 The first prong is a determination
of whether a claim recites a judicial exception
(i.e., an abstract idea, law of nature, or natural
phenomenon). For example, USPTO personnel
determine whether a claim recites a law of nature
or natural phenomenon by evaluating the claim
limitations in connection with scientific principles
and natural laws. Examples of these principles
include the laws of thermodynamics, Newton’s
laws, and the like. USPTO personnel determine
whether a claim recites a product of nature (a
type of natural phenomenon) by evaluating
whether a claimed nature-based product, such as a
genetically modified bacterium, has characteristics
that are “markedly different” from its naturally
occurring counterpart, using considerations
derived from judicial precedent including Myriad.3

1
2
3
4
5

For abstract ideas, the situation is more
challenging. The guidance originally required
examiners to identify abstract ideas by comparing
the claim under examination to concepts
previously identified by the courts as “abstract
ideas,” but this comparison became impractical
over time because of the large number of judicial
decisions issued by the courts since Alice.4
Some stakeholders also criticized the approach
as not providing sufficient consistency and
predictability. Accordingly, in January 2019, the
USPTO revised its guidance to require USPTO
personnel to identify abstract ideas by whether a
claim limitation falls into one or more groupings
of abstract ideas derived from judicial precedent:
mathematical concepts, such as math equations;
mental processes; and certain methods of
organizing human activity, such as fundamental
economic practices.5
If the claim does not recite a judicial exception, it
is considered eligible and the eligibility analysis
stops. But if the claim does recite a judicial
exception, the eligibility analysis continues to the
second prong of step 2A, which was added to the
guidance in January 2019. This prong is used to
determine whether the claim integrates the recited
judicial exception into a practical application of
the exception (in which case the claim is eligible),
as opposed to being directed to the exception itself
(in which case the claim requires further analysis).
This determination is made using considerations
identified by the courts, such as whether the
additional elements improve the functioning
of a computer or another technology, whether
the claim merely sets the judicial exception in a
particular environment or field of use, or whether

The flowchart, and an accompanying summary of the analysis, is in MPEP 2106(III).
More information about step 2A is provided in MPEP 2106.04 and its subparts.
Ass’n for Molecular Pathology v. Myriad Genetics, Inc., 569 U.S. 576 (2013). See also MPEP 2106.04(b) and (c) for more information about laws of
nature, natural phenomena, and products of nature.
Alice Corp. Pty. Ltd. v. CLS Bank Int’l, 573 U.S. 208 (2014).
The USPTO made this change in January 2019 as part of an effort to “ensure that its more than 8500 patent examiners and administrative patent judges
apply the Alice/Mayo test in a manner that produces reasonably consistent and predictable results across applications, art units and technology fields.”
2019 Revised Patent Subject Matter Eligibility Guidance, 84 Fed. Reg. 50 (Jan. 2019) (2019 ,7 PEG); Mayo Collaborative Servs. v. Prometheus Labs., Inc.,
566 U.S. 66 (2012). The current guidance on identifying abstract ideas is in MPEP 2106.04(a).
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there is a step in the claim that applies or uses the
judicial exception to effect a particular treatment
or prophylaxis for a disease or medical condition.6
If the claim passes the second prong of step 2A,
it is considered eligible and the eligibility analysis
stops.
If the claim does not pass step 2A, the analysis
continues to step 2B, which is an evaluation using
similar considerations.7 USPTO personnel may
also consider in step 2B whether an additional
element (or combination of elements) is a wellunderstood, routine, conventional activity, and
if this consideration is relied upon, it must be
supported by a written factual determination that
the element is widely prevalent or in common
use in the relevant industry.8 If USPTO personnel
determine in step 2B that the additional elements
do amount to significantly more than the judicial
exception, then the claim is eligible. If the
additional elements do not amount to significantly
more, then USPTO personnel will reject the
claim as lacking eligibility, and the applicant will
be given a chance to respond, for example, by
amending the claim or by making a showing of
why the claim is eligible for patent protection.9
Regardless of whether an eligibility rejection is
made, the examiner will also evaluate the claim to
determine if it meets the other requirements for
patentability such as novelty and non-obviousness.

6
7
8

9
10
11

The guidance also includes 46 examples to
assist USPTO personnel and stakeholders in
applying the guidance to various fact patterns
and technologies, including artificial intelligence,
biotechnology, business methods, computerrelated inventions, diagnostic and treatment
methods, pharmaceutical treatments, precision
medicine, and software.10 The USPTO has also
conducted extensive training to keep USPTO
personnel updated about developments in subject
matter eligibility and application of the guidance.
The examples, examiner training, and other
supplemental materials are all publicly available
and posted on the USPTO’s subject matter
eligibility webpage.11

Te addition of a second prong in step 2A was also made in the 2019 PEG. Current guidance on this prong is in MPEP 2106.04(d).
See MPEP 2106.05(a).
Te requirement to support a conclusion of well-understood, routine, conventional activity was introduced by the USPTO Memorandum of April 19,
2018, “Changes in Examination Procedure Pertaining to Subject Matter Eligibility, Recent Subject Matter Eligibility Decision (Berkheimer v. HP, Inc.),”
which is available at https://www.uspto.gov/patents/laws/examination-policy/subject-matter-eligibility-examination-guidance-date. Te current guidance on this requirement is in MPEP 2106.07(a)(III).
For more information on how examiners formulate rejections for lack of subject matter eligibility, and evaluate applicant responses thereto, see MPEP
2106.07 and its subparts.
See, e.g., Examples 36 and 39 (relating to artifcial intelligence), Examples 29 and 31 (relating to diagnostic methods), Examples 43 and 46 (relating to
precision medicine), and Examples 11, 12, 16, 17, 28, and 44 (relating to pharmaceuticals and pharmaceutical treatments). Tese examples, and an index
providing an overview of the relevance of each example, are available at https://www.uspto.gov/PatentEligibility.
https://www.uspto.gov/PatentEligibility.
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